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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR VALLEY COUNTY (IN THE (PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION) 
(INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION) OF THE STATE OF IDAHO) 
KAREN L. SAVAGE, ) 
) SUPREME COURT NO. 45143 
Plaintiff/ Respondent, ) 
) Dist. Court No. CV-2016-290-C 
~~ ) 
) 
SCANDIT INC, ) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) 
) 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley. 
Thomas Dvorak 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable Jason D. Scott, District Judge 
Presiding 
JohnD Ashby 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLATE ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
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Date: 7/13/2017 
Time: 07:55 AM 
Page 1 of 2 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2016-0000290-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Karen L Savage vs. Scandit Inc 
User: GKNAPP 













































New Case Filed - Other Claims Jason Scott 
Plaintiff: Savage, Karen L Appearance Thomas Jason Scott 
E. Dvorak 
Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District Jason Scott 
Court of any type not listed in categories E, F 
and H(1) Paid by: Dvorak, Thomas E. (attorney 
for Savage, Karen L) Receipt number: 0005253 
Dated: 11/1/2016 Amount: $221.00 (Credit card) 
For: Savage, Karen L (plaintiff) 
Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Dvorak, Jason Scott 
Thomas E. (attorney for Savage, Karen L) 
Receipt number: 0005253 Dated: 11/1/2016 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Savage, Karen 
L (plaintiff) 
Verified Complaint For Collection Of A Wage 
Claim Under Idaho Code 45-601, Et Seq 
Demand For jury Trial Filed 
Summons Issued 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 
11/1/2016 to Scandit Inc; Assigned to Private 
Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 





Defendant: Scandit Inc Appearance D John Jason Scott 
Ashby 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Jason Scott 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Ashby, D 
John (attorney for Scandit Inc) Receipt number: 
0005595 Dated: 11/30/2016 Amount: $136. 00 
(Check) For: Scandit Inc (defendant) 
Answer To Complaint And Demand For Jury 
Trial 
Jason Scott 
Motion To Dismiss Wage Claim Jason Scott 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Dismiss Jason Scott 
Wage Claim 
Declaration Of Samuel Mueller Jason Scott 
Hearing Scheduled (Tentatively Scheduled Jason Scott 
02/06/2017 02:00 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Leave Jason Scott 
To File First Amended Verified Complaint 
Motion For Leave To File First Amended Verified Jason Scott 
Complaint 





Time: 07:55 AM 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2016-0000290-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Karen L Savage vs. Scandit Inc 
Karen L Savage vs. Scandit Inc 
Date Code User 
1/30/2017 MEMO CWHITE Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion 
For Leave To File First Amended Verified 
Complaint 
2/2/2017 MEMO HON Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion To 
Dismiss Wage Claim 
' ::\·fl) GKNAPP Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled 
on 02/06/2017 02:00 PM: Hearing Held 
2/16/2017 MEMO CWHITE Memorandum Decision And Order Granting 
Defendant's Motion To Dismiss And Denying 
Plaintiff's Motion To Amend 
3/15/2017 STIP CWHITE Stipulation Re Final Judgment 
3/28/2017 ORDR CWHITE Preliminary Order On Stipulation Re Final 
Judgment 
4/11/2017 STIP HON Supplemental Stipulation RE Final Judgment 
4/17/2017 JDMT CWHITE Judgment 
STAT CWHITE STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk 
action 
I liiJ CWHITE Civil Disposition entered for: Scandit Inc, 
Defendant; Savage, Karen L, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 4/17/2017 
5/26/2017 NOTA MELLIS NOTICE OF APPEAL 
MELLIS Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal 
to Supreme Court Paid by: Givens Pursley LLP 
Receipt number: 0001987 Dated: 5/26/2017 
Amount: $129.00 (Transfer) For: Savage, Karen 
L (plaintiff) 
5/30/2017 CCOA GKNAPP Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal 

















Thomas E. Dvorak (ISB ID# 5043} 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
60 l West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 




Attorneys for Karen Savage 
-~OfflSi. MILL~ CLERK 
y. ~ 4,1,:r: Deputy 
NOV O 1 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 





VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR 
COLLECTION OF A WAGE CLAIM 
UNDER IDAHO CODE § 45-601, ET 
SEQ. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Karen L. Savage (hereinafter "Savage") by and through her 
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and for cause of action against Defendant, pleads, 
alleges and complains as follows: 
PARTIES, VENUE AND JURISDICTION 
1. Savage is a resident of Idaho County, Idaho, and an employee of Defendant 
Scandit Inc. 
2. Defendant Scandit Inc. (hereinafter "Scandit") is a Delaware corporation which 
sought and received a certificate of authority to transact business in the state of Idaho on 
September 17, 2014. 
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3. Venue is proper before this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-404, as the 
Defendant Scandit does not reside in the state ofldaho pursuant to the meaning ofldaho Code § 
5-404 in that it does not have a principal place of business within the state ofldaho. 
4. This is an action for collection of a wage claim under Idaho Code§§ 45-601, et 
seq. 
5. This Court has original jurisdiction as provided by Idaho Code§ 1-705 and§ 45-
615. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
6. Scandit is an enterprise mobility and data capture company that specializes in 
barcode scanning applications for business that include healthcare, logistics, manufacturing and 
retail industries. Scandit's services and products allow its customers to rapidly build, deploy and 
manage mobile apps for smartphones, tablets and wearable devices, al1 for a lower total cost of 
ownership than traditional, dedicated devices. 
7. Approximately two years ago, Savage began working for Scandit as a Senior 
Sales Executive. 
8. For the year 2016, and specifically for the time period of January 1, 2016 through 
December 31, 2016, Scandit provided the 2016 Commission Compensation Plan (the "CCP") in 
the form attached hereto as Exhibit "A" to Savage. 
9. Savage executed and returned the CCP. 
10. Under the CCP, Scandit had promised to Savage that: 
IV. COMMISSIONS 
100% of the respective commission will be paid as soon as 
reasonably practicable following the booking of the Order, and 
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ideally no later than within 30 days of the end of the month during 
which the transaction has been booked. 
l. Scandit License Fee ... 
Scandit will pay commissions based on the amount of Scandit 
licenses sold (net amount to Scandit) to new and existing 
customers for each Order booked during the period of this Plan. 
See CCP, at p. 3, Section IV. 
13. The CCP went on to provide for an alleged claw-back provision to the effect that: 
Commission shall become earned (Le., not subject to recoupment 
or "claw-back" by Employer) only upon (a) recognition of revenue 
by Scandit according to its then current revenue recognition 
policies; and (b) actual receipt of payment from the customer. 
Therefore, should one or both of these conditions fail to occur, the 
paid but unearned commissions must be returned to Scandit by 
Employee per Section V below. 
See CCP, at p. 3, Section IV. 
14. The CCP also provides for an "Annual Quota Achievement Bonus" that says 
"Employee will earn a bonus ofUSD [$]36,000.00 if the combined ACV ofrenewals and Orders 
equals CHF 641,001" (the "Achievement Bonus"). See CCP, at p. 5, Section IV.E. 
15. Savage took action in reasonable reliance upon the CCP. 
16. Specifically, through Savage's efforts, a Master Software License Agreement was 
signed effective as of September 27, 2016 between Amazon Services LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company, and Scandit Inc. (the "Amazon Agreement"). 
17. The Amazon Agreement was booked during late September 2016 by Scandit. 
18. During late September 2016 or October 2016, 100% of the respective commission 
from the Amazon Agreement became due and owing to Savage under the CCP based on the 
booking of the Amazon Agreement by Scandit (the "Amazon Commission"). 
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19. Savage performed all conditions precedent to the Amazon Commission becoming 
due and owing to her under the CCP and applicable law. 
20. For several weeks after the Amazon Commission was booked, Savage received no 
word as to when the Amazon Commission due and owing would be paid, or the amount of said 
comm1ss10n. 
21. On October 28, 2016, Scandit's CEO, Samuel Mueller, at 11 :41:39 AM MDT, 
sent an email to Savage regarding the commission. A true and correct copy of the email is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 
22. In the email, Mueller acknowledged the total amount of the commission to be 
$390,234. 
23. However, Mueller without authorization proposed taking $30,000 of the 
commission and distributing it to "involved members engineering/ops team, to be paid at end of 
the year as a special bonus and independent from" Savage's Amazon Commission payment. 
24. As to the remaining $360,234 of the Amazon Commission due, Mueller 
announced a plan to pay that amount to Savage over four years because of "the size and long 
duration of the [Amazon] deal, from and [sic, "an"] accounting and liquidity management 
perspective we have to expect considerable risk that Amazon might find a way to not pay one of 
the (annual) fees and back out of the contract at a later time, in which case we would have to 
reverse any previous commission payment and claw back previously paid commission." 
25. On October 31, 2016, on the regular payday, only a $5,000.00 "AMAZON 
(Symbolic 1st payment)" was made to Savage with respect to the Amazon Commission. 
26. The remainder of the total Amazon Commission due of $385,234 has not been 
paid and remains unpaid as of the date of filing of this Complaint (the "Commission Due"). 
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27. Further, by means of the Amazon Commission, Savage earned her Achievement 
Bonus in September 2016, and said Achievement Bonus has not yet been paid either and remains 
unpaid and due and owing as of the date of the filing of this Complaint (the "Achievement Bonus 
Due"). 
COUNT 1 
Wage Claim Under Idaho Code§ 45-615 
28. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
29. The Commission Due and Achievement Bonus Due constitute a wage pursuant to 
Idaho Code§ 45-601(7), in that they were "compensation for labor or services rendered by an 
employee on a time, task, piece or commission basis" (hereinafter collectively "Wages Due"). 
30. The Wages Due were not paid on the date they were due in that either 
a. they were not paid within 15 days of September 30, 2016,which was the 
end of the pay period for which such wages were due, as required by 
Idaho Code § 45-608(2); or 
b. they were not paid within 30 days of the last day of the month in which the 
order had been booked as had been the case with prior commission 
payments under the CCP and the pattern and practice and course of 
performance between Scandit and Savage. 
31. Scandit's failure to pay the Wages Due when the same were due constituted a 
violation ofldaho law and of the parties' CCP. 
32. As a direct and proximate cause ofScandit's breach oflaw and of the CCP 
agreement, Savage has and will suffer damages resulting in a wage claim as described in Idaho 
Code § 45-60 l ( 6), with said damages more particularly described in the subsequent paragraph. 
33. Pursuant to Count l, Savage is entitled to judgment that: 
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a. Scandit has breached the employment agreement and is liable for the 
Wages Due in the amount of $385,234 plus $36,000, totaling $421,234, 
and that under Idaho Code§ 45-615(2) as a penalty for not timely paying 
said wages when due, Savage is entitled to recover three (3) times the 
amount of Wages Due, in other words, the amount of the Wages Due 
tripled under Idaho Code § 45-615(2) and the amount awardable to 
Savage, is $1,263,702; 
b. interest is due on the amount of the Wages Due at 12% per annum as 
allowed by Idaho Code § 28-22- l 04( I) for money after the same becomes 
due from and after October 15, 2016 at the per diem rate of $138.488 per 
day for every day thereafter, for a total amount due in interest as of 
November I, 2016 of $2,215.80; and 
c. under Idaho Code§ 45-615(2), Savage is also entitled to recover her costs 
and attorneys' fees as more particularly described in the attorneys' fees 
and costs section below. 
COUNT2 
Declaratory Judgment 
34. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
35. Idaho Code§ 10-1202 provides that "[a]nyperson interested under a deed, will, 
written contract or other writings constituting a contract or any oral contract, or whose rights, 
status or other legal relations are affected by a statute, municipal ordinance, contract or franchise, 
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may have determined any question of construction or validity arising under the instrument, 
statute, ordinance, contract or franchise and obtain a declaration of rights, status or other legal 
relations thereunder." 
36. Idaho Code§ 10-1201 provides for "Declaratory Judgments" and goes on to state 
that "[ c ]ourts of record within their respective jurisdictions shall have power to declare rights, 
status, and other legal relations, whether or not further relief is or could be claimed. No action or 
proceeding shall be open to objection on the ground that a declaratory judgment or decree is 
prayed for. The declaration may be either affirmative or negative in form and effect, and such 
declarations shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree." 
37. Idaho Code§ 10-1205 provides that "[t]he enumeration in Sections 10-1202, 10-
1203 and 10-1204, does not limit or restrict the exercise of the general powers conferred in 
Section 10-1201, in any proceedings where declaratory reliefis sought, in which a judgment or 
decree will terminate the controversy or remove an uncertainty." 
38. Idaho Code§ 10-1208 provides that "[f] urther relief based on a declaratory 
judgment or decree may be granted whenever necessary or proper." 
39. Savage has the following disputes with Scandit: 
a. whether Idaho Code § 45-608(2) requires that any commission due or the 
Achievement Bonus be paid within 15 days of the pay period in which the 
commission or Achievement Bonus was compensation for services 
performed during that period; 
b. whether in light of Idaho Code § 45-601, et. seq., and other applicable 
law, the claw-back provisions of the CCP impermissibly attempt to allow 
the commission once due and paid as wages to be clawed back; 
c. whether in light ofldaho § 45-601, et. seq, and its premising a wage claim 
on compensation "due," the attempt to define commissions as being 
"earned" in the CCP is impermissibly being based on a condition 
subsequent occurring after 100% of the commission is due to be paid, and 
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thus is an impermissible attempt to deny a wage due to the employee and 
is unenforceable; 
d. whether in light of Idaho Code § 45-601, et. seq., and other applicable 
law, the claw-back provisions of the CCP and the provisions for pay back 
of a portion of commission previously paid and due upon termination are 
unconscionable or against public policy or otherwise unenforceable; 
e. whether on the basis of a fiduciary duty owed by virtue of entering into the 
CCP for a commission based payment, the attempt not to pay the 
commission immediately but to pay it over time is a breach of said 
fiduciary duty; and 
f. whether the CCP as it exists, or as modified by applicable law, has been 
breached by the failure to pay the Amazon Commission and Achievement 
Bonus when due. 
40. Savage is entitled to a declaratory judgment decreeing and declaring that all of the 
forgoing propositions are answered in the affirmative and to such other monetary and injunctive 
and other further relief as may be appropriate and may flow from said declaration in the interest 
of justice. 
COUNT3 
Contract Claim For Commission Due 
41. The foregoing paragraphs are hereby incorporated by this reference and restated 
as if set forth in full. 
42. Count 3 is plead in the alternative to Counts 1 and 2 and only in the event that the 
Court finds the relief sought in both such counts to not be appropriate. 
43. The Commission Due is an amount due by the agreement of the parties and all 
conditions precedent to its payment to the Plaintiff Savage have been satisfied. 
44. The failure ofScandit to pay the Commission Due to Savage amounts to a breach 
of the agreement of the parties. 
45. Pursuant to Count 3, Savage is entitled to judgment that: 
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a. Scandit has breached the employment agreement and is liable for the 
Commission Due and Achievement Bonus in the amount of $421,234; 
b. interest is due on the amount of the Commission Due at 12% per annum as 
allowed by Idaho Code§ 28-22-104(1) for money after the same becomes 
due from and after October 15, 2016 at the per diem rate of$138.488 per 
day for every day thereafter, for a total amount due in interest as of 
November 1, 2016 of$2,215.80; and 
c. that under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) and 12-121, Savage is also entitled to 
recover her costs and attorneys' fees as more particularly described in the 
attorneys' fees and costs section below. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
46. Savage has retained the services of Givens Pursley LLP, and is entitled to an award 
of attorneys' fees and costs under Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3), 12-121, 45-615(2) and Rule 54 of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. In the event of a judgment by default, Savage claims 
attorneys' fees and costs in the amount of $5,000, or in such other and further amount as may be 
proven at the appropriate time in the proceedings. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
47. Savage demands a trial by jury of no less than twelve (12) persons on all triable 
issues pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b). 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Savage prays this Court enter the following relief: 
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1. For judgment in favor of Plaintiff and against Defendant on all counts of the 
foregoing Complaint; 
2. For judgment for the specific relief sought in each such count; 
3. For costs and attorneys' in the amount of $5,000 in the event of a judgment by 
default or in such other and further amounts as may be proven at the appropriate time in the 
proceedings for and on the basis as set forth in the body of this Comp1aint and incorporated 
herein by reference; and 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem appropriate in the 
premises. 
Jf 
DATED this --1.:__ day ofNovember, 2016. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Karen L. Savage 




STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County ofldaho ) 
Karen L. Savage, in accordance with Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 11 ( c ), ( d) and Idaho 
Code Section 9-1406, and to the same effect as having been first du)y sworn, state and declare as 
follows: I am the Plaintiff herein, I have read the foregoing Verified Complaint for Collection of 
a Wage Claim Under Idaho Code§ 45-601, et seq, know the contents thereof, and believe the 
contents thereof to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I certify and 
declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
DATED this _\ _ day of November, 2016. 






SCJ\NDIT ScandltJII(; 25 Taylor Street 




An ETH Zurich $pin-off company 
2016 COMMISSION COMPENSATION PLAN 
Oanuary 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016) 
Senior Sales Executive 
KAREN SAVAGE ("EMPLQYIE1 
PLAN OBliQIVES 
This Plan is intended to reward the following achievements: 
• Generating significant license revenues for Scandlt from new and existing customers 
• Oosing sales transactions that can be recorded as revenue consistent with Scandif s 
Revenue Recognition Policy, and timely colla1:ion of receivables. 
I. ANNUAL TARGET EARNINGS (Plan Currency: USD) 
11. 







Target Commission, New Business: USD 94,000, being the combined amount for 
Qt. Q2, Q3 and Q4 2016, as described in this plan 
Target Commissions, Renewals of customer contracts: USD 6,000 as listed in 
Appendix A) 
Quarterly Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR) achievement Bonus: USD 4,000 
( as listed in Appendix A) 
Annual ACY & Renewals Achievement Bonus: USD 36,000 
On Target Earnings: USD 241,000 p.a. 
New Business Quota 
For the period of this plan, Employee's New Business Quota shall be CHF 713,700 
C-lndlvidual Quota·). The Quota repNsents the total guarnnteed monet:ary value of new 
legally binding contracts and purchase orders, together, {*Orders") secured with new and 
existing customers in Employee's territory, where the Employee had significant involvement 
and the Order was executed between Scandit and tht customer during the relevant period. 
Achievement of the New Business Quota is determined by the total guaranteed and 
calculated monetary value ("TCV") of the Orders secured during the relevant period and 
comparing this to the Quota. For multi-year Orders, quota credit and commissions are 
determined following the instructions outlined in Section Ill. For the avoidance of doubt, 
renewals of contract<; with existing customers are not included in the New Business Quota 
and do not attract Quota credit 
Renewal Quota 





On the one hand, steady MRR growth and increasing Annual Contract Value ("ACV") are key 
towards exceedlngthe company's key financial objective of CHF 4M in Annual Recurring 
Revenue ("ARR") for the year 2016. On the other hand, multi-year deals positively 
contribute to the future growth of our business. To combine these two aspects, the 
following calculation method for multi-year deals will be applied to dei.ermine quota credit 
and commissions under the 2016 Commission Compensation Plan: 
Multi-Year Subscription A9reements 
Quota credit and commission payments for all subscription deals wtrh a contract duration 
of more than one year ("TCV"'} is calculated based on the ACV multiplier ("Multiplier") 
below as follows: TCV':= TCV / DuratioDpn :rnrol • Mulliplter 
ACV 





For example, a three-year deal for a TCV of CHF 60,000 will yield quota credit and 
commission payments for CHF 56,000 (TCV' :- CHF 60,000 / 3 ic 2.80). 
Deals with a duration of more than 4 years will be treated like 4·year deals. 
To determine quota credit of a deal that indudes a ramp up of annual fees during the term 
of the contract, the multiplier must be applied based on the length of the contract. For 
example, a three-year deal for a TCV of CHF 64,000 (1st year fees CHF 12,500, 2nd year fees 
CHF 23,500 and 3rd year fees CHF 28,000) will yield quota credit and commission payments 
for CHF 58,400 (TCV' := CHF 12,500 x 1 + CHF 23,500 x 1 + CHF 28,000 x 0.8). 
Perpetual Deals 
Perpetual deals are flnandally equivalent to and treated as ~year subscriptions. Hence, to 
determine quota crcditand commissions of a perpetual deal, first the ACV of the deal is 
calculated bydfviding itsTCV bya factor of four. In a next step, theTCV' of the perpetual 
deal Is calculated by multiplying the ACV using an ACV multiplier of2.80 (per the table 
above). For example, a perpetual deal with a TCVofCHF 100,000 will yield quota credit and 
commissions of CHF 82,500 (TCV':: CHF 100,000 / 4 x 3.30). 
If annual Maintenance and Support ("M&S") fees are induded, the calculation of the total 
TCV' value must be done separately for the perpetual deal and for M&s fees. For the 
perpetual deal the applicable ACV multiplier remains at 3.30 (as mentioned above). Por the 
M&S quota credit. the ACV is calculated by dividing its TCV by the number of years for 
which the maintenance fees have been committed and multiplying it using the ACV 
multiplier corresponding to the length of the contract. For Instance, a perpetual deal for an 
upfront value of CHF 60,000 with an annual maintenance fee of CHF 5,000 committed for 5 






Commissions shall become earned (i.e., not subject to recoupmcnt or "claw-back" by 
Employer) only upon (a) recognition of revenue by Scandit according to Its then current 
revenue recognition policies, and (b) actual receipt of payment from the customer. 
'J'herefore, should one or both of these conditions fail to occur, the paid but unearned 
commissions must be returned to Scandit by Employee per Section V below. Employee's 
obligation to return any prepaid but unearned commission survives any termination of the 
Employee's engagement with Scandit, and Employee agrees that such amounts may be 
deducted from Employee's final paycheck including severance payments, if any. 
100% of the respective commission will be paid as soon as reasonably practicable following 
the booking of the Order, and ideally no later than within 30 days of the end of the month 
during which the transaction has been booked. In order for a closed transaction to be 
formally booked and the commission to be paid, the following criteria need to be fulfilled to 
the reasonable satisfaction ofScandit: 
i, Contract, schedules and other associated documentation need to be valid and fully 
executed by authorized signatories of Scandlt and the customer, 
ii. Contract needs to be scanned and filed as defined by Scandlt finance. 
iii. All information about the transaction needs to be up to date in particular the 
Account, Conta<.tand Opportunity fields in Salesforce.com as well as Information 
related to products, lead source, amount. contact type and duration, closing date. 
stage, reporting category, plus any additional information such as customer contact 
details, industty and use case. 
iv, All billing information has been agreed with the customer, induding obtaining any 
PO number or other administrative tasks required in order to effect payment. 
v. In the reasonable opinion ofScandlt. revenue will be recognized from the Order 
and it is more likely than not that payment will be received from the customer as 
per the agreed Order. 
vi. Employee needs to complete and sign a commission claim form and have It 
countersigned by Scandit"s CEO. 
lfthere are any contingencies (e.g., exit dauses) in the arrangement with the customer, 
Scandit reserves the right not to book the sale and withhold commission until the 
contingency has expired. 
Scandlt reserves the right to Withhold the respective sales commission until all the 
above tasks are complete. 
A. Items Ellglble for Commissions 
1. Scandit Ucense Fee (nart ofTCV) 
Scandlt will pay commissions based on the amount ofScandit licenses sold (net amount to 
Scandit) to new and existing customen; for each Order booked during the period of this 
Plan. Scandit License Fee applies to all standard Scandit branded products, which are 
available to all customers and listed on current and official price list for the applicable 
terrttozy. Scandit has the right to deduct partner margin/refen-al and extraordinary cost of 
sales (e.g. lawyers, unpaid proof-of-concept, free training or services} from the license 
amount before calculating commissions. 
2. Contractually committed Maintenance and Support fees (part of TCV') 
Scandit will pay commissions based on the contrdctually guaranteed M&S fee for Scandit 
products sold (net amount to Scandit) for each Sc-.indit license deal booked during the 
period of this Plan. 
3 
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3. Other Liceoslo& and Prir;e models (approval needed) 
Orders priced below list price or Orders based on any pricing model or structure other than 
those defined in the current official price list, require prior approval from Scandit's CEO In 
order to be included in TCV'. 
4. Gr:pwth in Fees paid by Existing Customers 
Scandlt will pay commissions on the growth In fees paid by existing customers above and 
beyond what was paid by the customer in the preceding 12 (twelve) month period. 
5. P)atform and Solutions deals ( e.g. App Solutions and Plow plat:furm) 
Orders closed for these two new product lines (net fees only, minus fees for partners, etc.) 
will attract Quota credit at 1.25x the calculated TCV' for Orders lower than 30,000 CHF and 
Quota credit at l.50x the calculated TCV' for Orders equal or higher than 30,000 CHl7. 
Contractually committed Professional Service fees (PS) are not Included in the Quota 
and do not attract Quota credit. 
8. Commission Rates on TCV' for New Business (Individual and Team Quota) 
Individual commission rates on TCV' for Scandit License Fees and Maintenance & Support 
Fees ( excluding renewals) are as follows: 





0% 50% 50% 6.6% 
51% 75% 113% 14.8% 
76" 1009' 200% 26.3% 
101% 200% 2059' 27.0% 
201% up 220% 28.9% 
The date the Order becomes binding wm determine the period in which the TCV' will be 
allocated for Quota credit purposes. Where the revenue associated witl1 a single Order 
would move employee from one percentage band Into the next higher band. commissions 
on the portion of the Order revenue falling into each band will be paid at the corresponding 
percentage for that band. 
C. Commission on Renewals 
The renewal of customer contracts listed in Appendix A will attract commission at a flat 
rate of 3.6% provided the renewal value of the individual customer contracts renewed Is at 
least equivalent to the values listed in Appendix A, totaling CHF 16S,ZOl for the period QI 
- Q4 2016. If the customer renews for a lower amount, no commission will be due. 
D. Quarterly Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR) Achievement Bonus 
Employee will earn a quarterly bonus If Lhe company achieves lbs quarterly MRR goaJs as 
listed in Appendix A. The annual bonus amount is predefined and split into 4 equal 





E. Annual Quota Achievement Bonus 
Employee will earn a bonus of USD 36,000 if the combined ACV of renewals and Orders 
equals CHF 641,001 or more. 
F. Case 
Case deals are eligible for a separate commission on top of the annual OTE (On-Target 
Earnings) and don't attract Quota credit. The commission is equivalent to a fixed rate of 5% 
of the net recognized revenues. The net recognized revenue Is ,:alculated by subtracting 
estimated or actual cost of goods sold, discounts, replacements and referral rees from gross 
revenue. 
G. Cllum 
Employee js also responsible for retention of existing customers in his territory as defined 
by Scandit and listed In Appendix A. 
Any ACV lost due to the non-renewal of an existing customer, may be compensated by new 
ACVat a ratio of 1:1. 
V. COMMISSION PAYMENT REVERSALS 
As discussed in Section IV, in the event Scanditdoes not recognize the revenue on an Order 
under generally accepted accounting principles (as applied by Scandit) or does not receive 
payment from the customer per the terms of the Order, any prepaid commissions will be 
reversed as described below: 
• Employee is account.able for any cancellation or termination of an Order, whether 
by the customer or Scandit, or other reduction in expected revenue, to the extent 
Employee has been prepaid Commissions on such revenue. 
• If a receivable remains uncollected for over 60 days from the due date, Sc.andit 
reseIYes the right to reverse all Quota credit and prepaid commission 
corresponding to the portion of the Order for which payment has not been 
received. 
• Scand!t reserves the right to calculate the amount of any reversal of pre-paid 
commission using the rates that applied at the time the commission was paid. 
• All commissions described in this Plan are subject to the claw-back policies 
described in this section and will be recalculated and recovered accordingly. 
• Employee must refund to Scandit any reversal amount within 30 days of written 
notice from Scandit 
Scandit reserves the right to pursue all means necessary to collect prepaid commissions 
that for any of the reasons listed above must be reversed and repaid to Scandit In addition, 
Scandit reserves the right at any time to reverse any commission payments that were 
overpaid or otherwise paid in error to Employee. 
VI. SALES CONCESSIONS/ DISCOUNTS 
The value of all price reductions, reduced service rees or other forms of concession given to 




Scandlt will not give Quota credit or pay commission on Orders that contain any discount or 
other non-standard terms offered to a customer without prior written approval of Sc.audit's 
CEO or inconsistent with Scandit's current sales approval matrix and other such policies in 
effect when the Order was executed. 
VII. SAL&S SPLITS / HOLDOUTS 
Revenues generated from a single Order may be allocated among several sales team 
members whose efforts each contributed in a significant way to the closing of the sale, or 
where there is an overlap of territories, Industry groups or assigned accounts. The sum of 
all allocated revenues flowing from a single Order cannot exceed the original revenue 
amount from that Order (no double booking). Splits are first being negotiated between the 
Account Executives (A6s) involved. If they do not find a solution the respective VPs or 
Dlrecmrs will try to find one. If this falls the CEO will make a decision. In case of an agreed 
spilt each Involved AE will get Quota relief and commission paicl based on the pan of tt1e 
order allocated to him/her. 
VIII. CHANGES TO PLAN 
This Plan supersedes all previous commission plans between Scandit and Employee. This 
Plan, and any assigned quotas, territories. accounts or commission rates are subject to 
change at any time in Scandit's sole discretion without prior written notice. 
IX. PERFORMANCE REVIEW 
Your performance will be roviewed regularly. If you are not achieving full Quota, or if your 
performance is otherwise deemed less than fulJy sntisfuctory, Scandit retains the right t.o 
take remedial or other appropriate action, up to and Including termination of your contract 
X. LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
No adjustments will be made to Quota or commission rates in the event you go on a leave of 
absence. 
XI. TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT 
In the event your contract with Scandit is terminated, Scandlt wtlJ pay you commissions for 
Orders booked by Scandit prior to the last day of your contractual relationship with 
Scandit, per the normal commission payment cycle. Scandit will not pay commissions after 
your termination date on any Orders for which revenue has not been recognized on the 
date of your termination or on any payments made by customers after the tennination 
date. 
As discussed in Section IV. Scandit's policy is to prepay commissions prior to the associated 
revenue being recognized. At the time of termination, any previously paid commissions for 
which revenue has not been recognized, and any commissions previously paid on Orders 
that Scandit deems in Its sole discretion to be at risk, will be reversed and must be promptly 
refunded to Scandit, along with any recoverable draw balance. 
XII. NO GUARANTEE OF EMPLOYMENT 
Nothing in this Plan shall be construed to create or imply the crea lion of any employment 
contract between you and Scandlt, nor shall it be construed in any way as a promise or 
guarantee of continued employment for any specific period of time. Your employment with 
Scandit ls governed by the terms and conditions of your employment agreement between 
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you and Scandlt AG and may be terminated by you or Scandlt at any time for any reason as 
defined In the employment agreement between you and Scandit 
XIU. APPROVAL/ ACCEPTANCE 
Your signature below certifies that you have read and understand this Plan and that you 
accept all provisions herein. Scandit must receive a signed copy of this Plan and your 
monthly commissions claim fonn in order for commissions to be paid. 
XIV. TERRITORY AND ELIGIBLE ACCOUNTS 
Scandit's CEO will define your Territory. Territories for Scandtt may operate across several 
different dimensions, including geography, size of account. whether an account is a new or 
existing acco11nt, industry vertical and other factors or can be focused on one dimension. 
Your mrritory may change one or more times during the period covered by this Plan. 
Changes wlll be communicated to you in writing. 
Your Territory as of 1.1.2016 is the following: 
WA, MT, ID, WY, CO, OK, KS, NE, SD, ND, MN, IA, MO, lL, WI, Ml, IN 
For territories outside of USA and Canada, please refer to the document "Territory 
Assignments" on GDrivB\MarketJ1111 and Soles\Sales\Soles Adm/n and Ptaybook\ Territory Amgnments. 
I have read and under.stand Chis Plan, and I aa:eptall of its provisions and agree to 
fuJly abide by all of their terms: 
7 
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From: Samuel Mueller <samuel@scandit.com> 
Subject: Amazon 
Date: October 28, 2016 at 11:41:39 AM MDT 
To: Karen Savage <karen@scandit.com> 
Cc: Justin Corbell <iustin@scandit.com>, emillo@scandlt.com 
Hi Karen, 
In preparation for our conversation regarding Amazon later today, please find below our suggestion on how to handle your commission from securing Amazon 
deal: 
(1) Commission amount (assuming a carve out of CHF 30k for the involved members engineering/ops team, to be paid at end of the year as special bonus and 
independent from your commission, which you had suggested to Justin): 
AMAZON 
in CHF (final numbers in USD) Karen (situation per end of August) 
NewTCV' 
Total New Annual 
%Achieved Cale. Base Com. Rate Commission 
Carve out for Net 
TCV' Quota team Commission 
Before Amazon 184,249 184,249 713,700 26% 
Amazon (multiplier: 3.3) 172,601 356,850 713,700 24% 172,601 6.6% 11,392 
Amazon (multiplier: 3.3) 178,425 535,275 713,700 25% 178,425 14.8% 26,407 
Amazon (multiplier: 3.3) 178,425 713,700 713,700 25% 178,425 26.3% 46,926 
Amazon (multiplier: 3.3) 713,700 1,427,400 713,700 100% 713,700 27.0% 192,699 
Amazon (multiplier: 3.3) 390,349 1,817,749 713,700 55% 390,349 28.9% 112,811 
Total Amazon Impact 1,633,500 1,633,500 390,234 30,000 360,234 
(2) Payout ofthe commission overtime (approx. CHF 360,234): 
Given the size and long duration of the deal, from and accounting and liquidity management perspective we have to expect considerable risk that Amazon might 
find a way to not pay one of the (annual) fees and back out of the contract at a later time, In which case we would have to reverse any previous commission 
payment and claw back previously paid commission. Again, given the amount of the payment this could be challenging, which is why we would normally have to 
break up the payment into S equal annual installments of approx. CHF 72k / vear, to be paid once the annual payments from Amazon have been received, plus 
any other commissions and bonuses that you may eligible for (i.e. CHF 36,000 of ACV achievement commission, CHF 3,000 of MRR achievement commission, 
approx. CHF 6k of renewal commission, etc. this year). 
-
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Instead of proceeding with the annual installments as outlined above and in order to give you the benefit of actually feeling the big impact of the commissions 
from this awesome deal more strongly, we would instead suggest to payout the entire amount over the course of 4 (instead of 5 years) and to structure the 
actual installments weighted by the multi-year multiplier (while still maintaining the claw back option of course), which would result in the following payout 
scheme: 
Suggested payout: Application ofTCV' multiplier on commission payment over 4 years 
CHF 109,162 2016 payment 
CHF 109,162 2017 payment 
CHF 87,330 2018 payment 
CHF 54,581 2019 payment 
--------------------------------- Claw back clause (in case Amazon falls to pay any of the annual payments) CHF360,234 
In other words, for the current year you would look at approx. the following total compensation: 
OTE Actual Comp 
Salary 101,000 101,000 
On Target Commission, new business 94,000 172,218 
On Target Commission, renewals 6,000 6,000 
On Target Quarterly MRR Achievement Bonus 4,000 3,000 
Annual Quota Achievement Bonus 36,000 36,000 
Earned salary and commissions 2016 241,000 318,218 
Where the CHF 172,218 in commissions for new business would be roughly broken down as follows: 
12,471 YTD commissions 
109,162 Amazon netto (after carve out) 
50,585 Forecasted Commissions 
172,218 
A side benefit of paying out the commission in annual installments is that it will break the tax impact and will approximately save you CHF 25k in tax payments 





We would suggest to go ahead to pay out the first tranche of your commission as soon as possible after closing of our funding round and at any rate no later 
than December. The remaining payments would be due annually over 4 years (per the above schedule) as soon as we have obtained the respective PO for the 
yearly payment respectively. 
Apologies for not getting around to write this up before today. I hope you still have enough time to review and this helps you better understand our suggestion 
and we can have a good discussion later on. 
In case you feel you'd need a little more time to think and digest, let me know and we can also push our call to Monday. 
I look forward to speaking later and hope the above suggestion is in about in line with your expectations. 
Sam 
11111111111 I 11111111111111111 
Dr. Samuel Mueller 
CEO and co-founder 
Scandit 
+4176577 7979 
+1415 528 50 50 
samuel@scandit.com 
@scandit I www.scandit.com 




Thomas E. Dvorak (Idaho State Bar ID# 5043) 
G NENS PURSLEY LLP 
60 I West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 




Attorneys for Karen Savage 
• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 





Defendant( s ). 
TO: SCANDIT INC. 
NOTICE: YOU HA VE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF. 
THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE 
UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 21 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW. 
You are hereby notified that in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written 
response must be filed with the above-designated court within 21 days after service of this 
Summons on you. If you fail to so respond, the court may enter judgment against you as 
demanded by the Plaintiff in the Complaint. 
A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice or 
representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written 
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected. 
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule I 0( a)( l) and other Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
SUMMONS - I 
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1 . The title and number of this case. 
' 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or 
denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, mailing 
address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiffs attorney, as 
designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of 
the above-named court. T 
DATED This } '9.-
SUMMONS - 2 
day of November, 2016. 
CLERK OF COURT 
Douglas A. Miller 




D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 




Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 
-
DOU~LAS t· MtL~ CLERK 
By ! ,& A., A Deputy 
NOV 2 3 2016 
GaseNo......., __ nst.No, __ _ 
FlfAcf A.M,:): Q() P.aP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 















Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
TO: PLAINTIFF ABOVE NAMED, AND HER ATTORNEYS OF RECORD 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that D. John Ashby, a member of the firm of Hawley Troxell 
Ennis & Hawley LLP, P.O. Box 1617, Boise, Idaho 83701, hereby enters an appearance as 
Attorney of Record for Defendant Scandit Inc. 




DATED THIS 22nd day of November, 2016. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
B~~ 
_=:,hby, !SB No. 7228 
Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of November, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 3 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
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CaaeNo, __ ,_i,nst,N(l ---
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 




Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 
Flfsd A.M. !:::-J:G&'? PM 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 















Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendant Scandit Inc. ("Defendant"), by way of answer to Plaintiff's Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint"), denies each and every allegation contained therein unless 
expressly admitted, as follows: 
PARTIES, VENUE, AND JURISDICTION 
1. Answering paragraph 1 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits that it employs 
Plaintiff. Defendant lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the remaining allegations in 
paragraph 1 and therefore denies the same. 




2. Answering paragraph 2 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that it is a 
Delaware corporation and that it is authorized to do business in the State of Idaho. 
3. Answering paragraph 3 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set forth therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
4. Answering paragraph 4 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set forth therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
5. Answering paragraph 5 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set forth therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
6. Answering paragraph 6 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits the allegations 
set forth therein. 
7. Answering paragraph 7 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits the allegations 
set forth therein. 
8. Answering paragraph 8 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits that it 
provided to Plaintiff a 2016 Commission Compensation Plan (the "CCP"), which document 
speaks for itself. 
9. Answering paragraph 9 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits the allegations 
set forth therein. 
10. Answering paragraph 10 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that it 
provided to Plaintiff the CCP, which document speaks for itself. 
11. There is no paragraph 11 in the Complaint. 
12. There is no paragraph 12 in the Complaint. 




13. Answering paragraph 13 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that it 
provided to Plaintiff the CCP, which document speaks for itself. 
14. Answering paragraph 14 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits that it 
provided to Plaintiff the CCP, which document speaks for itself. 
15. Answering paragraph 15 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant lacks sufficient 
knowledge to admit or deny the allegations set forth therein and therefore denies the same. 
16. Answering paragraph 16 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits that 
Defendant and Amazon Services LLC ("Amazon") signed a Master Software License Agreement 
(the "Amazon Agreement"), which document speaks for itself. 
17. Answering paragraph 17 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
18. Answering paragraph 18 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
19. Answering paragraph 19 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
20. Answering paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
21. Answering paragraph 21 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits its CEO sent 
Plaintiff an e-mail on or around October 28, 2016, which document speaks for itself. 
22. Answering paragraph 22 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits its CEO sent 
Plaintiff an e-mail on or around October 28, 2016, which document speaks for itself. 




23. Answering paragraph 23 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits its CEO sent 
Plaintiff an e-mail on or around October 28, 2016, which document speaks for itself. 
24. Answering paragraph 24 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits its CEO sent 
Plaintiff an e-mail on or around October 28, 2016, which document speaks for itself. 
25. Answering paragraph 25 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits it paid 
Plaintiff $5,000.00 on October 31, 2016. 
26. Answering paragraph 26 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
27. Answering paragraph 27 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
COUNT ONE 
WAGE CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CODE § 45-615 
28. Defendant need not answer paragraph 28 of Plaintiffs Complaint because it has 
filed a motion to dismiss Count One under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). To the extent and answer is 
required, Defendant realleges and incorporates herein by reference its answers to paragraphs 1 
through 27 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
29. Defendant need not answer paragraph 29 of Plaintiffs Complaint because it has 
filed a motion to dismiss Count One under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). To the extent an answer is 
required, Defendant denies the allegations set forth therein. 
30. Defendant need not answer paragraph 30 of Plaintiffs Complaint because it has 
filed a motion to dismiss Count One under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). To the extent an answer is 
required, Defendant denies the allegations set forth therein. 




31. Defendant need not answer paragraph 31 of Plaintiff's Complaint because it has 
filed a motion to dismiss Count One under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). To the extent an answer is 
required, Defendant denies the allegations set forth therein. 
32. Defendant need not answer paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs Complaint because it has 
filed a motion to dismiss Count One under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). To the extent an answer is 
required, Defendant denies the allegations set forth therein. 
33. Defendant need not answer paragraph 32 of Plaintiff's Complaint because it has 
filed a motion to dismiss Count One under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). To the extent an answer is 
required, Defendant denies the allegations set forth therein. 
COUNT TWO 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
34. Answering paragraph 34 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant realleges and 
incorporates herein by reference its answers to paragraphs 1 through 33 of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
35. Answering paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set for therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
36. Answering paragraph 36 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set for therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
37. Answering paragraph 37 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set for therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
38. Answering paragraph 38 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set for therein state a legal conclusion to which no response is required. 
39. Answering paragraph 39 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
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40. Answering paragraph 40 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
COUNT THREE 
CONTRACT CLAIM FOR COMMISSION DUE 
41. Answering paragraph 41 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant realleges and 
incorporates herein by reference its answers to paragraphs 1 through 40 of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
42. Answering paragraph 42 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant asserts that the 
allegations set for therein do not state an allegation against Defendant to which a response is 
required. 
43. Answering paragraph 43 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
44. Answering paragraph 44 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
45. Answering paragraph 45 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
46. Answering paragraph 46 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant denies the 
allegations set forth therein. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
Defendant denies that Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief for which she prays in her 
Complaint. 
DEFENSES 




The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation 
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and 
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief. In addition, Defendant, in asserting the following defenses, 
does not admit that the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses is 
upon Defendant but, to the contrary, asserts that by reason of denials and/or by reason of relevant 
statutory and judicial authority, the burden of proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses 
and/or the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of the defenses is 
upon Plaintiff. Moreover, Defendant does not admit, in asserting any defense, any responsibility 
or liability of Defendant but, to the contrary, specifically denies any and all allegations of 
responsibility and liability in Plaintiff's Complaint. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's Complaint, and each and every claim for relief stated therein, fails to state a 
claim for relief against Defendant. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, because conditions precedent stated in 
the contract regarding commissions have not occurred. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's declaratory judgment action does not state ajudiciable controversy. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's claims are barred, in whole or in part, as moot because of Defendant's 
payments to Plaintiff. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 




Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, for failure to allege that she has 
complied with the terms of the contract between the parties. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, for frustration of purpose as to the 
contract between the parties. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver, estoppel, laches, and/or other 
equitable defenses. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
Count One of Plaintiff's Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because Plaintiff has 
not earned any wages, as defined in the Idaho Claims for Wages Act, that have not been timely 
paid. 
RULE 11 STATEMENT 
Defendant has considered and believes it may have additional defenses to Plaintiff's 
claims but does not have enough information at this time to assert any such additional defenses 
under Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendant does not intend to waive any 
such defenses and specifically asserts its intention to amend this Answer if, after research and 
discovery, facts come to light giving rise to such additional defenses. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant seeks the following relief: 
1. An order dismissing with prejudice each and every claim for relief against 
Defendant and for a judgment thereon in favor of Defendant and against Plaintiff; 




2. All costs and attorney fees incurred by Defendant in defending this action, 
awardable pursuant to applicable rule, statute, or contract provision; and 
3. Such other and further relief as the Court deems just and necessary. 
DATED THIS 12th day of December, 2016. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By~ :::::? _;n Ashby, !SB No. 7228 
Attorneys for Def end ant Scandit Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of December, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
PO Box2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE CLAIM 
Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant Scandit Inc. 
("Scandit") hereby moves to dismiss with prejudice Count One of Plaintiff's Complaint, which is 
a wage claim under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. This motion is supported by the 
accompanying Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim and the Declaration 
of Samuel Mueller, filed concurrently herewith. 




DATED THIS 12th day of December, 2016. 
MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE CLAIM - 2 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By ~!SB No. 7228 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of December, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE CLAIM by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
PO Box2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
[ Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE CLAIM - 3 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE CLAIM 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This is a frivolous lawsuit that contains a wage claim that must, as a matter of law, be 
dismissed. Plaintiff Karen L. Savage ("Plaintiff') is a current sales employee of Defendant 
Scandit Inc. ("Scandit"). In addition to receiving an annualized base salary of $101,000, Plaintiff 
is a participant in a generous Commission Compensation Plan ("CCP") that provides for 
commissions on Plaintiff's licensing of Scandit software to customers. Under the CCP, 
commissions do not become "earned" until Scandit receives payment from the customer and 





recognizes the revenue. However, the CCP provides that Scandit will pre-pay (i.e., advance) 
"unearned commissions" within approximately 30 days after the end of the month in which a 
sale has, pursuant to criteria detailed in the CCP, been formally booked. As made clear in the 
CCP, such pre-payments remain at all times subject to Scandit's right to claw-back amounts that 
were prepaid but never earned. 
On September 27, 2016, Scandit and Amazon entered into a five-year Master Software 
License Agreementl (the "Amazon Agreement"), which requires Amazon to pay to Scandit an 
annual licensing fee in each of the next five years, unless Amazon exercises certain rights to 
terminate its software order under an exit clause. If Amazon pays its annual licensing fees over 
the next five years, Plaintiff, who worked on the Amazon account, stands to earn commission 
totaling approximately $400,000 (the "Commission Potential"). However, under the express 
terms of the CCP, the commission only becomes "earned" upon Scandit's receipt of payments 
from Amazon and subsequent recognition of the revenue. 
On November 1, 2016, in an attempt to secure an undue windfall, Plaintiff filed a 
Complaint against Scandit asserting that she was not only entitled to the Commission Potential 
1 Although Plaintiff's Complaint does not attach a copy of the Amazon Agreement, the 
Complaint expressly references the Amazon Agreement as triggering an alleged entitlement 
to a commission on the sale made to Amazon. See Complaint at ff 16-19. Accordingly, the 
Court may consider the Amazon Agreement and related documents in connection with a Rule 
12(b)(6) motion, even though not attached to the Complaint. See Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor 
Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308, 322 (2007) ("(C]ourts must consider the complaint in its 
entirety, as well as other sources courts ordinarily examine when ruling on Rule 12(b )(6) 
motions to dismiss, in particular, documents incorporated into the complaint by reference 
.... "). A copy of the Amazon Agreement and accompanying Software Order No. 1 are 
attached as Exhibits A and B to the Declaration of Dr. Samuel Mueller, filed concurrently 
herewith ("Mueller Deel."). 




(and a $36,000 annual bonus) following execution of the Amazon Agreement, but also, in a 
perversion of the Idaho Claims for Wages Act, treble damages on such amounts. In short, on the 
32nd day following the month in which the Amazon Agreement was signed, and despite Scandit 
not having received even an initial payment from Amazon, Plaintiff filed a wage claim seeking 
to tum her $400,000 of commission potential over a five-year period into an immediate 
judgment of more than $1,200,000. This she cannot do as a matter of law. 
Under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act, no claim for unpaid wages ( and therefore no 
potential for treble damages) exists unless and until a wage is "earned," and - as Idaho law 
makes clear- a commission wage is not earned until the contingencies established in an 
employer's contract have been satisfied. Here, the CCP explicitly provides that "commissions 
shall become earned .. . only upon (a) recognition of revenue by Scandit according to its then 
current revenue recognition policies; and (b) actual receipt of payment from the customer." 
Plaintiffs Complaint does not (nor could it) allege that Scandit had received any payment from 
Amazon. Accordingly, because no amount of Plaintiffs Commission Potential had become 
earned under the terms of the CCP, Plaintiff was not due any wages and she therefore lacks a 
claim for unpaid wages under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act.2 Plaintiff's wage claim, set forth 
in Count 1 of her Complaint, must therefore be dismissed with prejudice under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) 
for failure to state a claim. 
2 Plaintiff also lacks a viable claim under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act that she was due a 
$36,000 bonus, as the CCP makes clear that this $36,000 bonus potential is an annual bonus 
which - by such term - means that it does not and cannot become earned until year end. 






A. Factual Background3 
Scandit is an enterprise mobility and data capture company that specializes in barcode 
scanning applications for businesses. See Complaint, 1 6. Scandit sells software and other 
products and services that allow its customers to rapidly build, deploy and manage mobile 
applications for smartphones, tablets and wearable devices. Id. Scandit hired Plaintiff 
approximately two years ago as a Senior Sales Executive. Id. at 17. 
Plaintiffs compensation terms are described in the CCP, which governs Plaintiff's 
compensation for the period from "January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016." Id. at 18, 
Exh. A As set forth in the CCP, Scandit pays Plaintiff an annualized salary of $101,000. Id. In 
addition to that salary, the CCP provides for additional potential compensation in the form of 
bonuses and commissions. For example, the CCP provides for an "Annual Quota Achievement 
Bonus" of $36,000 "if the combined ['Annual Contract Value'] of renewals and Orders equals 
CHF 641,0014 or more." See Complaint, Exh. A at§ IV.E. 
The CCP also provides for commissions based on the monetary value of legally binding 
contracts and purchase orders secured with new and existing customers in Plaintiffs territory. 
3 For purposes of this Motion to Dismiss, the Court must consider Plaintiff's well-pled factual 
allegations to be true. This recitation of Plaintiff's allegations should not be construed as an 
admission that any of Plaintiffs factual allegations are true. 
4 Some of the monetary values in the CCP are referenced in Swiss Francs ("CHF'). As set 
forth in the CCP, the foreign exchange rate between United Stated Dollars ("USD") and CHF 
is 0.9975 to L All references to currency in this memorandum are to United Stated Dollars 
unless otherwise specified. 




Id. at§§ II., IV. The calculation of commissions is determined by a formula based on Plaintiff's 
annual "New Business Quota." See id. at§§ II., III, IV.B. 
As set forth in the CCP, the earning of commissions and the pre-payment of unearned 
commissions are governed by two key concepts. First, the CCP expressly provides that no 
commissions become earned until Scandit receives payment from the customer and recognizes 
the revenue: "Commissions shall become earned (i.e., not subject to recoupment or 'claw-back' 
by [Scandit]) only upon ... actual receipt of payment from the customer." Id. at§ IV (emphasis 
in original). 
Second, although commissions do not become "earned" until Scandit receives actual 
payment from the customer and recognizes the revenue, the CCP provides that anticipated 
commission amounts will generally be "prepaid" as "soon as reasonably practicable following 
the booking of the order, and ideally no later than within 30 days of the end of the month during 
which the transaction has been booked." Id. The CCP then sets forth seven requirements that 
must be fulfilled before Scandit considers an order to be "formally booked" such that a not-yet-
eamed commission will be prepaid. Id. at §IV. 
As the CCP repeatedly emphasizes, however, both in the "Commissions" Section and 
again in a "Commission Payment Reversals" Section, "prepaid but unearned commission" must 
be returned to Scandit. Id. ( emphasis added). "As discussed in Section IV, in the event Scandit 
does not recognize the revenue on an Order under generally accepted accounting principles ... or 
does not receive payment from the customer per the terms of the Order, any prepaid 
commissions will be reversed as described below." Id. at §V. 





In her Complaint, Plaintiff makes two factual assertions upon which her wage claim rests: 
(1) "[T]hrough [Plaintiff's] efforts, a Master Software License Agreement was signed effective 
as of September 27, 2016 between Amazon Services LLC, a Nevada limited liability company, 
and Scandit Inc. (the 'Amazon Agreement')", and (ii) "The Amazon Agreement was booked 
during late September 2016 by Scandit." See Complaint, Tl[ 16-19. Plaintiff relies on these two 
facts to then assert that "[Plaintiff] performed all conditions precedent to the Amazon 
Commission becoming due and owing to her under the CCP and applicable law." Id. The 
problem with this argument, and ultimately the fatal flaw of Plaintiff's wage claim, is that even if 
both of these factual assertions were true (as must be assumed in a Motion to Dismiss), the fact 
that the Amazon Agreement was entered into and "booked" during late September 2016 does not 
render Plaintiff's commission "earned" under the express terms of the CCP. Commissions do 
not become earned under the CCP unless and until Scandit has received payment from the 
customer and recognized the revenue. There is no assertion in the Complaint (nor could Plaintiff 
truthfully assert) that Scandit had received any payment from Amazon or recognized any 
revenue as a result of the Amazon Agreement. Accordingly, because Scandit had not received 
any payment from Amazon or recognized any revenue from Amazon, the Plaintiffs Commission 
Potential did not become earned under the terms of the CCP and Plaintiff therefore cannot 
maintain a claim under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. 
III. MOTION TO DISMISS STANDARD 
A motion to dismiss under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) tests the legal sufficiency of a claim. "In 
order to withstand a motion to dismiss, the nonmoving party must allege all essential elements of 
the claims presented." Johnson v. Boundary Sch. Dist.# 101, 138 Idaho 331,334 (2003). If the 




plaintiff can prove no set of facts upon which the court could grant relief, the complaint should 
be dismissed. Id. "Although the non-movant is entitled to have his factual assertions treated as 
true ... , this privilege does not extend to the conclusions of law the non-movant hopes the court 
to draw from those facts.'' Owsley v. Idaho Indus. Comm'n, 141 Idaho 129, 136 (2005) (citing 
cases for the proposition that "the Court is not obligated to assume that a plaintiff's legal 
conclusions or arguments are also true."). "[T]he question then is whether the non-movant has 
alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would entitle him to relief." Id. 
IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Plaintiff's Wage Claim Must be Dismissed for Failure to State a Claim 
Plaintiff's cause of action for unpaid wages under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act must 
be dismissed for failure to state a claim because Plaintiff did not earn the disputed wages and 
they therefore were not wages due under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. 
1. Compensation Must be "Earned" Before it is a "Wage" 
Idaho Code Section 45-608 provides that "[ e ]mployers shall pay all wages due to their 
employees at least once during each calendar month, on regular paydays designated in advance 
by the employers." Idaho Code Section 45-601(7) in tum defines "wages" as "compensation for 
labor or services rendered by an employee, whether the amount is determined on a time, task, 
piece or commission basis." 
Crucially, the Idaho Supreme Court has consistently held that all forms of compensation 
must be "earned" before they become "wages" for purposes of the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. 
See Bilow v. Preco, Inc., 132 Idaho 23, 29 (1998) ("Wages, as defined by Whitlock, constitute 
'compensation earned in increments as services are performed."') (emphasis added). Thus, a 
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claim for compensation that has not yet been earned, but rather may be earned in the future, is 
not a claim for "wages" under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. See Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 
141 Idaho 809, 819-20 (2005) (explaining that "claims for future wages do not fall within the 
purview of the mandatory trebling statute"). 
2. Employers may Define by Contract when Commissions Become Earned 
The question of when commission becomes "earned" such that it is a "wage" under the 
Idaho Claims for Wages Act is determined by contract. In Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, 
LLC, 141 Idaho 185 (2005), the Idaho Supreme Court held that an employer is free to define 
contractually when a commission is "earned" for purposes of the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. 
In that case, an employee who sold resort property units signed a commission agreement 
providing that sales commissions would be earned only upon successful closing of escrow on 
units sold while the employee remained employed by the employer. Id. at 188. After 
termination of her employment, the employee filed a complaint under the Idaho Claims for 
Wages Act, asserting a claim for commissions allegedly due for the sale of units on which the 
employee started the sales process, but that did not close escrow until after her employment had 
been terminated. Id. 
The employee in Bakker attempted to rely on the common law rule that "a broker earned 
a commission when he procured a buyer 'ready, willing and able' to purchase property according 
to the seller's terms." Id. at 190. The Idaho Supreme Court rejected that argument, holding that 
it was the parties' agreement -- and not common law -- that controlled when a commission 
became "earned" and thus a "wage" under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. Id. Specifically, the 
Court held that employers are free to "contract for the terms of compensation regarding when 
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wages are earned and/or due." Id. Because under the terms of the commission agreement the 
employee in Bakker had not "earned" a commission at the time her employment was terminated, 
the employee had no claim for unpaid wages under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. Id. 
3. Under the CCP, Commissions are not "Earned" until Payment is Received 
and Revenue is Recognized from a Customer 
Plaintiff, like the employee in Bakker, lacks a wage claim because the Potential 
Commission was not earned under the terms of the CCP and therefore was not a wage due under 
the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. Plaintiffs commission-based wage claim is based on the 
erroneous assumption that she earned a commission on the Amazon Order at the time Scandit 
and Amazon entered into the Amazon Agreement and the deal was "booked". See Complaint, ff 
16-18. However, the CCP makes clear that "Commissions shall become earned (i.e., not subject 
to recoupment or "claw-back" by [Scandit] only upon (a) recognition of revenue ... and (b) actual 
receipt of payment from the customer." Id. at§ IV. (Emphasis added.) Because Scandit had not 
been paid by Amazon and had therefore not recognized any revenue from Amazon, the Potential 
Commission had not become earned and the amount therefore was not a wage due under the 
Idaho Claims for Wages Act. 
4. Pre-paid Commissions are Not Wages 
The fact that the CCP provides for prepayment of unearned commissions does not 
change this result. The CCP goes through great lengths to make clear that the commissions "pre-
paid" after an order has been booked are not "earned" commissions. To this end, the CCP 
expressly states that (i) "paid but unearned commissions must be returned to Scandit," and (ii) 
"[e]mployee's obligation to return any prepaid but unearned commission survives any 
termination of the Employee's engagement with Scandit," and (iii) "in the event Scandit does not 





recognize the revenue on an Order ... or does not receive payment from the customer per the 
terms of the Order, any prepaid commissions will be reversed." See Complaint, Exh. A at fi IV, 
V. The CCP at all times distinguishes between when Scandit will pre-pay (i.e., advance) 
commission payments and when such commission payments in fact become earned. This 
distinction is critical, and precludes a finding that prepaid commissions are "wages" due. 
In fact, courts around the country have recognized that advances are not "wages" under 
similar state wage acts. For example, the California Court of Appeals has explained: 
The essence of an advance is that at the time of payment the 
employer cannot determine whether the commission will 
eventually be earned because a condition to the employee's right to 
the commission has yet to occur or its occurrence as yet is 
otherwise unascertainable. An advance, therefore, by definition is 
not a wage because all conditions for performance have not been 
satisfied. 
Steinhebel v. Los Angeles Times Commc'ns, 126 Cal. App. 4th 696, 704-06 (2005); see also 
Gress v. Fabcon, Inc., 826 N.E.2d 1, 2 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005) (commission payments in the form 
of "unearned advance payment for jobs shipped but not completed" do not constitute "wages" 
under the Indiana Wage Payment Statute where the company policy is to advance unearned 
commissions once a project is shipped but that a final commission based on profitability of the 
company is not earned until the project is completed and determined to be profitable). 
Indeed, the Idaho Claims for Wages Act expressly recognizes the distinction between 
wages that have already been earned and an "advance of wages" that have not yet been earned, 
permitting employers to advance unearned wages. Idaho Code Section 45-608, in the sentence 
immediately following that under which Plaintiff brings her claim, provides that employers may 
deposit "wages due or to become due or an advance of wages to be earned" in an employee's 




bank account. Id. (emphasis added). Idaho law therefore explicitly recognizes that advances are 
not wages. The CCP ultimately does precisely what Idaho Code Section 45-608 authorizes -- it 
provides for an advance of wages that have not yet been earned. 5 
5. Plaintiff Cannot Maintain a Wage Claim Because No Commissions Were 
Due as Wages 
Plaintiff cannot, as a matter of law, maintain her cause of action under the Idaho Claims 
for Wages Act because Scandit was never in violation of such Act. There is no assertion in the 
Complaint (nor could Plaintiff truthfully assert) that Scandit had received payment from 
Amazon. Thus, the Commission Potential was not earned, no "wages" were therefore due, and 
Plaintiff has no right to recover for a violation of the Act. Accordingly, Plaintiffs wage claim 
should be dismissed for failure to state a claim. See Owsley, 141 Idaho at 136 (2005) (dismissal 
is appropriate if the plaintiff has not "alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if 
true, would entitle him to relief'). 
6. Plaintiff Lacks a Wage Claim for the Annual Quota Achievement Bonus 
Finally, Plaintiff cannot maintain a wage claim for the "Annual Quota Achievement 
Bonus" of $36,000. Such bonus is, as set forth in Section IV(E) of the CCP, an annual bonus 
5 This distinction between wages and an advance of wages to be earned is similarly recognized 
in Idaho Code Section 45-609, which provides that an employer may not "withhold or divert 
any portion of an employee's wages." Despite that prohibition on the unauthorized 
withholding of wages, the Idaho Department of Labor explains on its website that employers 
are allowed to withhold advances from future paychecks: "Employers may not withhold any 
portion of an employee's wages unless required to by state or federal law or if the employer 
has written authorization to make deductions from an employee's paycheck .... If an 
employer provides proof of an advance or draw against an employee's future wages, the 
employer can withhold the entire amount of that advance or draw from any future paycheck. 
https://labor.idaho.gov/dnn/idl/Businesses/IdahoLaborLaws/LaborLawsFAQ.aspx?AspxAuto 
DetectCookieSupport=l (last visited Nov. 8, 2016) (emphasis added). 





which, by its very nature, is earned on an annual basis (not immediately upon the occurrence of a 
contingency). Plaintiffs assertion otherwise is disingenuous. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Scandit respectfully requests that this Court dismiss Plaintiff's 
cause of action under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act with prejudice for failure to state a claim. 
DATED THIS 12th day of December, 2016. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
8~2 .=; Ashby, !SB No. 7228 
Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of December, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE 
CLAIM by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
POBox2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
DECLARATION OF SAMUEL 
MUELLER 
Samuel Mueller, after first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the CEO of Defendant Scandit, Inc. ("Scandit"). I make this affidavit based 
on my own personal knowledge and based on my review of business records kept in the ordinary 
course of Scandit' s business. I am competent to testify about the matters set forth herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibits A is a true and accurate copy of the Master Software 
License Agreement (the "Amazon Agreement") referenced by Plaintiff Karen L. Savage ("Ms. 
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Savage") in paragraph 16 of her Complaint. The Amazon Agreement was signed by Scandit and 
Amazon Services LLC ("Amazon") on September 27, 2016. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit Bis a true and accurate copy of the Software Order 
No. I. ("Software Order No. l ") referenced in Section I of the Amazon Agreement and executed 
by Scandit and Amazon concurrently with the Amazon Agreement on September 27, 2016. 
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
DATED this 11th day of December, 2016. 
Samuel Mueller 
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601 West Bannock Street 
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Boise, ID 83701-2720 
[ Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
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MASTER SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT 
This Software License Agreement (this "Agreement") is effective as of September 27, 2016 (the 
"Effective Date") between Amazon Services LLC a Amazon Services LLC a Nevada limited liability company 
("Amazon"), and Scandit Inc. a Delaware corporation ("Licensor"). 
In consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, Amazon and Licensor hereby agree 
as follows: 
Section 1. Definitions 
The following terms (whether used in the singular or plural) are used in this Agreement with the 
respective meanings set forth below. Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not defined below have the 
meanings set forth elsewhere in this Agreement. 
"Affiliate" means, with respect to either party, any entity that directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by 
or is under common control with such party. For the purposes of the foregoing, "control" means the possession, 
direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of an entity 
whether through the ownership of voting securities or otherwise; 
"Amazon Furnished Materials" means any content, information, materials and items provided by 
Amazon to Licensor, including, without limitation, any trademarks, advertisements, links, text, images, audio, 
video and other copyrightable materials, as well as software, tools, technologies and other functional items. 
Amazon hereby grants to Licensor during the term of this Agreement and subject to all terms and conditions of 
this Agreement a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable, revocable license to reproduce and 
use any Amazon Furnished Materials provided or made accessible by Amazon to Licensor solely as necessary for 
Licensor to perform the Implementation Services and any support services in accordance with this Agreement. 
"Business Day" means 9am to 5pm CET, Monday to Friday (excluding public holidays in Switzerland). 
"Business Hours" means those hours within a Business Day. 
"Documentation" means all manuals, instructions, specifications, notes and other documents and 
materials, whether in electronic or paper form, relating to the use, operation or maintenance of the Software, 
together with all enhancements, modifications and amendments to those documents that Licensor is obligated to, 
or otherwise does, furnish to Amazon under this Agreement. 
"Escrow Agent" means Iron Mountain Intellectual Property Management, Inc. or any other third party 
mutually agreed to in writing by Amazon and Licensor (which approval will not be unreasonably withheld) to act 
as the escrow agent under the Escrow Agreement. 
"Escrow Agreement" means an escrow agreement substantially in the form attached as Exhibit C. 
"Initial Order Term" has the meaning attributed to that term in Section 4.5 below. 
"Proprietary Right" means any patent, copyright, trademark, service mark, mask work, trade secret or 
other intellectual property or proprietary right. 
"Public Software" means any software, documentation or other material that contains, or is derived (in 
whole or in part) from, any software, documentation or other material that is distributed as free software, open 
source software ( e.g., Linux) or similar licensing or distribution models, including, but not limited to software, 
documentation or other material licensed or distributed under any of the following licenses or distribution models, 
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or licenses or distribution models similar to any of the following: (i) GNU's General Public License (GPL), 
Lesser/Library GPL (LGPL), or Free Documentation License, (ii) The Artistic License (e.g., PERL), (iii) the 
Mozilla Public License, (iv) the Netscape Public License, (v) the Sun Community Source License (SCSL), (vi) 
the Sun Industry Standards License (SISL), (vii) the BSD License, (viii) the Apache License and (ix) the Boost 
Software License (DLib Libraries). 
"Renewal Order Term" has the meaning attributed to that term in Section 4.5 below. 
"Software" means the computer programs listed in a Software Order, in machine readable, object code 
form, together with all enhancements, upgrades, updates, bug fixes, and other modifications and amendments to 
those computer programs that Licensor furnishes to Amazon under this Agreement as part of the Support 
Services. 
"Software Order" means an order for Software and Support Services executed by the parties based on 
the sample form attached as Exhibit A. 
"Software Order Tenn" has the meaning attributed to that term in Section 4.5 below. 
"Source Code" means the human-readable language form of the software code that comprises (in object 
code form) the Software, as such software code was prepared and written by the programmer(s) who developed 
the applicable Software, together with any build tools (e.g., compilers, linkers and other related tools), 
compile/link scripts, logic diagrams, program comments, installation scripts and other documentation and tools 
necessary for an ordinarily skilled programmer to understand and be able to address errors in or create ports, 
updates or other modifications to such software code, or to recompile the same into fully functioning object code 
of the applicable Software. 
"Support Services" has the meaning attributed to that term in Section 10 below. 
Section 2. Software Orders 
Licensor will provide all Software ordered by Amazon in accordance with the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement and the applicable Software Order(s). Any Amazon Affiliate can enter into Software Orders under 
this Agreement and will become a party to this Agreement with respect to the applicable Software Order upon 
signing such Software Order. If an Affiliate enters into a Software Order, all references to Amazon in this 
Agreement will be deemed to be references to the Affiliate that enters into the Software Order. Any Amazon 
Affiliate using Software under a Software Order will become a party to this Agreement upon signing the Software 
Order, and such use is a separate obligation of the Amazon entities or entity that execute(s) the Software Order 
and no other Amazon entity has any obligation under that Software Order. Amazon makes no promises or 
representations whatsoever as to the amount of business Licensor can expect at any time under this Agreement. 
Any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and any Software Order will be resolved in favor of this 
Agreement, unless the Software Order explicitly states that the Software Order intends to modify the conflicting 
terms as applicable to that Software Order, in which case, the terms of the Software Order will control. 
Section 3. License 
3.1 License Grant. Licensor hereby grants to Amazon the licenses granted under any Software 
Order for the Software Order Term and in accordance with the license terms set out in such Software Order and 
this Agreement. For the purposes of Section 36S(n) of Title 11, United States Code, all rights and licenses 
granted to Amazon under this Section 3 will be deemed to be licenses of rights to "intellectual property" as 
defined under Section 101(3SA) of Title 11, United States Code. For the avoidance of doubt, the foregoing 
license grants include a license under any current and future patents owned or licensable by Licensor only to the 
extent necessary: (a) for Amazon and its Affiliates to exercise any license right granted by Licensor for the 
Software herein; and (b) to combine the Software with any Amazon Product as defined in a Software Order in 
accordance with such Software Order and this Agreement. 
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3.2 Reproduction. Amazon may reproduce the Software and Documentation as needed, provided 
that (a) such reproduction is made solely in connection with Amazon's and its Affiliates' rights with respect to the 
Software or Documentation as described in this Agreement, the Software Order and subject to the Scope (as 
defined in the Software Order), and (b) all such reproductions include all copyright or similar proprietary notices 
contained in the items being reproduced. 
Section 4. Term & Termination 
4.1 Agreement Term. The term of this Agreement begins on the Effective Date and, unless 
terminated earlier pursuant to this Agreement, continues for a period of one year; except that the terms of this 
Agreement will survive and apply to any Software Orders outstanding as of the effective date of termination 
("Initial Term"). Upon expiration of the Initial Term, this Agreement will automatically renew on a year to year 
basis until either party gives 90 days prior written notice of termination, provided, however, the terms of this 
Agreement will apply to any Software Order in effect as of the date of termination. 
4.2 Termination for Cause. Except as provided in Section 4.3, either Amazon or Licensor may 
terminate a Software Order, if the other party materially breaches the applicable Software Order and does not cure 
the breach within 30 days following its receipt of written notice of the breach from the nonbreaching party. 
4.3 Termination of License. Licensor may not terminate the licenses granted under a Software 
Order except upon the occurrence of a material breach of this Agreement by Amazon that (a) is not cured within 
30 days after Amazon receives written notice from Licensor of the breach, and (b) is of such a nature that 
Licensor cannot reasonably be made whole through an award of monetary damages. 
4.4 Termination of Use. Promptly following the termination of any license pursuant to Sections 4.2 
or 4.5 or any Software Order: (i) Amazon will discontinue use of the Software subject to the termination and 
destroy or return to Licensor all copies of the Software and return to Licensor all Confidential Information of 
Licensor, unless and to the extent that such Confidential Information ( excluding Software and any other licensed 
product) has been incorporated into Amazon Confidential Information; (ii) where the Software Order is 
terminated by Amazon in accordance with Section 4.2 above, Licensor shall refund to Amazon all prepaid fees for 
the period covering the remainder of the Software Order Tenn after the date of termination ; and (iii) where the 
Software Order is terminated by Licensor in accordance with Section 4.2 above, Amazon shall pay any unpaid 
amounts including those covering the remainder of the Software Order Term. In no event will any such 
termination relieve Amazon of its obligations to pay any fees payable to Licensor under any other Software 
Orders which are not terminated. 
4.5 Term and Termination of Support Services and Software Orders. Termination of one 
Software Order shall not impact a license granted in accordance with any other Software Order which has not 
been terminated. The term of each Software Order begins on the Order Effective Date and unless terminated 
earlier pursuant to this Agreement, continues for the initial period set out in Software Order ("Initial Order 
Term"). Thereafter each individual Software Order will automatically renew for additional 12 month periods 
("Renewal Order Term(s)") until either party gives 30 days written notice of termination to take effect at the end 
of the relevant Initial Order Term or Renewal Order Term. The Initial Order Term together with any Renewal 
Order Terms, (the "Software Order Term"). The Support Services shall run concurrently with the Software 
Order Term unless otherwise stated in the applicable Software Order. 
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4.6 Survival. Sections 4 (Term and Termination), 5 (Ownership Rights), 8 (Indemnification), 9 
(Escrow), 12 (Confidential Information) and 13 (Miscellaneous) and to the extent any perpetual license is granted 
under a Software Order (together with all other provisions of this Agreement (including any Software Order) that 
may reasonably be interpreted or construed as surviving termination) will survive the termination of this 
Agreement. 
Section 5. Ownership Rights 
There are no implied licenses under the terms of this Agreement and subject to the licenses granted under 
this Agreement, Licensor (or its Affiliates or licensors) will retain all Proprietary Rights that it may have in the 
Software and Documentation. Except as specifically permitted by law or in connection with Amazon's exercise 
of its rights under Sections 3 and 9, Amazon shall not sublicense, rent, lease, modify, adapt, translate, prepare 
derivative works from, decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble, attempt to derive Source Code from or 
otherwise alter the Software or parts thereof. No person or entity other than the parties to this agreement (and their 
successors or assigns) shall have any rights or remedies under this Section 5 except that Licensor may enforce the 
Proprietary Rights of its Affiliates and/or Ii censors for an on behalf of such Affiliates and/or licensors in the event 
of an infringement by Amazon of such Proprietary Rights of its Affiliates and/or licensors. 
Section 6. Payment Terms and Taxes 
6.1 Invoice and Payment. In connection with the license of the Software under this Agreement and 
related Support Services, Amazon will pay the fees and charges set forth in the applicable Software Order. 
Licensor will submit invoices to Amazon for Software licensed and Support Services that Licensor provides 
hereunder, such invoices to contain sufficient detail (including where Support Services fees are not included in the 
Software license fees, the separate itemization of Software license fees, Support Services fees and any other fees 
under the Agreement) to allow Amazon to determine the accuracy of the amount(s) billed. Except as may 
otherwise be provided in a Software Order, Amazon will pay Licensor the amount properly due and payable 
under each invoice within 45 days of the date of invoice. 
6.2 Taxes. Licensor may charge and Amazon will pay applicable US, state or local sales or use taxes 
or value added taxes that Licensor is legally obligated to charge ("Taxes"). Such Taxes will be stated on the 
original invoice that Licensor provides to Amazon and Licensor's invoices state such Taxes separately and meet 
the appropriate tax requirements for a valid tax invoice. Amazon may provide Licensor an exemption certificate 
acceptable to the relevant taxing authority, in which case, Licensor shall not collect the Taxes covered by such 
certificate. Licensor will be responsible for all other taxes or fees arising (including interest and penalties) from 
transactions and the documentation of transactions under this Agreement. Amazon may deduct or withhold any 
taxes that Amazon may be legally obligated to deduct or withhold from any amounts payable to Licensor under 
this Agreement, and payment to Licensor as reduced by such deductions or withholdings will constitute full 
payment and settlement to Licensor of amounts payable under this Agreement. Throughout the term of this 
Agreement, Licensor will provide Amazon with any forms, documents, or certifications as may be required for 
Amazon to satisfy any information reporting or withholding tax obligations with respect to any payments under 
this Agreement. 
6.3 Suspension. Licensor reserves the right to suspend Amazon's access to and use of the Software and 
Support Services if any undisputed amount owed by Amazon under this Agreement is 45 or more days overdue. 
Licensor will notify Amazon in writing at least 10 days prior to any suspension. 
Section 7. Warranties 
7.1 Performance Warranty. Licensor represents, warrants and covenants to Amazon that (a) the 
Software and Documentation will be free from material programming and other errors and from defects in 
materials and workmanship, and (b) the Software will materially conform, for a period of 180 days following 
installation ("Warranty Period"), to the applicable performance capabilities, characteristics, hardware and 
software compatibility and other descriptions and standards set forth in the Documentation when used in 
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accordance with the Documentation and this Agreement. Licensor further represents, warrants and covenants that 
any Support Services provided hereunder will be performed with due skill and care and in accordance with 
accepted industry practice. Should a breach of the representation, warranties or covenants provided in Section 7.1 
(a) and (b) occur, Licensor, at no charge to Amazon, will either (i) promptly repair or replace the affected 
Software and Documentation or (ii) if Licensor cannot reasonably repair or replace the affected Software, 
Licensor will terminate Amazon's use of such Software (and the applicable Support Services) and refund to 
Amazon all prepaid fees for such Software for the period of the Software Order Term after the date of termination 
The corrected Software and Documentation will be subject to an additional warranty period of 180 days from the 
date of re-installation of the Software. 
7.2 Other Warranties. Licensor represents, warrants and covenants to Amazon that (a) the Software 
and Documentation ( and Amazon's exercise of its rights hereunder with respect to the Software and 
Documentation) do not and will not infringe upon, violate or misappropriate any Proprietary Right of any third 
party, (b) Licensor has the right to grant to Amazon all rights granted under this Agreement, free and clear of any 
and all agreements, liens, adverse claims, encumbrances or other interests of any third party, and Licensor has not 
previously and will not grant any rights in the Software or Documentation to any such third party that are 
inconsistent with the rights granted to Amazon herein, (c) the Software does not and will not contain any copy 
protection, automatic shut-down, lockout, ''time bomb" or similar mechanisms that could interfere with Amazon's 
exercise of its rights hereunder, except for the license management mechanism which may be used if agreed under 
a Software Order; ( d) Licensor will use all reasonable efforts to prevent the introduction of, and shall not 
knowingly introduce, any viruses, "trojan horses" or other harmful code into the Software and (e) (i) except as 
disclosed on Schedule 1 hereto, no Public Software was or is used in connection with the development of any 
Software or Documentation, (ii) except as disclosed on Schedule 1 hereto, no Public Software was or is 
incorporated in whole or in part, or has been distributed, in whole or in part, in conjunction with the Software or 
Documentation, and (iii) the Software and Documentation are not subject to any license or other terms that 
require that other software or documentation incorporating or used with the Software or Documentation be 
disclosed or distributed in Source Code form, be licensed for the purpose of making derivative works, or be 
redistributable at no charge. 
7.3 Limitation. EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT, LICENSOR 
MAKES NO WARRANTIES (EXPRESS OR IMPLIED) WITH RESPECT TO THE PERFORMANCE 
OF THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
Section 8. Indemnification 
8.1 Indemnification. 
8.1.1 Licensor will defend, Amazon and its Affiliates, and each of their directors, officers, employees and 
agents (collectively, the "Indemnified Parties"), from and against any and all claims, action or proceeding (each 
a "Claim") brought by any third party based upon: (a) actual or alleged infringement, violation or 
misappropriation of any third-party Proprietary Right by the Software or Documentation, or (b) any actual or 
alleged violation oflaw, gross negligence, willful misconduct, or fraud of Licensor and will indemnify the 
Indemnified Parties against, any losses, liabilities, damages and expenses awarded against the Indemnified Parties 
by a court of competent jurisdiction or agreed upon in a court approved settlement arising from a Claim; provided 
that the Indemnified Parties: (i) provide Licensor with prompt written notice of a Claim; (ii) grants Licensor sole 
control of the defense and settlement of any Claims, subject to Licensor using counsel reasonably satisfactory to 
the Indemnified Parties to defend each Claim, subject to section 8.1.2 below; (iii) cooperate with and provide all 
reasonable information (at Licensor's cost) to Licensor in the defense; (iv) do not admit liability and refrain from 
entering into any settlement of such Claims without Licensor's prior written consent, not to be unreasonably 
withheld; and (v) use all commercially reasonable efforts to mitigate any loss, damage or costs related to the 
Claim. Licensor will at all times keep the Indemnified Parties advised of the status of each Claim and the 
defense of such Claim. Any Indemnified Party may participate in the defense at its own expense. 
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8.1.2 If at any time any Indemnified Party reasonably determines that any handling of any Claim by Licensor 
( or the refusal by Licensor to handle any such Claim in accordance with Licensor's obligation under section 8.1.1 
above) will materially adversely affect that Indemnified Party, that Indemnified Party may by serving 10 day's 
prior written notice to the Indemnifying Party take control of the defense of the Claim at such Indemnified Party's 
expense, and in such event such Indemnified Party and its counsel will proceed diligently and in good faith with 
such defense. In such case Licensor shall reimburse such Indemnifying Party in respect of any reasonable 
attorney's fees due and payable by such Indemnifying Party in respect of such defense. 
8.1.3 Licensor will not enter into any settlement without the Indemnified Parties' prior written consent, which 
may not be unreasonably withheld, unless such settlement (a) includes the release of the Indemnified Parties from 
all liability arising from or relating to any such Claim; and (b) is solely monetary in nature and does not include a 
statement as to, or an admission of fault, culpability or failure to act by or on behalf of the Indemnified Parties or 
otherwise would adversely affect the Indemnified Parties. Licensor's duty to defend is independent of its duty to 
indemnify. 
8.2 Infringement Remedy. If all or any part of the Software or Documentation is held, or Licensor 
determines that it could be held, to infringe, violate or misappropriate any third-party Proprietary Right, Licensor 
at no cost to Amazon (and without limiting any of Licensor's obligations under Section 8.1) will either (a) procure 
for Amazon the right to continue using the Software or Documentation in accordance with the rights under this 
Agreement, (b) replace the item with a reasonable replacement (including with respect to functionality, 
interoperability with other software and systems, and levels of security and performance set out in the 
Documentation; collectively, a "Replacement Item") that does not infringe, wrongfully use or misappropriate 
any third-party Proprietary Right, or ( c) modify the item so that it is a Replacement Item that no longer infringes, 
wrongfully uses or misappropriates any third-party Proprietary Right. If Licensor is unable to successfully 
accomplish any of the actions described above after promptly using its reasonable efforts to accomplish each of 
them, Licensor will, without limiting any other rights or remedies available to Amazon hereunder, (i) terminate 
Licensor's use of such affected Software and (ii) refund to Amazon upon written request all prepaid amounts paid 
by Amazon hereunder in connection with the affected Software (and all related Support Services) for the period of 
the applicable Software Order Term after the date of termination of Amazon's use of such Software. 
8.3 Limitation. Licensor's obligations under Sections 8.1 and 8.2 will not apply to the extent the 
Software or Documentation infringes, violates or misappropriates any third-party Proprietary Right solely as a 
result of (a) modifications made by Amazon or its Affiliates other than as contemplated by the Documentation or 
expressly authorized in writing by Licensor or its agents, or (b) Amazon's use of the Software other than as 
contemplated by the applicable Documentation, this Agreement, the Software Order or as expressly authorized in 
writing by Licensor or its agents; provided that such infringement, wrongful use or misappropriation would not 
have occurred absent such modification or use or (c) Amazon's use of the Software after the end of the applicable 
Software Order Term or its use of a version of the Software that is no longer current and the alleged infringement 
would not have been avoided by using the latest version which Licensor made available to Amazon. 
Section 9. Escrow of Source Code 
9.1 Escrow. If an escrow is required under a Software Order, and the parties will duly execute and 
deliver the Escrow Agreement promptly following the execution of the applicable Software Order, and Licensor 
will deliver to the Escrow Agent a complete master, reproducible copy of all Source Code relating to the 
applicable Software. Licensor promptly will update the Source Code in escrow to reflect all revisions, 
modifications and enhancements to such Software that are provided to Amazon hereunder. The parties will use 
reasonable commercial efforts to execute the applicable Escrow Agreement and deliver the Source Code to 
Escrow Agent within 60 days after the execution of the Software Order ( or within such other time period as 
agreed under a Software Order). In the event that the Source Code is not delivered to the Escrow Agent within the 
timeframe in the Software Order, then Amazon shall be entitled to suspend any payment obligations which would 
normally have accrued under that Software Order and may terminate the Software Order by written notice and 
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have no further payment obligation with respect to such Software or any Support Services under that Software 
Order (and, if Amazon has previously paid any sums in respect thereof, to the extent such sums relate to a period 
after the termination date, Licensor will refund all such sums to Amazon within 15 days after such termination); 
provided, however, that such period may be extended by agreement of the parties. 
9.2 Release of Source Code. The Source Code placed in escrow will be delivered to Amazon for use 
in accordance with its rights under this Agreement upon occurrence of the release conditions contained in the 
applicable Escrow Agreement ( each, a "Release Condition"), such release conditions may include the following: 
(a) Licensor's failure to remedy within a commercially reasonable timeframe any material 
breach of warranty in accordance with Section 7; 
(b) Licensor's ceases to operate the line of its business which relates to the Software; 
(c) Licensor becomes or is declared insolvent or bankrupt, is the subject of any proceeding 
related to its liquidation or insolvency (voluntary or involuntary) which is not dismissed in 
60 days, or makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors; or 
( d) Joint express written instructions to the Escrow Agent from the parties. 
9.3 License; Ownership. Licensor hereby grants and agrees to grant to Amazon for the applicable 
Software Order Term a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sub licensable, royalty-free, license to install, operate 
and use the Software in accordance with the applicable license rights and Scope of use as set out in this 
Agreement and the applicable Software Order, following the occurrence of any Release Condition, and also to 
exercise all of the foregoing rights in and to the Source Code upon its delivery to Amazon, all solely in connection 
with Amazon's and its contractors' use, maintenance and support of the Software for the duration of the 
applicable Software Order Term, save that Amazon may sublicense the foregoing rights only to those third-party 
developers who perform development services for Amazon and its Affiliates solely as necessary for such third-
party developers to perform development services for Amazon and its Affiliates in respect of the Software and 
provided that Amazon shall be responsible and liable for such third parties breach of the terms of the Agreement 
and the applicable Software Order 
Section 10. Maintenance, Training and Support 
Licensor will provide to Amazon the maintenance, training (if any) and support services described on 
Exhibit B (collectively, the "Support Services") for any Software licensed under a Software Order and in 
accordance with the support level ordered by Amazon as indicated in the applicable Software Order and further 
described in Exhibit B. In consideration for Support Services rendered, Amazon will pay the fees and charges set 





Licensor will comply with the terms of any nondisclosure agreement between Licensor and Amazon ( or 
Amazon's affiliates) (the "Nondisclosure Agreement"). 
Section 13. Miscellaneous 
13.1 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. 
13.1.lNIETHER PARTY WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST REVENUE, LOST DATA OR LOSS 
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OF GOOD WILL ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT (WHETHER 
OR NOT SUCH LOSSES OR DAMAGES ARE FORSEEABLE). 
13.1.2 SUBJECT TO SECTION 13.1.3, EACH PARTY'S LIABILITY ARISING FROM THIS 
AGREEMENT, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT OR OTHERWISE, WILL NOT EXCEED ONE 
AND A HALF TIMES (1.SX) THE AGGREGATE AMOUNT OF ALL FEES AND CHARES PAID OR 
PAYBLE BY AMAZON UNDER THIS AGREEMENT DURING THE 12 MONTH PERIOD OF THE 
TERM IN WHICH THE CLAIM ARISES. 
13.1.3 THE LIMITS SET OUT ABOVE IN SECTION 13.1.2 SHALL NOT APPLY IN RESPECT 
OF THE INDEMNITIES PROVIDED IN SECTION 8.1 OR WITH RESPECT TO A BREACH BY 
EITHER PARTY OF ANY CONFIDENTIALITY OBLGIATIONS OWED TO THE OTHER. 
13.2 Restricted Use; Export. Any Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to 
solicitations issued on or after December l, 1995 is provided with the commercial rights and restrictions described 
in this Agreement. All Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued before 
December l, 1995 is provided with RESTRICTED RIGHTS as provided for in subdivision (c)(l)(ii) of the Rights 
in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at DFARS 252.227-7013 and the Rights in Data-General clause 
at FAR 52.227-14, as applicable. Use, duplication or disclosure by the governments of any other countries is 
subject to the restrictions of similar applicable laws. Amazon will not export any Software or other technical data 
furnished to it hereunder in any manner contrary to the export regulations of the United States. 
13.3 Publicity. Except as otherwise agreed in the applicable Software Order, Licensor will not issue 
any press releases, make any other disclosures regarding this Agreement or its terms or the nature or existence of 
any relationship between the parties, or use Amazon's trademarks, trade names or other proprietary marks in any 
manner in connection with this Agreement without Amazon's prior written consent. 
13.4 Assignment. Neither party may assign any of its rights or obligations under this Agreement 
without the prior written consent of the other party, except that either party may assign any of its rights and 
obligations under this Agreement without consent: ( a) to any Affiliate; and (b) in connection with any merger, 
consolidation, reorganization, sale of all or substantially all of its related assets or similar transaction. 
13.5 Notices. Any notice or other communication under this Agreement given by any party to the 
other party will be in writing and, to be effective, must be delivered by registered letter, receipted commercial 
courier, or electronically receipted facsimile transmission (acknowledged in like manner by the intended 
recipient) at its address specified in the signature page to this Agreement. Either party may from time to time 
change the addresses or individuals specified in this section by giving the other party notice of such change in 
accordance with this section. 
13.6 Waiver; Remedies. A waiver of any breach or default under this Agreement will not constitute a 
waiver of any other or subsequent breach or default. The failure of either party to enforce any term of this 
Agreement will not constitute a waiver of such party's rights to subsequently enforce the term. The remedies 
specified in this Agreement are in addition to any other remedies that may be available at law or in equity. 
13.7 Setoff. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Amazon may delay or withhold 
payment of any sums due and payable to Licensor in accordance with a Software Order, in whole or in part in 
respect of any invoice which is the subject of a bona fide dispute until such dispute is resolved, on account of any 
failure of Licensor to perform a material obligation in accordance with this Agreement or that Software Order 
13.8 Relationship of the Parties. Licensor will perform under this Agreement as an independent 
contractor, and this Agreement will not be construed to create a partnership, joint venture, agency, employment, 
or any other relationship between Amazon and Licensor. Licensor will not represent itself to be an employee, 
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representative, or agent of Amazon. Licensor will have no authority to enter into any agreement on Amazon's 
behalf or in Amazon's name or otherwise bind Amazon to any agreement or obligation. 
13.9 Severability; Entire Agreement. If any term of this Agreement is held to be invalid, such 
invalidity will not affect the remaining terms. This Agreement, including the attached exhibits and all Software 
Orders, together with the Nondisclosure Agreement, represents the entire agreement between the parties with 
respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes any previous or contemporaneous oral or written agreements 
regarding such subject matter. Any modification of this Agreement must be in writing and signed by a duly 
authorized agent of each party. This Agreement may be executed by facsimile and in counterparts, which together 
will constitute one and the same agreement.13.10 Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by 
the laws of the State of New York without reference to rules governing choice oflaw. The parties hereby 
irrevocably consent to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the federal and state courts located in New York, 
New York with respect to any claims, suits or proceedings arising out of or in connection with this Agreement or 
the transactions contemplated hereby, and Licensor agrees not to commence or prosecute any such claim, suit or 
proceeding other than in the aforementioned courts. 
13.11 Precedence of Documents. This Agreement contemplates a variety of communications between 
the parties in connection with the delivery of the Software and associated services, including the possibility of 
communications made on forms of Amazon or Licensor ( e.g., invoices, purchase orders or other Amazon or 
Licensor documents). Any terms and conditions contained in those communications that are inconsistent with the 
terms of this Agreement are null and void. 
[Signature Page Follows.] 
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Amazon Services LLC 
cD.ocuSigned by: 
By: e.,..,. fzi,'(:~ 
N 
5rffvfa"'t'.iHck ame: __________________ _ 
Title: Vp, Operations Technology 
September 27, 2016 Date Signed: _______________ _ 
Address: 
410 Terry Avenue North 
Seattle, WA 98108-5210 






Name: Sam Mueller 
Title: CEO 
Date Signed: September 27, 2016 
Address: 
535 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94150 
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Exhibit A 
SAMPLE SOFTWARE ORDER 
This Software Order No. (this "Software Order"), between [Insert], and [Insert], a [Insert] 
corporation ("Licensor"), is effective as of [Insert] (the "Order Effective Date"), and adopts and incorporates by 
reference the terms and conditions of the Master Software License Agreement (the "Agreement"), between Amazon 
and Licensor, with an effective date as of ____ , 20_. Transactions performed under this Software Order will 
be conducted in accordance with and be subject to the terms and conditions of this Software Order and the 
Agreement. Each capitalized term used but not defined in this Software Order has the meaning set forth in the 
Agreement. 
1. Definitions. 
(a) "Amazon Product" means any software applications (see Scope) (1) developed, owned, licensed, 
distributed, or offered by or for Amazon or its Affiliates (2) which is used on a Device by Authorized Users 
(see Scope) and (3) which integrates the Software in accordance with the Scope 
(b) "Device" means any [handheld wireless computing device, including, without limitation, any mobile 
phone, smartphone, tablet computer, computing device, personal digital assistant, enterprise digital 
assistant, ruggedized devices, or other portable electronic device now known or hereafter developed that is 
owned or operated by Amazon or its Affiliates and their employees, contractors, or other workforce 
members.][ Amend to reflect authorized devices] 
(c) ["Enterprise App Store" means a private app store used by Amazon for distributing Amazon Products to 
Amazon staff, employees, consultants or other related parties (as set out in the Scope table) for internal, non-
public use.] 
(d) "Public App Stores" means the Amazon App store or other public App Stores such as the Apple iTunes 
store or the Google Play store.] 
(e) "Scope" means the limitations, as set out in the table below within which the Software may be accessed 
and used by Amazon. 
[insert Scope of use table - to include limitations such as authorized users, territory, number and type of 
devices, type ofapplications, license exclusions and assumptions] 
2. Software to be Licensed. For purposes of this Software Order, the licensed Software is Licensor's [Insert]. 
3. License Grants. 
3.1. Support Order Term: The Initial Order Term shall commence on the Order Effective Date and shall continue 
for the period of[ years] and thereafter may be renewed in accordance with clause 4.5 of the Agreement. 
3.2. Software. Licensor hereby grants to Amazon [and its Affiliates] for the Software Order Term, a [worldwide] 
non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable (except as permitted under subsection (c) below), royalty-
free, fully paid-up, and irrevocable (except as set forth in Section 4 of the Agreement) license, under all 
applicable Proprietary Rights subject to and in accordance with the Scope, this Software Order and the 
Agreement to: (a) install, operate, and use the Software (1) for development purposes in order to integrate the 
Software into the Amazon Product, and (2) for purposes of supporting and maintaining the Amazon Products(b) 
distribute, Software as contained in or combined with, any Amazon Products; and (c) sublicense the foregoing 
rights granted in the Software only to those third-party developers who perform development services for 
Amazon and its Affiliates solely as necessary for such third party developers to perform development services 
for Amazon and its Affiliates in respect of the Software and provided that Amazon shall be responsible and 
liable for such third party developers' breach of the terms and conditions of the Agreement and this Software 
Order. 
33. Documentation. Licensor hereby grants to Amazon for the Software Order Term, a non-exclusive, non-
transferable, non-sublicensable (except as permitted under subsection (b) below), royalty-free, fully paid-up, 
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Rights, to (a) reproduce and use the Documentation for Amazon's internal purposes in respect of Amazon's use 
of the Software in accordance with this Software Order and the Agreement; and (b) sublicense the foregoing 
rights only to those third party developers who perform development services for Amazon and its Affiliates 
solely as necessary for such third party developers to perform development services for Amazon and its 
Affiliates in respect of the Software and provided that Amazon shall be responsible and liable for such third 
parties breach of the terms of the Agreement and this Software Order. 
3.3 Branding. Amazon agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to include, within ninety (90) days of being 
provided, Licensor's most recent text and logo ("Branding") in the scan screens of all versions of Amazon's 
Product and on all supported platforms at all times in accordance with logo usage guidelines provided by 
Licensor. The Branding must be visible in the scan screen at all times and must not be covered with any other 
graphical elements or information. 
3.4 Amazon Responsibilities. Amazon (a) will use the Software only in accordance with the Documentation and 
applicable laws and government regulations, (b) is responsible for the design, functionality, look-and-feel, 
support, upgrade and maintenance of any and all aspects of Amazon Products, including without limitation the 
integration of the Software, according to any Scope or other usage or integration requirements provided by Us, 
(c) shall not share the app keys provided by Licensor to activate the Software ("App Key"), the Software, or any 
of its parts with any third party for any reason except third party providers developing the Amazon Product for 
Amazon, in which case Amazon shall ensure that such third party providers are bound by the terms of this 
Agreement and this Software Order, (d) use a unique App Key for each of the Amazon Products, and ( e) integrate 
the latest version of the Software into the Amazon Product with its next major release, unless there are 
reproducible speed, accuracy or stability issues with the latest version of the Software. If there are such issues, 
Amazon will make Licensor aware of this promptly via email to support1i'Dscandit.com. 
3A. Audit rights. To enable Licensor to ensure Amazon's use of the Software is in accordance with the Scope, this 
Software Order and the Agreement, Amazon shall (i) provide documentation detailing its internal distribution 
and monitoring process to obtain new App Keys and for the distribution of the Software for review and 
approval by Licensor; and (ii) upon Licensor's reasonable request, provide evidence of Amazon's use of the 
Software in compliance with the Scope within 20 days of a such request, which shall include relevant Enterprise 
App Store and mobile device management reports, Amazon application screen shots and descriptions and audit 
logs of those persons within Amazon who download the Software along with name and title of such persons, 
save that Licensor may only make such request once during each year of the Software Order Term except where 
Licensor reasonably believes that Amazon is not using the Software in accordance with the Scope. In such 
case, Amazon shall permit Licensor to audit Amazon's use of the Software solely in order to ensure compliance 
with terms of this Software Order and the Agreement. Such audit may be conducted at Licensor's expense, and 
this right shall be exercised with reasonable prior notice, in such a manner as not to interfere substantially with 
Amazon's normal conduct of business. In the event an audit reveals that Amazon's use of the Software is in 
excess of the limitations set out in the Scope, notwithstanding any other rights and remedies of Licensor, 
Amazon shall pay to Licensor the applicable license fees for such excess use. The parties shall in good faith 
negotiate the additional license fees payable by Amazon within l O days of the date the audit reveals such excess 
use. In the event the parties have not agreed on such license fees payable upon expiry of such 10 day period, the 
then current price list of Licensor shall apply for such excess use. Licensor shall invoice Amazon for such 
additional license fees payable upon the earlier of the date the parties agree upon the additional license fees 
payable or the date of expiry of the l O day period. 
4 [Delivery and Acceptance. [Include a form of acceptance procedure if applicable to the software license 
being purchased and as agreed by the parties] 
(a) [Amazon will have 10 days from the Order Effective Date to test and inspect the Software and 
Documentation ("Inspection Period") to determine whether the Software complies with the 
Documentation and whether the Software and Documentation are free from errors and defects. If Amazon 
determines that any Software or Documentation does not so comply or contains any such errors or defects, 
Amazon shall immediately notify Licensor with in such Inspection Period and Licensor shall remedy the 
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Agreement.] 
5 Support Services Term. 
OR 
(a) [Licensor will provide the Support Services for the Software beginning on the Order Effective Date and 
continuing for the Software Order Term ] 
(b) [Licensor will offer Support Services for the Software beginning on the Order Effective Date and 
continuing for a period of three years ("Initial Support Term"). Amazon may, in its sole discretion, elect to 
receive Support Services for the Software. If Amazon elects to receive Support Services, Licensor will 
provide the Support Services for the entirety of the remaining Initial Support Term or Renewal Support 
Term, as applicable. 
(c) Upon expiration of the Initial Support Tenn, or any subsequent renewal term, the Support Services will 
automatically renew for an additional 12 month period (each such period, a "Renewal Support Term"), 
unless either Amazon gives Licensor 30 days written notice of termination prior to the end of the Initial 
Support Term or Renewal Support Tenn, or Licensor gives Amazon 90 days written notice of termination 
prior to the end of the Initial Support Term or Renewal Support Term.] 
6 License [and Support) Fee. Amazon will pay Licensor a annual subscription fee of$[Insert] to license the 
Software [and receive related support for such Software] (the "License Fee"), payable by Amazon for each 12 
month period of the Initial Order Term and any Renewal Term, pursuant to the terms of Section 6 of the 
Agreement. 
7 Support Fee. 
OR 
(a) The fees for the Support Services for the Software, are included in the License Fee. 
(b) If Amazon elects to purchase Support Services for the Software, Amazon will pay Licensor $[Insert] per 
month for the Support Services (the "Support Fee"), payable by Amazon pursuant to the terms of Section 6 
of the Agreement. 
(c) The cost for any annual Support Fees shall be fixed for Initial Support Term/ Initial Order Term. 
Thereafter, unless otherwise agreed by the parties, Licensor may increase the Support Fee annually upon 
notice to Amazon, provided, however, that the Support Fee for any Renewal Term shall increase by no 
more than the lesser of the following amounts over the annual Support Fee paid for the preceding annual 
period: (1) 3%; and (2) the percentage change in the value of the PPI Index over the previous calendar year 
("PPI Index", as used herein, means the most recently published Producer Price Index for Electronic 
Computers and Computer Equipment, commodity code 115, as it appears in the PP/ Detailed Report as 
published by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics). 
8 Invoice Schedule. Licensor will invoice Amazon for the annual License Fee on or after the Order Effective 
Date and thereafter on each anniversary of the Order Effective Date for the duration of the Software Order 
Term. [ / nclude Sup port fee invoicing details if applicable]. 
9 Additional Representations and Warranties. Licensor represents and warrants that to Licensor's knowledge, 
as at the Order Effective Date there are no third parties claiming any Proprietary Rights that are reasonably 
likely to restrain or prohibit Amazon from using the Software as contemplated in this Software Order. 
10 Implementation Services Required. [No] 
11 Escrow Required. [Yes/No] 
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[AMAZON] 
By:---------------
Name: _______________ _ 
Title: _______________ _ 
Date Signed: _____________ _ 
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By:---------------
Name: _______________ _ 
Title: _______________ _ 
Date Signed: _____________ _ 
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ExhibitB 
Maintenance, Training and Support Services 
The Support Services are as follows: 
Updates and Upgrades: 
If Amazon elects to purchase Support Services for Software licensed under a Software Order, Licensor 
will provide Support Services for such Software for the duration of the Software Order Term in 
accordance with the support level for the software purchased as indicated in the applicable Software 
Order ("Support Level") . Promptly upon the general commercial release thereof, Licensor will provide 
to Amazon, any and all patches, enhancements, updates, upgrades of the Software that Licensor makes 
generally commercially available to its customers for the Software ("Updates"); Licensor will continue to 
support such previous releases or versions of the Software for the period set out in the applicable Support 
Level. 
Availability and Contacts and Support Levels offered: 
Licensor will make technical support available to Amazon in accordance with the Support Level 
purchased by Amazon. The Support Levels available for purchase are set out in the table below. 
Licensor's support personnel will provide Amazon with remote assistance as to the use and operation of 
the Software and accept reports of bugs, defects or errors ( collectively, "Errors") in the Software. 
Licensor will ensure that each of its personnel performing any Support Services are experienced, 
knowledgeable and qualified in the use, maintenance and support of the Software. 
Support Levels: 
The Support Levels offered by Licensor for purchase by Amazon are set out below: 
Support Basic Medium Premium 
Performance Yes Yes Yes 
Improvements as 
available 
Maintenance updates as Yes Yes Yes 
available 
On-line documentation Yes Yes Yes 
as available 
E-Mail support Yes Yes Yes 
Phone support No No Yes 





Response times 3 Business Days 2 Business Days Response times 
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Contact information for technical support is as follows: 





Provided that at least one number or address is at all times available for each means of contact, Licensor 
may change any of the foregoing contact information from time to time by delivery of not less than thirty 
(30) days' prior written notice to Amazon. 
Error Correction/or Premium Support Level: 
In the event that Amazon has purchased the "Premium" Support Level only, where Amazon reports to 
Licensor any Error in the Software (the Severity Level to be reasonably determined by Licensor, acting in 
good faith), Licensor shall respond to such reports as follows: 
Severity Level 1 Problem: 
"Severity Level 1 Problem" is an emergency condition which makes the use or continued use of any one 
or more functions of the Software impossible. The condition requires an immediate solution that is not 
already available to Amazon. Licensor will respond to an Amazon report of a Severity Level 1 Problem 
within 4 hours of receipt of the problem report and immediately thereafter use its best efforts (including 
by diligently and continuously performing such services as may be necessary) to: (a) promptly replicate 
and verify the reported problem; (b) arrive at a fix (or workaround reasonably acceptable to Amazon) as 
promptly as possible; and (c) provide Amazon with the final form of the fix ("Final Fix") or work-around 
promptly after the fix or workaround has been developed (and, if a work-around is provided, the Final Fix 
shall be provided as promptly as possible thereafter). 
Severity Level 2 Problem: 
"Severity Level 2 Problem" is, other than any Severity Level l Problem, any condition which makes the 
use or continued use of any one or more functions of the Software difficult and which Amazon cannot 
reasonably circumvent or avoid on a temporary basis without the expenditure of significant time or effort. 
Licensor will respond to an Amazon call reporting a Severity Level 2 Problem within 6 hours of receipt of 
the problem report and immediately thereafter use its best efforts (including by diligently and 
continuously performing such services as may be necessary) to: (a) promptly replicate and verify the 
reported problem; (b) arrive at a fix ( or workaround reasonably acceptable to Amazon) as promptly as 
possible; and (c) provide Amazon with the Final Fix or work-around promptly after the Final Fix or 
work-around has been developed (and, if a work-around is provided, the Final Fix shall be provided as 
promptly as possible thereafter). 
Severity Level 3 Problem: 
"Severity Level 3 Problem" is, other than any Severity Level 1 Problem or Severity Level 2 Problem, 
any limited problem condition which is not critical in that no loss of data occurs and which Amazon can 
reasonably circumvent or avoid on a temporary basis without the expenditure of significant time or effort. 
Licensor will respond to an Amazon call reporting a Severity Level 3 Problem within I business day 
following receipt of the problem report, and immediately thereafter diligently perform, during normal 
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verification; (b) provide Amazon with a fix (or work-around reasonably acceptable to Amazon) as 
promptly as possible; and (c) provide Amazon with a Final Fix or work-around promptly after the fix or 
work-around has been developed (and, if a work-around is provided, the Final Fix shall be provided as 
promptly as possible thereafter). 
Severity Level 4 Problem 
"Severity Level 4 Problem" is a minor problem condition or Documentation error which Amazon can 
easily circumvent or avoid and which does not qualify as a Severity Level l Problem, Severity Level 2 
Problem or Severity Level 3 Problem. Licensor will respond to an Amazon call reporting a Severity 
Level 4 Problem within l business day of receipt of the a Severity Level 4 report, thereafter begin work 
on error identification and verification or functionality or workaround design within S days of receipt of 
the report, and provide Amazon with a Final Fix in the next version of the Software. 
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Exhibit C 
DEPOSITOR ACCEPTANCE FORM FOR 
MASTER PREFERRED AGREEMENT 
Beneficiary Company Number 24206 
Depositor, Preferred Beneficiary and Iron Mountain Intellectual Property Management, Inc., 
formerly known as DSI Technology Escrow Services ("IMIPM"), hereby acknowledge 
that ___________________ is the Depositor referred to in the 
Master Preferred Escrow Agreement ("Agreement") effective _____ , 20_ 
with IMIPM as the escrow agent and Amazon Corporate LLC as the Preferred Beneficiary. 





IZ! File List 
Verification 
Report 
~ Add Deposit 
Tracking 
Notification 
Deposit Account Number -----------
Iron Mountain will set up one additional deposit account to manage 
and administrate access to new Deposit Material that will be 
. securely stored in controlled media vaults in accordance with the 
• service description above and the Agreement that governs the Initial 
Deposit Account. Iron Mountain will fulfill a Work Request to add 
a new Beneficiary to an escrow deposit account in accordance with 
the service description above and the Agreement. 
Iron Mountain will fulfill a Work Request to provide a File Listing 
Report, which includes a deposit media readability analysis, a file 
listing, a file classification table, virus scan outputs, and assurance 
of completed deposit questionnaire. A final report will be sent to the 
Paying Par1y regarding the Deposit Material to ensure consistency 
between Depositor's representations (i.e., Exhibit Band Deposit 
Questionnaire) and stored Deposit Material. Deposit must be 
provided on CD, DVD-R, or deposited by sFTP. 
At least semi-annually, Iron Mountain will send an update reminder to 















Notices and communications to Depositor 
should be addressed to: Invoices should be addressed to: 
Company Name: _________ _ 
Address: ---------------
Designated Contact: ________ _ 
Telephone: ___________ _ 
Facsimile: ---------------
E-mail: ---------------
AMAZON CONFIDENTIAL e 
Contact: ____________ _ 















Amazon Corporate LLC 
Preferred Beneficiary 
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SCHEDULE 1 
Approved Public Software: 
Librarv License 
JSONCPP Public Domain/MIT 
Zxinjl; Apache 2.0 (no attribution required) 
ARMmBedTLS TLS Apache 2.0 (no attribution required) 
DLib Boost 
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SOFTWARE ORDER NO. 1 
This Software Order No. I (this "Software Order"), between [Insert], and Scandit Inc., a Delaware 
corporation ("Licensor"), is effective as of June 30, 2016 (the "Order Effective Date"), and adopts and 
incorporates by reference the terms and conditions of the Master Software License Agreement (the "Agreement"), 
between Amazon and Licensor, with an effective date as of June 30, 2016. Transactions performed under this 
Software Order will be conducted in accordance with and be subject to the terms and conditions of this Software 
Order and the Agreement. Each capitalized term used but not defined in this Software Order has the meaning set 
forth in the Agreement. 
1. Definitions. 
(a) "Amazon Product" means any B2E (see Scope table definition) software application (1) developed 
owned, licensed, distributed, or offered by or for Amazon or its Affiliates, (2) used on a Device operated by 
Authorized Users (defined herein) in connection with Amazon's customer fulfillment and delivery 
operations, and (3) which integrates the Software licensed under this Software Order or which accesses the 
Software via a Java-based intent mechanism. 
(b) "Authorized Users" means Amazon's and its Affiliates' employees, contractors, agents, and other third-
parties using Amazon Product in connection with Amazon's customer fulfillment and delivery operations. 
(c) "App Key" means the app key which is provided by Licensor to activate the Software in accordance with 
the process set out in section 4.4 below. 
(d) "Device" means any handheld wireless computing device, including, without limitation, any mobile phone, 
smartphone, tablet computer, computing device, personal digital assistant, enterprise digital assistant, 
ruggedized devices, or other portable electronic device now known or hereafter developed ( other than iOS 
and Windows devices) that is owned or operated by Amazon or its Affiliates and their Authorized Users. 
(e) Enterprise App Store: a private app store used by Amazon for distributing Amazon Products to Amazon 
permitted staff, employees, consultants or other related parties (as set out in the Scope table) for internal, 
non-public use. 
(0 Public App Store: the Amazon Appstore or other public App Stores such as the Apple iTunes store or the 
Google Play store 
(g) "Scope" means the limitations, as set out in the table below within which the Software may be accessed 














Via Enterprise App 
Store 
or where applicable 





Code 25, Code 
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QR and PDF-
417 










Level I FC 
Associates) and 
other applications 
related to scanner 
replacement 
(B2E) 
*The Amazon Product may be distributed through the Public App Store only in the case of use of the Amazon 
Product by Amazon Authorized Users and provided that the Amazon Products shall not at any time be offered for 
sale to and use by consumers. 
2. Software to be Licensed. For purposes of this Software Order the licensed Software is: 
(i) Licensor's customized "non-communicating" version of the Scandit Barcode Scanner SDK which will not 
transmit or communicate any usage data to Licensor; and 
(ii) an .apk application package developed by Licensor for Amazon's use of the Software with Amazon 
Products within the Scope via a Java based intent mechanism. Licensor will provide the source code only for 
such .apk to Amazon. The Support Services will not be provided for the .apk application package. 
3. Software Order Term. The Initial Order Term shall commence on the Order Effective Date and shall continue 
for a period of five (5) years and thereafter may be renewed in accordance with clause 4.5 of the Agreement. 
4. License Grants. 
4.1. Software. Licensor hereby grants to Amazon and its Affiliates for the Software Order Term a worldwide, non-
exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable (except as permitted in subsection (c) below), royalty-free, fully 
paid-up, and irrevocable (except as set forth in Section 4 of the Agreement) license, under all applicable 
Proprietary Rights, subject to and in accordance with the Scope, this Software Order and the Agreement, to: (a) 
install, operate, and use the Software (1) for development purposes in order to integrate the Software into the 
Amazon Product, including without limitation modification and adaptation of any .apk to allow communication 
between an intent and the Software and (2) for purposes of supporting and maintaining the Amazon Products; 
(b) distribute, the Software as integrated in Amazon Products; and (c) sub license the foregoing rights granted in 
the Software only to those third-party developers who perform development services for Amazon and its 
Affiliates and solely as necessary for such third party developers to perform such development services for 
Amazon and its Affiliates in respect of the Software and Amazon Products; provided that Amazon shall be 
responsible and liable for such third party developers' breach of the terms and conditions of the Agreement and 
this Software Order in connection with such third party developer's performance of the development services 
for Amazon and its Affiliates .. 
4.2. Documentation. Licensor hereby grants to Amazon for the Software Order Term a worldwide, non-exclusive, 
non-transferable, non-sublicensable (except as permitted in subsection (b) below), royalty-free, fully paid-up,, 
and irrevocable license (except as set forth in Section 4 of the Agreement), under all applicable Proprietary 
Rights, to (a) reproduce and use the Documentation for Amazon's internal purposes in respect of Amazon's use 
of the Software in accordance with this Software Order and the Agreement; and (b) sublicense the foregoing 
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rights only to those third-party developers who perform development services for Amazon and its Affiliates 
solely as necessary for such third-party developers to perform development services for Amazon and its 
Affiliates in respect of the Software and provided that Amazon shall be responsible and liable for such third 
parties breach of the terms of the Agreement and this Software Order. 
4.3. Ownership of Developments and Amazon Products. Licensor acknowledges and agrees that Amazon will 
own and reserve all right, title and interest in and to any Amazon Products (including any improvements 
thereto), but excluding the Software and Documentation, including without limitation, all Proprietary Rights in 
or to the Amazon Products ( excluding the Software and Documentation). No license to any Amazon Product, 
Amazon confidential information, or any Proprietary Rights in or to any of the foregoing is granted to Licensor 
under this Agreement. Except for the limited license granted herein, Licensor owns and reserves all rights, title 
and interest in and to the Software and Documentation, including without limitation, all Proprietary Rights in or 
to the Software and Documentation. 
4.4. App Key Process. Due to Amazon purchasing the "non-communicating" version of the Software, Amazon is 
required to and shall follow and comply with the following App Key process for each new (internally approved) 
Amazon Product which shall integrate the Software or which shall access the Software via a Java-based intent 






log into Licensor's web account with Amazon enterprise account credentials (as notified by Licensor to 
Amazon); 
in the online interface, click generate "new app key", enter the new Amazon Product package name and a 
brief description of what the Amazon Product does as well as a screenshot of the Amazon Product (optional); 
copy the package name-specific App Key generated for the Initial Order Term or any Renewal Term and add 
it to new Amazon Product; 
download the latest version of Software (optional) and include it in new Amazon Product; and 
ensure to upgrade all Amazon Products with a new App Key prior to the expiry of the Initial Order Term or 
any Renewal Terms. 
4.5. Branding. Amazon agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to include, within ninety (90) days of being 
provided, Licensor's most recent text and logo ("Branding") in the scan screen of all versions of Amazon's 
Product and on all supported platforms at all times in accordance with logo usage guidelines provided by Licensor. 
The Branding must be visible in the scan screen at all times and must not be covered with any other graphical 
elements or information. Licensor hereby grants Amazon a license to use such Branding solely and strictly in 
accordance with this section 4.4. 
4.6. Amazon Responsibilities. Amazon (a) will use the Software only in accordance with the Documentation and 
applicable laws and government regulations, (b) is responsible for the design, functionality, look-and-feel, 
support, upgrade and maintenance of any and all aspects of Amazon Products, including without limitation the 
integration of the Software, according to the Scope or other usage or integration requirements provided by 
Supplier, ( c) shall not share the app keys provided by Licensor to activate the Software or any of its parts with 
anyone who is not an Authorized User or any other third party for any reason except third party providers 
developing the Amazon Product for Amazon, in which case Amazon shall ensure such third parties are bound by 
the terms of this Agreement and this Software Order, ( d) use a unique App Key for each of the Amazon Products, 
and (e) integrate the latest version of the Software into the Amazon Product with its next major release, unless 
there are reproducible speed, accuracy or stability issues with the latest version of the Software; provided, 
however, that Amazon shall have no obligation to integrate any new versions during the period starting September 
1 and ending December 31 of any calendar year (save in the event of a new version released by Licensor in 
accordance with section 8.2 of the Agreement). If there are such issues, Amazon will make Licensor aware of this 
promptly via email to support(iilscandit.com. 
4.7. Audit rights. To enable Licensor to ensure Amazon's use of the Software is in accordance with the Scope, this 
Software Order and the Agreement, Amazon shall (i) provide documentation detailing its internal distribution 
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and monitoring process to obtain new App Keys and for the distribution of the Software for review and 
approval by Licensor; and (ii) upon Licensor's reasonable request, provide reports detailing Amazon's use of 
the Software in compliance with the Scope within 40 days of a such request, which shall include relevant 
Enterprise App Store and mobile device management reports and descriptions and audit logs of those persons 
within Amazon who download the Software along with name and title of such persons, save that Licensor may 
only make such request once during each year of the Software Order Term except where an audit reveals that 
Amazon is not using the Software in accordance with the Scope. Any audit shall be solely in order to ensure 
compliance with terms of this Software Order and the Agreement. Audits will be performed at Licensor's 
expense, and this right shall be exercised with reasonable prior notice, in such a manner as not to 
interfere substantially with Amazon's normal conduct of business. In the event an audit reveals that Amazon's 
use of the Software is in excess of the limitations set out in the Scope, notwithstanding any other rights and 
remedies of Licensor, Amazon shall pay to Licensor the applicable license fees for such excess use. The parties 
shall in good faith negotiate the additional license fees payable by Amazon. Licensor agrees that no audits will 
be conducted between September 1 and December 31 of a calendar year, except where the previous audit has 
found Amazon to be using the Software otherwise than in accordance with the Scope, Software Order and 
Agreement. 
5. Delivery and Acceptance. 
(a) Amazon will have IO days from delivery to Amazon by making the Software available to download and 
providing notice of the same to Amazon to test and inspect the Software and Documentation, which 
delivery shall be deemed to occur on the Order Effective Date if delivered prior to that date ("Inspection 
Period") to determine whether the Software complies with the Documentation and whether the Software 
and Documentation are free from errors and defects. If Amazon determines that any Software or 
Documentation does not so comply or contains any such errors or defects, Amazon shall notify Licensor 
within such Inspection Period and Licensor shall remedy the noncompliance or defects in accordance with 
the warranty remedy provided in Section 7.1 of the Agreement. 
6. Support Services Term. 
Licensor will provide the Support Services in accordance with the Support Level purchased by Amazon as 
described in Schedule I hereto for the Software (but excluding the .apk application package) beginning on 
the Order Effective Date and continuing for the duration of Software Order Term 
7. License and Support Fee. Amazon will pay Licensor an annual license fee of$495,000 to license the Software 
and receive support for such Software (the "License and Support Fee"), payable by Amazon pursuant to the 
terms of Section 6 of the Agreement. Licensor agrees that the License and Support Fee will not increase for a 
term of 5 years, beginning on the Order Effective Date. 
8. Invoice Schedule. Licensor will invoice Amazon for the first annual License and Support Fee on or after the 
Order Effective Date and for each annual License and Support Fee thereafter on each year anniversary of the 
Order Effective Date for the duration of the Software License Term. All invoices are payable in accordance 
with Section 6 of the Agreement. 
9. Additional Representations and Warranties. Licensor represents and warrants that to Licensor's knowledge, 
as at the Order Effective Date, there are no third parties claiming any Proprietary Rights that are reasonably 
likely to restrain or prohibit Amazon from using the Software as contemplated in this Software Order. 
10. Implementation Services Required. No. 
11. Escrow Required. Yes. 
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DocuSign Envelope ID: 23C9DA68-8A6E-4DCD-·45F42315818C • 
This Software Order is entered into as of the Order Effective Date. 
AMAZON SERVICES LLC 
COocuSlgned by; 
By: e"'...,. &,llcJ-. 
5780D448!'346451 ... 
Name: Dave Glick 
Title: __ v_p_,_o_p_e_r_at_,_· o_n_s_T_e_c_h_n_o_l o_g_y __ _ 
September 27, 2016 Date Signed: _____________ _ 





Name: Samuel Mueller 
Title: _c_E_o ______________ _ 
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D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 




Attomeys for Defendant Scandit fuc. 
DOUO-m,, , 1..ER, CLERf< 
By, -DGput 1 
case No ____ ,rist. ~ 
FIIAd A M.tLi (9 0 P.~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 















Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the above-named Defendant Scandit Inc., will call up for 
hearing its Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim on the 6th day of February, 2017, at 2:00 p.m., or as 
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, at the Valley County Courthouse, 219 Main Street, 
Cascade, Idaho, before the Honorable Jason D. Scott. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
49000.0001.8553787.1 
000092
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DATED THIS 20th day of December. 2016. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
49000, 001.8553787. l 
000093
12/20/2016 12:33:33 PM • Toni Sullivan-Ardaiz .8-954-5271 Page 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of December, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701M2720 
[Attorneys for Plaintfff} 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 3 
0 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
DE-mail: ted@givenspursley.com 





Thomas E. Dvorak (lSB JI)# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY Ll,P 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idi1ho 83701-2720 
Telephone: 208-3 88-1200 
FacsimiJe: 208-388-1300 
13528796,_ l ( 12948-J) 
Attorneys for Karen Savage 
-> 28B38271B4'uens Pursely LLP Page 002 
I 
DO~S~ MILL~CLEAf< 
By _ .A c\ Deputy 
JAN 2 \ 2017 
case No. ___ n.sl No, __ _ 
Filed A.Mb'· cQ P.M 
IN TH.E l)lSTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, .TN AND FOR 'fliE COUNTY OF VALLEY 





Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
Jl'IRST AMENDED VERU'IED 
COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Karen L. Savage (hereinafter "Savage'~) by and through her 
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Rule 
l 5(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure1 for the entry of an order allowing Savage leave to 
file an Amended Complaint. A true and correct copy of Savage's proposed First Amended 
Verified Complaint is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and inc.orporated by reforence as if set forth 
in full. and shows the proposed changes in redline fonnat 
This Motion is supported. by Savage's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to 
Amend filed contemporaneously herewith, together with the pleadings and documents heretofore 
MOTJON FOR LEAVE TO J;'JLE FIRST A.MlC.NOED VEttlFlED COMPUIN'f - l 
000095
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filed and lodged in this matter and such pleadings aud documents as may be hereafter filed and 
lodged. .J 
DATED this '1Q_~·.day of January, 2017. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
Thomas E. Dvordk 
Attorneys for Karen L. Savage 
CERTlFlCATE OF SERVICE 
I 'hereby certify that on this t.f~ayof January, 2017, I caused to be served a, true and 
correct. oopy of the foregoing document to the person.-, Hsted below the m.ethod indicated: 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
..---·- Hand Delivery 
~>< Facsimile 
_,m-- Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
TI1omas E. Dvorak 
M01'rON FOR LEA VE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT ~ 2 
000096




Thomas E. lxoru: {ISB tnl< 5MJJ 
GtVE"NS PURSLEY U.P 
601 Wei.t Barmock Si«et 
Post Office Boll l720 




Artomeys fm Kalren Savage 
IN 1'.HE DISTRICT COURT OF mE FO(JRTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR rnE 
STATE Of' IDAHO, IN Ak'D FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
KAREN L SAVAGE, Calle No. CV-2016-29!).C 
Plaintiff, Ae1WENDE1,t VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT FOR COLLECTJON 
O.F .. ~ WAGE CI.ADI lJNDER 
IDAHO CODE§ 45-601, IIT SEQ. 
v. 
SCANDIT INC.,, 
DEl\-iAND FOR JVRYTRL\L 
PAJlTIF.S, v'E."';--UE A,""1'l> JL'RISI>ICTION 
I. ~~ is I oodent of Idaho C:ount:r, ldal!o, and an e,:ni,lo;~s ofDefendant 
Scandit Inc. 





1 O.'.i"/4 of the respective oorr ..rnisst<illl wm be paid as soon as 








itfi:Alfy no latert.¼1n1-ithin 30 days oflhe end oftlte month di!cing 
wJ>.ldi the ~a..""tioil ]'Ji£ ':=n booked., · 
SC!lllldit wm pay c.."mmtsSlOO.$ ba$ed on the amollrll of Scw.dit 
lioe:nses sold {net amo;m! r,, Scandit) We new md easting 
custcmen for each Order bc,ok<ld duriog me period of tms Plan. 
See CCP, atp. 3, Seclion IV. 
(";crrm:ii!l>ion shall beoollle ea!'IIOO (i.a., 001 subject to r;e,.x,upme,,t 
or "i:faw-back" by Empio~) only upoa (a} re;:ognitton of revellue 
bySeanditacooro.ing to its th'l!!t Clm'mttever..~ere«'lgru!ion 
policies; ud (b} l!Ct'..al n:ceipt ofp<E)'.lllmt! from the C'J5c'.l:>mer. 
Th!!,efure, should oae er bath (If these oom:lil>O!lS fail to occur, llie 
paid but w~ DJm;T.ii!:tiom ~ be ret<.tmetl to Scar..!it b-y 
Empl...:1yee p;:r Section Y below. 
See CCf', 11 P- 3_, Seooon lV. 
I ;i.4,J_J_. _Th.e CCP also P,,::,"'ides fur an "A.l'llllual Quota Acll.i.1:\-enl Bor:n.15~ t.l)at 311)'~ 
!'Emr,lo}lee wiil enm a OO!l!.1$ ofUSO [S]J6,000.00 if the rombi..'lro AC'l oftene..-al.s :m<l Ord-ers 
~!.L._Specif.i:a!IJI', thro,i.gh Sava,ge';; ~:irortl!, aMa~tt Sofu\>i!re Lkense Ag;eemcnt 
was signed dfective n of Sei;temba-27, 2011$ ~'tt.ll. ,t.,muoo Sei.111.:es lLC, a Ne.w 1imit.oo. 
j 11.,___Savage perfunnoo. 111 oonditioos precedeDt tc !Ile A..iazon Ccr.u:tlssion 
I ixooming duce and owfog ro b.er w-:der ti:~ CCP &.'ld appli-ab!e law a.nd lll :;uc;h ap_p!'i~ 
I limi!f!!toes ~t bi?!P~ w;~~l;dorwffli mm~fi!ili !ll!:b« 
I Jh B\· i.r-._fu!I!:_ 0\lek'T.!l!l,, hi!i.n.r p,,.rfort'l1ed 0~ Wne sirusfte:!; 0'.1 
' 
I 
~~l~ajg ;cqruliticl'l! p~ l'ieirig Wgiy:d Orm,~ by 
Scanilit bv mea::is offil s;oov~tions betw~ Sav~·arid: !lle S!/:;udit 
Vioo1'mia!illt2t~~!J!..J1.,if~il«!!tld~191;1ct20.l6 
w~n he st;i,'e(] ~IQ the effect that s,i:,w;el,a,:l fu!l"Jled ~J 
oblieatiQcs to ffln !he Amazim Cur.:i:m.i!!llion and th!t tile A .. "'llgoo 
~~wi\ljg!,JC·an4-1dbepaid,ffilocb,·1ill~~ 
S6mdii's chief ~im.ve ,J:fficer Sm:nuel Mueljer to- Sa~iP£1!!,;!;,."1g, 
,vilhoul Jmritllli!.l!l. S'lalemq;.ts in said ~:mail that Mu\'!iw '4'as m.:J.ki,,1; a 
~~Q..'lm:L~JQ.w.dte mo-mmrnil!!ii2'l fro-.!l.l~yring the A,.,,wm 
~ll.....C;i\ladetiQl1 oftlle "'oomin~ ~-' ll!N ornwise~ 
!Milr;g.ai::t of the "'cci~~<l-1 irom 1ll'< awe~~~t;ll!!.".' ~ith !;er !!:'. ff 
!.'liri:.~ilues.r;r,d owing, ,wg Sav~r~,!OIJ®l¥ re!j%i upon suc.\i 
statem,!;nts !Q ha: detriment OI" 
0.. Altl!mn.ti,:eh. llV2QM!im gfibr: ~eQfjllJ!Ui\'M;le-~. in that tho 
~et;)t!nls desgjbed ~~'-!l!Jt_in this P/1!11!1:l'Wh O:Q!B!titutt!d 
ini~semw"1ll!i Ilia Ji:~ (fflQmmlvreiioo upoo to !I.er :r,ipent; !K 
M ,\iitmJtiv,4y, &v Qp;m1~ohiie~il.lil:of'(!AA,$1·¢lt0t1¢, in iw, 
Sca.1.di.t bv means gt' ffl!;h statements ces.;_,"1i,q_e.g.:prevlomuy m this 
narafm!!1'A, u!!£1 :i,.c:.ime advg\;¥c fa:r itse! for prvducoo .50me 
{!mldr<m!a~ W SitvIDIUl! imi~ Sa~ iQ dlll!ll}l het ~!iml, !!00 !t 
wcmld be U.":<:O!!Sci@ab!e !o allow Sc.,r.cit !iUn;ii!ltai,i tbar fbe colJ;ii:tjoo 
nr~eclts ivexe m>t siltisficd . ,,, 




[ ·~12,__0n Oi:oobe! 28, 20bS, S('andit's CEO, Sil!tl\ld M(ft';!lcr, at t l:41:39 AM MDT, 
soot llll email m Sa:-,a_ge ;egarding the comn::1ssiioo. A true md ccxrect ,;;op}' <:·f Ille e:ma:il is 
att~h~ ~ &bibit"B". 
.cfil._~39(),'.tl4,. "C!!f"[!J;.~e i!~.ia!m ilr"'Collf~gRelv~ll{tf!'~,"'. !lie~ 
abbre'l'ill,tioo fur 11 ~w~ Franc, 
(Symllo!ic ! st pa)mmt}"' was ma.de to SaV113C with respe1:t to the ./1,ma:rou 0.1tnmi~o.,. 
j ~25. The rtl:t'.ainder of ili~ total ib--ia2011 Omn-ciMfo.u da<!--&f$385,1::' il Iles w11s not 
j ~paid urm odn mil a;rnfibulab!: of~ ffilng orq;~ orit:JMI .~IJ! m l!.liHsllml a.'ld 1 . . .. 
i 'l~iri:; unpaid ~as ·3f !Ile date Qf filing of diis.A=d~ c,,,mpiairlt {the "Commi..<1Si-Jn 
l 
Due''}. 
j 26. fur<lier, byme:ms aflhe Ai:r.11200 O:,mmis~ioo, Savllg'C ea.'iled h« Achie"<~'Ilellt I Bonus in Seprember2016, and said Achievement B;m,JS :!!!§.ilas-OOt~p;u'5 inDllirt n. in 
j ·&[! ~ q(the·~ot!lJ0cJi!l.i!lil\!:JIIJl:Of[!Uljjhc!iOtj~'i!Ji!Jjtr);r.al~.Qm'IQ·g· ~tii.:~!£!:i!m:l,t!i~-~~~piliil-
! 
27. Sj"fflhali ~IJ.~»lli a.ix lmif.all ~lii:11blc.~:ofimY 1md all ';'!ffl§ill.ll'f 
between th-e pr,J~. 
a!! if S5: foo;h tll fui]. 
a. 
COt..1t\'T 1 
Wage Claim Under ldalm Code§ 4S.6l!i 
t.'ley were not paid wifrJ.o 15 -days nf Sept~esr ll), '.Wl 6,wlticli was tlie 
end of1hepay perioo for whkhsucb wa:;.es were doe, as required by 
Idelw Code§ 45-6m(2); or 
l;!.__ilie.y w<:re r.ot paid withh1 30 days -iftbe last da.)'vf the m-m,tb in wbi-::1:i the 
order lied be::ii booked i1.s iw', been tile C1Se v,illl pm,r comrnisri,m 
pa;mmts undllr the CCP and ft:.e p,i.ttem 3-,d practice and ~~me or 
vcrtorma.,ioe betw-een Scandit md Savage,.i..:!K 
" tbev were r,ot paid as r%Jyited 1,,. Idaho tooe § 4S{-Oru2, or the rune ~ 
furth under~ CCP 11lb:i:: fue-r becactl"<isle, said l1ill!OU,lt!J beo.:miing d!Je at 
that j:Oint in~ bet:allie of lill mtmfonal 9£ an exwess or an i."1112.lill!i 
. wiiiv;:; i:l.(mv J!!!li!ll cond!lig w««tmt ID !i3id~ llllYJ!l1mts beoomi.1g dq'II: 
liq}liJ U.,"le_hi;;.d o«'.J'..!m;c). on !be i:1a.-t ofScandit or: · · 
~ tiitt"'~'1'l 12t~ mttMui~hy[d,¢,o Chd@§Af608Qfortlfflymcs,:t 
furtb 1.m00 ;Ji;:. CCP afttt they be.::s.'lle €1l!l, · s:i:id amomcr, b~1ng_4!,.s_~ 





a. S,;:imdit has btea.<:h<ld !he emproymcnt ~.en! and fa liable {O'f me 
Wages Due in the amoasit of $385,23 ~~3965{!3.9:51 pfos S3o,OCJ0,1 
~!;;gli4~0H52l,2i4,l!.lld that\mder I<mho Code §45-615(:2) a;: a 
p,ena!t-fmrooi timeiy pa.yings!rld wag.es whei:. due, Sava:~ is eritille-,1 to 
reo:we.r thr-ee (3) tk~ me amount of Wages Dt.U!, 1.1. ctha- wo."d;;, lt-.e 
amoun1 of the W3ges Due tripled under i:daho Ci;,di.: § 45-6 l .'i{1) i.nd the 
a."T."Ount awa.-dable to £av•, isSJ,l27.:HV.l>}!jJ;70~; · 
b. intuest l5 due mi the' amount of the Wages ThJ.e: still oot.tp.-Miag_llt 11% 
llff llll.mmi u 11;Uowed b,- [daho Code§ 28-<l2-l04fl) for mom,f af1:er the 
s~ '!ieromes d1ie from al:!.d afl.'1:1· October 15, 2016 ~~ ~m t'l!!te ef 
IH:HL18l!'ll"lftlayfcrevecy-rlaythe.reafterJl@tr.emnei~-.P.~ 
'latal ~ dYe !rt ~t os elNo,~2iHe ef S:,:!1$.?iO; rutd 
c. 1mder ida.fi.o Code § 45-615{2), Sa~·age j., al:'};) eootled to :rec,wer llen:osu 
md s.tw.mey!-' files as mOie i:,.articululy ffl.Crioed m !:he: lll!:Jme}'$' fees 
and costs Sl'Clioo. bcla'I'·. 
COlJNT2 
Dedara10ry J!ldgme!lt 
34. The !ixegoing paragraph~ l!ll:I ~Y ~"ed oy this reference .w.d re.'>taood 
~ i:f .set fur.ft in full. 
p.a:i,-e.:l fur. The c~aratio11 may be ~Jht:r affinn~tive or negative in fonn and effect, md .ruch 
decla!:atit'lns shall have the furoe aod ;:ff,ec1 of a fim!J jndgment oc-dea:ee."' 
a. whet..l'\er ltlaho Code§4.5-608{2) requ1~ ffiahny c.:mt.nnssion du£ or the 
Ad:ievement '!l;}l1U8 bepaid within t5 d;;yscfthe payperiiod m -.,,tiich tM 
~ommissron or Acbie\lement Boous v,as oomperui11ti:on for .i!et">--lcei 
perfu:rmedtlt.J.rirt,g ttlatf-eri.oo; 
whether m !igh.1 of Ida.lxl Code§ 4-5-601, et. seq., and other appti~ble 
faw, tbe d11w -b!l;(;l: prm·is1ons of !!1e CCP imperm:issib1y att~lpt ro-.alfow 
!he rou;ruJSlli1m 01<oe due ill'.G paid as ~-a,,oes to be clas<•f>:l back; 
w·heiher in light of idaoo § 4:5-6•)1, et. stq, and its prc:oiising a wage daim 
c-n compi:miwon ~i:1,.1.e," tt-.e a!:O:mpt to define (omn;ission!I ~ being 
"~ei:l" fn me CCP is i;n~I!:-ly being bw,;e,i 0..1.11 o:indition 






ihus i;; aa impennissib!e attffltpt to deny a weg.e due to 11'.e ecnploY!lC ar.,.d 
i:s unenforeubte; · 
whetl-,er inlightoflda.lio C-0de § 45-{]01, et. :;eq., a.'ld othenpplicabie 
law, fae cla"·-b!l.l:k: provisioru of the CCP aad !he prov.i.srons f'>ll' pay badi: 
of 11 p-:mloo of oom;;:;issian previo-.isly pa:id and~ IJ!PO!l tilamlnalion axe 
1.mcomcionab!e or llgllin:li pllbtic policy or othenvise i;inenft,reeahle; 
wbetheiri:m the bl.sis of a fidllciary ~ owed by ,irtue cf ~g into the 
CCP fu:r a .:o:mrmssron based pa:rment, !he atte.-np-t not to -pay the 
oommis.-sion 'i,;unEUflltefy :tiw. to pay :i!. ovcr ti...'lle is a bread:t of ~d 
fid~ duty; aid 
t w.bdfrer theCCP as it Eli:iS!S", m- !I:!! modified by awlic.ab!e law, ruis b.een 
!:i~,:,:l by the f\illt.1re lo paytbe Arr.awn C-Ol'.ll.'1iliisimi an.d A::hle11mtent 
Bonus .t,·bea due. 
COlJNt3 
M if set fvr::'.rt in full 
of me agreement oftlte~es. 




DEMA,~D FOR Jl}RY TRIAL VERJFiCATJON 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PR4.)'l1J.l f-ORR.ELl'&F 
GlVE.NS PURSLEY UP 
Tn..,mas f_ Dvorak 































01/23/17 1~:5~:54 20B-3BB-· 
Thoma.<, E. Dvorak (!SB ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY 1..,LP 
601 West Bann()ck Stteet 
Post Office Box. 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701~2720 
Telephone: 208-388-1200 
Facsimile: 208-388-1300 
13528796 . ..1 (12948"3) 
Attorneys for Karen Savage 
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~~H'.W~~=,~~ 
JAN 2 3 2017 
Case No .. ____ lnst. No. ---
Filed A.M.$'.Q() P.M. 
IN THE DlS'fRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH . .JUDICJAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAH:O, IN AND FOR. THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 




_________ D_e_fe_ndai~t.(_s_). ___ _ 
Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
M.EMORANDUM lN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR LEAVIt TO FILE 
FIRST AMENDED VERIFI.ED 
COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Karen L. Savage (hereinafter ··savage'') by and through her 
attorneys of record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of 
Mot-ion for Leave to file a First Amended Complaint. 
Plaintiff seeks leave to amend its Count 1 of the Verified C()mplaint in order to clarify 
that certain aspects of the Commission Compensation Plan (the ''CCP") which s~~andit by means 
of its Answer apparently intends to rely on as a defon. .. e, even to the extent that they were not 
fu]filted in this case (Plaintiff contends that all were), nevertheless were expressly or impliedly 
waived by the conduct ()f Sca11dit. Waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishmc,,-nt of a known 
right or advantage. Med. Sc;WWi. Grp., Inc. v. Boise Lodge No. 310, Bcnev. (~. Protective O,·der of 
Elks, 126 Idaho 90, 94, 878 P.2d 789, 793 (Ct. App. 1994). 11'1'1le existence of waiver ordinarily 
is a question of fact, and if there is any substantial evidence in the record to support a waiver it is 
MJCMOH.ANr.>UM IN St)PP()RT Of :MOl'lON •;'(}R LRAVlr. 
TO 1"1u:FJRS'I' AMll:NDlrn VERlf<'H;;() COMPLAINT- l 
0000104
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for the trier of fact t:o determine whether the evidence establishes such a waiv,~r." Riversid(;;i Dev. 
Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 518, 650 P.2d 657, 660 (l 982)(c.iting Cl. 1: Corp. v. Hess, 88 
Idaho l, 91 395 P.2d 471; 475 (1964); Independent Gas & Oil Co. v. 1: B. Smith Co ... 51 Idaho 
710, 724 ..... 25, 10 P.2d 317,322 (1932)). Waiver may be communicated by cot1duct. Margaret 
H. Wayne Trust v. Lipsk_v; 123 Idaho 253, 256, 846 P.2d 904, 907 (l993)(''Waiver will not be 
inferred except from a clear and unequivocal act manifesHng an intent to waive, or from conduct 
amounting to estoppel")(citation omitted). The similar doctrines of equitab]e and quasi estoppel 
are introduced as alternative theories up()n which Sca.ndit's conduct or actions caused these 
condition precedents to he deemed satisfied and m.ade the wages at issue come due. 
ln the present case, the attached email which becomes part: of the (~ompla.int provides a 
basis to beHeve that Scandit's CEO had waived on behalf of Scandit itself any conditions to the 
commission becoming due to be paid. Further, conversations also occurred between the Plaintiff 
and her manager to the effect that the Amazon Commission was due to Plaintiff Savage. As a 
point of note, the CCP contract does not include usual contractual provisions limiting waiver, 
i.e .. , indicating no waiver may occur or that it requires the signature of all parties or anything of 
the ilk. 
Furth(..'1111ore,, since filing the C<.)mplaint, Plaintiff's counsel has bt.-come aware of the 
significance of the difference in currency between the Swiss Franc and the American Dollar and 
abbreviations that reflect this in the parties; agreement. Additional amendments are sought to 
reflect this awareness. 
J.R.C.P. 15(a) provides that a party may amend its Complaint with leave of court and that 
"leave shall be freely given when justice so requires." The Court should grant Savage;s motion 
for leave to amend in this case because Defendants would not suffor any prejudice a~ a result of 
ME:MORANl)lJM JN SUP,l'()RT or~ MOTION ltt)R Ll!AVli: 
TO Ji"Jl,E FIRST AMr,NDED vrm1rnm COMPl,AINT - 2 
0000105
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the amendment. In the interests of justice, and leave to ru:uend being liberally li:,>Tanted under the 
rnles, especially at the early stages of the case, Plaintiff respectfully requests that such .leave be 
granted. ef:. 
"°'.) •; I z:c-- .. -, .. ·. 
DATED this ....:;.1 .day of ,January, 2017. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
--""---"" 
Tlu.)mas E. Dvorak 
Attomeys for Karen L. Sava.gt~ 
l\fEMORANl>UM lN SUPPORT Olt M01'ION FOR Lli;AVl~ 
TO FILE FIRST AMl!;NDED VERIFni:D COMPJ..AINT • 3 
0000106
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CER.TllFlA.Tli: OF SERVJ.Cf!; 
.. ,,rl·· 
1 hereby certify that on this J:.2 't', · yof January, 2017~ I caused to be served a tn:ie and 
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Defcnd~n!(s .... )___ __, 
Case No. CV·2016-290-C 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW; Plaintiff~ Karen L. Savage (hereinafler "Savag~") hy and through her 
attorneys of recor<l, Givens Pursley Lt.P, and hereby files this Memorandum irt Opposition to 
Motion to Dismiss. 
INTRODUCTION 
Defendant's Mot.ion to Dismiss Count l of Plaintiffs Complaint is not wen taken. Count 
1 adequately states two items as wages that were not paid when due and owing. First~ by placing 
the largest retail contract 1.l1at Sct111dit had ever seen, under the express terms of the Commission 
Coinpensation Plan (the "CCP"), l 00% of the respective commission on th.at sale became 
a.rithmetically asccli:ainable upon Scandit booking the Amazon sale~ and therefore was a wage 
due and owing at that point in time (" Amazo11 Commission''). Second, the volume of the 
Amazon order at $2.475 million, was so large that it caused Karen to immediately "earn" her 
Annual Quota Achievement Bonus ("Achievement Bonus''), as the express language of the CCP 
clearly says that the Achievement Bonus is earned when the goal is reached. 11le current 
phrasing of the Com.plaint. and/or the pmposed amendment of the Compla.int, by saying as much, 
states a legally sufficient wage claim. 
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HACKGROUND 
As an initial matter, and essentially an aside, Savage takes issue with Scandit deriding the 
timing of the filing of this Complaint, apparently in. an attempt to jaundice the Court against 
Savage. By her filing a wage complaint immediately aft:er the commission became "due and 
owing" under the CCP and Idaho law, Savage simply availed herself of the rights afforded to her 
and offered to her under her empl()yer's compensation schem.e. Go.ff'v. H.J.H. Co., 95 Idaho 837, 
83940, 521 P.2d 661, 663··-64 (1974) ("[L]cgislative intent and public policy support this 
requirement that treblt, darrrngcs be allowed where unpaid wages arc due and owing."). Indeed, 
the email from Scandifs CEO belies that company's intent was to take the 100%, commission 
payment that: had been promised upon booking of the order and instead purse it out: to Savage 
over frmr years. And that ema.il itself was long in coming. The employer has all the power in the 
empJoyee relationship. Without the foar that an employee will timely invoke their rights undt:.-r 
the wage claim statutes, what incentive does an employer have to pay the wages that arc due i11 
the form of a commission when the law requires them to be paid? Employees should 11ot have to 
beg and negotiate with their employers to be paid. Scandit may not have been familiar with 
wage claim h1ws at the beginning of this disput:e~~but it is now fbr sure so familiar. And that 
awareness is to the present and foture ben.~fit of all Scandit employees. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Th.c Complaint Adequately States a Viable Cause of Acti.on I As The Achi.evement 
Bonus was A Wage Due nnd. Owing Under Idaho .Law. 
Ninety .. Five percent of the wc>rds in the Mcrn.ornndum in Support: of Motkm to Dismiss 
(hereinafter "Defendant's Mt~mo.'i) arc devoted to arguing the Amazon Commission is not due 
and owing. based on the notion that (a) under Idaho I.aw, a commission has to be "earned" before 
it is a wage, and (b) the employer has total discretion to define what "eamed'; mt~ans within its 
contract. By contrast, a mere three sentences at the end of Scandies brief argue the pmposition 
t:hat the Achievc..'lnent Bonus "is earned on an annual basis (not immediately upon the occurrence 
1 In the interest: of brevity imd knowing this Court's in1imate fomilia.rity with tht~ Motion to Dismiss legal standard 
requiring tbiit the allegations of the complaint, when tak<m litet'ally, im,1::;t state a viable legal claim, c()unsel has 
elected to forgo regurgitating it. 
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of a cont.tngency}, and therefore not due until the end of the year." In those thret~ sentences, an 
accusation is made that Plaintiff is being "disingenuous;'2 by stating that the Ac11ievemt•nt Bonus 
is Heamed" when the requisite sales amount is nchicvecL But the key CCP language t\t § JV.E 
relative to the ''Annual Quota Achievement Bonus'' is in fact: 
Employee wilt earn a bonus of USD 36,000 if the combined ACV 
of renewals and Orders equals CHF 641,001 or more. 
(first emphasis added, later emphasis in original). Defendant omits the ••will earn" language 
when it purpc,rts to paraphrase § IVJ~ in its backe'l'Ound facts via partial quotes. Defendant's 
Memo. at 4. The plain language of the CCP specifics an employee "will earn" that bonus if 
"renewals and Orders" equal a specified amount. The Achievement Bonus is not discussed in 
the CCP in terms of it being a 1'e<>1mnission" and thus non.e of the "ea.med" language in the CC.P 
relative to "commissions" has any applicability to the Achiev(;.ment Bonus. The reference to 
"annual/' inddentally1 is in the heading, it is not even in the operative sentence itself.3 But there 
is 11othing about any of the lang1.1age ejther in. the heading or s"-ntence itself that says that the 
timing of payment is to be delayed to the end of the year. There is nothing about the nature of 
this Achievt:..'1ntmt Bonus that requires waiting until year end to calculate the ·'comb1t1cd ACV of 
renewals and Orciers." ln this context, the unambiguot.lS; plain n1ea11ing of this provision is that 
the "annual" refert'11ce measi.ires the time during which the employee has to prc)duce "ACV 
renewals and Orders" equaling the requisite number to "earn" the bonus, at the expirntior\ of 
which, the .. annual'' clock restarts again the race to ··earn" the bonus. The roferc;;.-r1ce to an 
"annual" provision is simply to the time period within which the employee had the right: to 
"earn') that bonus, but the language is clear on its face that the employee "will earn" that bonus at 
the point the reg uisite volume of sales is reached. If Scandit wanted to specify a different time <.'>r 
2 11erendant's Memo. at p, 11. Googling the word "disingenuous" yields tbe following: "not candid or sincere, 
typkally by prete11dinj that o.ne knows lesii about something than one really doe..<;" and lhe synonyms listed include 
insincere, dishonest, 1.wlrut.hfill, false, deceitful, duplicitous, lying, mendacious, hypo1~ritic.al." 
'.l Cf Stme v, Murphy, 94 Idaho 8491 851, 499 P.2d 548, 550 (l.972)("Where a beading js enacted as part of a code 
and where the meaning of the code i$ ambigm)us, resort may be had to the heading as an aid in ascertaining 
legislative intent. Uut where the rneanini of the code is clear and una:mbiguoiis withou.t 1'¢$<'.>rt to the he~d!ng, courts 
will 11ot consider ir. ") 
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clar.ify that it would be paid at the end of the year, they certainly could have done s<). 
lda}10 Code requires that "Employers shall pay all wages due to the: employees at least 
once during each calendar month" and "the end of the pay pt-'11()(1 for which payment is made on 
a regular "'payday shall not be more than fifteen (15) days before such regular payday.'; Idaho 
Code§ 45~608(1) and (2). Indeed, the following language by Idaho Supreme Court seems to be 
penned for exactly this kind of situation: 
[Idaho Code § 45--608(1)] requires employers to .. pay all wages 
due to their employees at least once du.ring each calendar month, 
on .regular paydays designated in advance by the employer.'' By its 
tem1s, it is not limited t:o wages earned during a calendar month or 
to wages that a.re nonnally paid every cak~ndar month. lt applies 
to wages due during the month, Wages earned over a longer 
period of time, such as an annual bonus based upon net profits, 
will come due during n specifl.c calendar month and ure C()vered 
by the stMute. 
Paolini v. Albertson's Inc,) 143 Idaho 547, 549j 149 P.3d 822, 824 (2006)(emphasis in bold 
added, emphasis in italics in ol"iginal).4 It is 1101:cwotthy that the P,wlini court did not say the 
annual. bonus would come due at the end of the year; but during "a specific calendar month;" 
presumably to be specified in the parties' agreement. A portion of Count l in the Complaint in 
this case adequat:ely states a wage claim that the Achievement Bonus for 2016 became ,;due~' in 
Scpt<:.inber when the requisite ~·combined ACF of renewals and Orders" had been reached, and 
was not tin:iely paid when required by Idah() law. 
B. The Amazon. Commission Bec.ame Ascertainable Upon Booking <•f the Custome.-'s 
Order, Was Not an "Advan.ce'' But Wages Due 
Turning now to the Amazon Commissi()n, the Complaint stat.es a cognizable claim by 
stating the commission became due upon booking the order. 
Under Idaho Code § 45-601, "Wage claim" means an employee's claim against an 
employer for compensation for the t.'ll1ploycc's own personal services .... " Idaho Code§ 45-
601(6). "Wages'' in. tum is defined to mean "compensation. fbr labor or st~rvices rn·ndered by an 
employee, whether the amount is determined on a time, task, piece or commission basis.'' Idaho 
4 This same I.mgua.ge wi1s cited with approval i11 Gray v. 1,·Hfoy Cmuu. S<?r. In,~., 147 Idaho 378,385,210 P.3d 63, 
70 (2009). 
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Code § 45-601 (7). Scandit argues that "the Idalw Supreme Court has consistently he1d that all 
fom1s of compc'llsation must be •earned' before they become •wage,_.,• for purposes of the [daho 
Claims fo:r Wages Act.'~ Defendant's Memo. at 7. The only Idaho Suprt.me Court cases Scandit 
cites for this proposition are Bi/ow v. Preco, Inc., 132 Idaho 23, 29. 966 P.2d 23, 28 (1998). and. 
Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., I 41 Idaho 809, 819, 118 P .3d l 41 1 151 (2005). Both cases cite to 
Whitlock v. Haney Seed Ca., 114 Idaho 628, 759 P.2d 919 (Ct. App. 1988), which actually 
enumerates two characteristics of "wages" as (l) "ccntlpensation eamed in increments as S(.,'1'V.ices 
are perfonned" or (2) "compensation paid in direct consideration of services rendered.,. ld. at 
634, 759 P.2d at 925. lntcresting]y, the Moore decision does not include the words "eam" or 
•{earned" even once, but d.oe-; say .. [t]lte definition of 'wage' includes any ascc,·bdnable unpaid 
commi.ssions .... " Id. 1.it 819, Jl 8 P .3d at J 51 (citations omitted)(emphasis added). Thus, 
neither of th()sc cases precise]y equates ••earned'> to being the absolute touchstone of whether a 
commission is indeed a wage. Counsel for Savage respectfully submits "earn<.,"(\" is not a 
synonym for alt possible circumstances and myt'iad types of emp]oyment cmnpensatfon that m.ay 
constitute wages 1.mdcr Idalm Jaw. and that the focus should be on (1) whether the amount is 
actual "compensation for labor or servkes rendered/' and (2) whether the compensation is 
indeed "due'' and '"due and owing,'' as per the directive of the relevant Idaho statutes.5 There 
does not seem to be a dispute here that this commission w11s in the nature of "compensation for 
services rend(,-red''; the dispute is centered on when the particular commission became Hdue and 
owing." Polk v. Larra.b,?e, 135 Idaho 303~ 17 P,3d 247 (2000), also utilizes the concept alluded 
to in Moore of whether unpaid commissions that are wages are Hascertainable" and therefore 
-:,Secf lttaho Code§§ 45-601(7), 608(1) (first sentence). and 615(2). Scandit argues that the reference in Idaho Code 
§ 4S~608(1) (-!te<:ond ~entence) to an employer "depositing wages due or to become du.e or an advance of wages to be 
earned in a [bank account] of the employee's choice" somehow equates "ea.med" with "d,1e." Savage posjt$ that the 
refore11ce to "become due" and "advance of wages" hig,blights, in fact, that tl)e l<laho Legislatul'e is a ware of a subtle 
difference ill conn<.'ltation it1 context of the type of oompe1lsatfon being discmi1:1ed as to whether that ct)mpensation is 
"due" and/or ''ea.med;' cliose to use both words in that one sent1.1nce, b1.1t only to use '\Jue'1 or "due and. owing'' 
elsewhere in the Wage (;laim Act, not "earned.'' Califon1ia, however, in a mnt1m~r dissimilar to ldaho, actua.lly 11ses 
tlie word "earned" in 11;-; statutory ~-quivalcnt of LC. § 45-(i08(1) (first sentence) and Califi)rnia's Supreme C1lurt., 
<:iting this "earned" statutory la11guagc, has recognized that ''commissions are riot enmed or owed uo.til agfeed-upon 
coudi.tlons have been satisfied." Nguyen v. Wells Fargo Bank, 2016 WL 5'.~90245, al: *11 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 26, 
20l 6)(citing holdiJ,g ,:if Peabo£~Y v. Time Warner Cahle, Inc., 59 Cat 4th 662,668,32811.3d 1028, 1032 (2014)). 
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"due iu1d owi.ng.'' The Polk employer argued",-in a manner very similar to Scandit' s ar!,,1ument in 
the present case-,--that "d\1e to the nature of commjssion sales1 the actual amount of wages due to 
the Polks on the duy they resigned could not have been known. [The employer] cl.aims that since 
sotne of the [sales of mobile] homes did not close, it would have actuaHy overpaid the Polks if it 
had paid tbe amount the Polks had demanded." Id. The Polk Court characterized this as an 
argument that commissions were "'not ascertaina.blct and rejected the same, focusing in on Idaho 
Code § 45-615(2) and its instmction kt base the amount of a wage claim judgment on the 
"unpaid wages found due and owing'" to hold that "the amount c)f damages was due" at the time 
of demand ''as found by 1:he trier of fact." Id. at 309, 17 P.3d at 253 ( emphasis added). 6 
The case of Meschino 1). Frazier .Industrial Company, 2016 WI, 4083342 (U.S. D. Ct. 
Mass. 2016), is persuasive cm when a commission becomes ••ascettainable.'' There, interpreting 
provisions of the Massachusetts Wage Act requiring that wages must be paid no more than six 
days from the tennination of the pay period in which such wages w<..-re earned, the court stated 
that language in the contract that the "[ c]omn1ission will be paid out at 50% of the commission 
payable in the first eligible period 011cc the customer pays 50% or more of the order" and that 
"the commission margin payable will stay with the job until paid" resulted in a contrat~t tenn that. 
made the conimissio11 amount ''arithmetically determinable'' under the te.tms of the employee's 
compensation plan. The issue arose because the commission contract also said that in the event 
of an "an error clearly attributable to the employee, the company reserves the ri!,rht to recovery 
by deduction up to 25% of the cost caused by the error.'' The Court noted. that had the employer 
meant to have those commissions "not be arithmetically detenninable until the eamings on the 
employees sales had been aggregated with the bookable losses in his qum1erly portfolio," then 
the employer "need only to liave inserted the phrase 'against the aggregate commission due at 
the end of the q\larler; after the word 'deduction'." The failure to do so rendered the 
6 Polk cited with approval Smith v. Idaho Peterbtlt, lno., 106 Idaho 846, 683 P .2d 882 (Ct App. 1984) ("[T]hc 
question [for the trier of fact] merely [waii] wai. a sum due, and if so, how much," despite parties' dispute as thi~ 
exact amount of percentage rate of corntnissl()tlS at termination); rmd K.oylacJ v. C(myo,1 Cmmty, 119 ldaho 650, 652, 
809 P.2d 511, 513 (Ct. App. 1991) (rejecting argument that amount of wages due in cumulotivc personal leave to 
deputy :sheriff was 1l<)t ''a$certain1:1ble until the conclusion of the grievance process"), Polk 309, 17 P.3d at 253. 
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cornmissions arithmetically ascertainable at the earlier point in. time and thus wages due, 
meriting summary judgment in favor of the employee. 
Similarly here, the CCP says "l 00% of the respective commission will be paid us s,xln as 
reasonably practicable fol1owing the booking of the Order," and goes on to lay out a number of 
criteria to be fulfilled for "a closed transaction to be formally booked and the commi.ssion to be 
paid."§ :IV (emphasis addect). The CCP says ifthere a:rc contingencies in the customer contract, 
··Scandit reserves the right not to book the sal~ and withhold commission until the contingency 
has expired." Aftt->r rolling out the "criteria;' for the sale to be formally booked, the CCP says 
"Scandit rcscoes the right to withhold the respective sale commission until all the above 
tasks [for booking of the order] are complete/; (Emphasis in original.) Thus, the CCP defines 
the commission as being ascertainable and ~·due and owing" at the point in time the associated 
order is hooked by Scandit. Count I of the Complaint alleges that those conditions precedent to 
the sale being fi:mnally booked have been met, and thus is a legally villble cause of actiot1.7 
Like the employer in Meschino, Scandi.t points to other provisions of the CCP, atttmpting 
to argue that a commissfrm must be "eamed" to be a wage and because the CCP says there must 
be recognition ofrevenue and actual receipt of payment by the customer. But that is not entirely 
c<)ffect What the CCP says at the beginning of that sentence is "Ctlmmission shall become 
earned (i.e., not subject to recoupment o.r ·•claw-back'' by Employer) only upon [revenue 
recognition and actual payment]." The next sentence of the CCP goes on to say that if "one or 
tx,th of these conditi.ons fail to occurj the paid but unearned commissions must be returned to 
Scandit by Employee.'' "Rccoupment'1 is "a common law doctrine which arose as an equitable 
rule of joinder to avoid. the necessity of bringing separate act.ions for two claims. It pennits a 
defendant to defc."11.d against the plaintiff by asserting a countervailing claim that arose out of the 
'same transaction.rn In re Denby Stores, lnc., 86 BJt 768, 781 (13ankr. S,D.N.Y. 1988) (citing 3 
J. Moore, M(1ore's Fedi~ral Practice 'ii 13.02 at 1313 (2 ed. 1985); 20 Am.Jur.2d, Counti:.."fclaim, 
7 Plaintiff has also 1«.1ught to file an Amended Compla.itit 1:hat adds in a,q an altemative thel)ry in Count I that the 
condit.kms precedent t.o tJ1c sale beitig fonnaUy booked and the comrriission thus becomh~ ascertain.able and due 
and accordir1gly, "wages," if m,t otll~TWise satisfied were waived either ex:pte$Sly c)r implicitly by S<:andit. 
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Recoupment & Setofl~ §§ 16"···18 (1965)). Likewist\ "claw back" too sounds like taking 
something back that has already been ascertained and paid, a countervaili.ng charge back or a 
''reversal. "8 
What is co11spicuously absent front the CCP is any mention of the word ··advance.''9 The 
absence of such wording, when it would have been so easy to add, is what allQWS a finder of fact 
to read the CCP fmd believe that the Anwzon Commission was "ascc-rtainable'; and therefore 
••found due and owing" u11der Idaho law upon Scandit booking the order. Ambiguities in 
employment contracts should be construed against the drafter, and this rule of construction 
should be appHcd vigorously when the employer has every incentive to ''motivate" an employee 
by maki11g them think they arc entitled to be paid 100% commission easily, early, and simply 
upon the associated customer order being booked. 
Scandit cites Steinh(ibel v. Los Angeles Times Commc'ns, 24 Cal. Rptr. 3d 351,353 (Cal. 
App. 2005); and Gress v .. Fabcon., !rte., 826 N.E,2d 1, 4 ([nd. Ct. App. 2005), as support for its 
positkm that there is special nrngic in its use of the word "earned;' in the CCP. tn Harris v. 
Investor's Bus. [)ai(y, Inc., 41 Cal. Rptr. 3d 108, 118 (Cal. App. 2006), as mod(/ied on denial (f 
reh 'g (Apr. 24, 2006), the court considered a similar policy to the ''claw back'' definition ()f 
earned in the present case. In Harris, the employees received poil1ts frorn a sale towards a 
commission, but were ''charged back" the points if a customer canceled. the subscript1on within 
16 weeks. Id. at 117. The Harris court distinguished the Stein.hebe/ emi>loyment agreement 
"that the [Steinhebe~J employment agreement clearly identified the commission as an advance: 
'The Times will pay you two weeks in advance for the order, Beginning on the second pay 
period a.ftel' your start date, you will receive an advance against your C()mmi.ssions.' 'The 
~ Tlae CCP at § V i~ titled "COMMTSSlON PAYMENT REVERSALS" and speaks in term!'! of "revers[htg) pdor 
commii;sions that have been "prepaid" ,ind &lso says that «commissions . . . wilt be recalculated and r~(,overed 
accm,iingly.'' (.Emphasi!:'i add~d.) Again, this wording impl.les au amount 1ba~ is initially "aiicertainabk,'' and 
therefore "due 1rnd owin~" uuder Idaho law, i.e., a w~igo ~lt that p<>int in time. "Recalculate" implies that .i1 was 
al:ready c:alcul.ated once, i.e., already "ascertainable" as an un:i,a!d C<)ttunissio1.1. and therefol"e "due" and an unpaid 
wage .. 
9 Under Idaho law, "the word ·advance', as ordinarily used, irnplie..-i a loan." Jl .I. Carney & Co. v. Mu111hy, 68 
Idaho )76, 38:2, 195 P.2d 339, 342 (.1948) (case t:ri.t.idzed on. othc:r groum1!1, Lockwood Graders qf.ld.l:ho, Inc. v. 
Neibau,·, 80 Idaho 123, 127, 326 P .2d 675., 676 (1958)). 
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[Stein.hebe!] court reasoned that, because a c.ond.ilfon to the employee's right to the commission 
had yet to occur, an advance was not a wage within the meaning of section 221." Id. at 118 
(emphasis added). ·n1c Harri,y court stated that the Harris employer's materials instead 
"suggested that the points [upon which the cm1·unission was based] wore earned at the time of the 
salct so they could be considetcd earned10 at the time of sale. Id. The CCP in. the present case 
resembles Harris1 not Steinheb1:.il, in that no mention of an ''advance" is made whatsoever and 
instead the CCP suggests that "100%" c<.,mmission will be paid upon order booking. 1 J 
The Gress case also mentions that initial payments of t,'mnmissfons were "advances" 
prominently in its fact section, presumably because that was a shared understanding of the 
parties in that case. Gress is further distinguishable from the uno n1.entio11 whatsoever of 
advances'' CCP in the present case in that under Indiana law, if the payment of a conunission is 
"'not linked to the amount of work done hy the employee or if the compensation is based on the 
financial success of the employer, it is m'>t a wage," and this was bound up in the Courfs 
lwlding, i.e., the employer had to wait until the job "dosed out" to detem1ine the commission 
amount based on profitability of that job. G1·ess, 826 N.E.2d at 4. Ldaho law is not S() sttictly 
incHned, as noted in the prior discuss·ion of Moore, Polk and Whitlock, h{/ra. 12 
Under Idaho law, the important event is when the Amazon Commission became "due" 
because it was ''ascertainable," uot. langi,age defining "eamed.1' Under the CCP, that 
commission became asce1.tainahle upon Scandit booking the sale. That is the only condition 
precedent to the wage being "d-1.1.c/} Only after the order is bot.)ked and the commission is "'due 
rn ft a.ls<, hears r(i)eating that unlike Idaho, Califomii1 uses the word "eamed" in it:a statute, ,Wit(! supra footnQte J. 
11 
At1 additiom1l point to he made is that them are m,pects of the CCP and the emidl from Scandit's CEO which 
1nake it 1:1ound like the contemplated de)Qy in payment of the cmnmission fol" a number of ycmrs is for the 
convenie.nce of s,:andit and mt related directly to this sole, and Steinhe.bel hm:1 also been disting11i:d.md from the 
impermissible situation where '<the conditions [on eamfr,g the commission do notJ relate to 1.he sale and ... merely 
serve as a basis to shift the employer's cost of doing business to the employee." Sl.:ibor$ki v. Pac. Bell Directory; 
140 Cal. Rp1r. 3d 808,824 (Cat App. 2012)(citing Hudgins v. Neiman Marc1,1s Grp .. ln(:., 34 Cal. App. 4th 1109, 41 
Cal. Rptr. 2d 46 (1995), as modified (May 25, 1995)), The CEO refers to "liquidity management perspective" in 
justifying the four year time table for payment, and in § V. the CCP say11 "employee is accountable for any 
cancellation or termination of an Order, whether by the customer or Scandlt~ or other reduction in expectcll 
r1.wenuc" (emphn.sis added). 
12 Stie also Bilow ~·. Preco, Inc., 132 Idaho 23, 2$, 96611.:.ld 23, 28 (1998)(defetTtt.l acc1)unt fi.mds were part and 
parcel of employee's wages under laaho law even wben based on company-wide pre-tax profit). 
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and owing," do the lack of the recognition of revenue and/or lack of 11.dual payments happen, and 
thercfbrc, these are in the nature of conditions subsequent, conditions of defcasance. Scand.it 
chose the words it used in the~ CCP; it did not choose the ldalw Wage Lnw term ''due and 
owing''; it did not choose the word "advance." Instead, it specified that "100% of the respective 
commission wm be paid [upon booking of the Order]." Count I adequately states a vfrtble claim 
as to the Amazon Commission a5 well. 
CONCLUSION 
·111erefi:)re, in conclusion1 it is rcspectfhlly submitted that Defendant Scandit's Motion t() 
Dismiss should be denied in its entirety. 
... ) ,n,f 
DATED this 1.!£·_·, day of January, 2017. 




"""',,.;;. ~::!::! .. ;t><"~ .. -.... ,,_,. __ . ___ .. _______ _ 
Tho.mas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Karen L. Savage 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEAVE 
TO FILE FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In an apparent attempt to defeat Defendant Scandit Inc.' s ("Scandit") pending Motion to 
Dismiss Wage Claim (the "Motion to Dismiss"), Plaintiff Karen L. Savage has filed a Motion for 
Leave to File First Amended Verified Complaint (the "Motion for Leave"). Plaintiffs Motion 
for Leave has no impact on the Motion to Dismiss and should be denied because the amendment 
would be futile. 
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As detailed in the Motion to Dismiss, the crux of Plaintiff's original Complaint (the 
"Initial Complaint") is a claim against her employer, Scandit, for unpaid wages under the Idaho 
Claims for Wages Act (the "Wage Act") based on a five-year licensing deal that Plaintiff made 
with Amazon on Scandit' s behalf, and to which she sought commission. As also detailed in the 
Motion to Dismiss, Plaintiffs wage claim (Count 1 of the Initial Complaint) must be dismissed 
because no facts have been asserted that would give rise to a claim under the Act. Although 
Plaintiff stands to earn commissions totaling approximately $400,000 if Amazon pays Scandit 
licensing fees that become due in annual installments over the next five years, she has not yet 
earned them. Under the express tenns of Plaintiff's Commission Compensation Plan ("CCP"), 
no commission is "earned" -- and, thus, no wages are due - unless and until Scandit receives 
payment from Amazon. Because Scandit had not been paid a single dollar by Amazon at the 
time Plaintiff filed her Initial Complaint, and because neither Plaintiff's Initial Complaint nor the 
Proposed Amendment Complaint has asserted (or could assert) that any such payment had been 
made, Plaintiff lacks a wage claim under the Act. For this reason, just as Plaintiffs wage claim 
must be dismissed for failure to state a claim, the Motion for Leave must be denied due to its 
futility. 
II. MOTION TO AMEND STANDARD 
Although leave to amend is generally granted liberally. a motion to amend a complaint 
should not be granted where the proposed amendment would be a "futile act." See Spur 
Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP. 142 Idaho 41, 49 (2005). "In determining whether an 
amended complaint should be allowed, where leave of court is required under Rule 15(a), the 
court may consider whether the new claims proposed to be inse1ted into the action by the 
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amended complaint state a valid claim." Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First 
Nat'l Bank, N.A., 119 Idaho 171, 175 (1991). Leave to file an amended complaint is properly 
denied "[i]f the amended pleading does not set out a valid claim." Id. 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Plaintiff's Initial Complaintl and Scandit's Motion to Dismiss 
The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently held that all fo1ms of compensation must be 
"earned" before they become "wages" for purposes of the Wage Act. See Bilow v. Preco, Inc., 
132 Idaho 23, 29 (1998). Thus, a claim for compensation that has not yet been earned, but rather 
may be earned in the future, is not a claim for "wages.0 See Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 ldaho 
809, 819-20 (2005) (explaining that "claims for future wages do not fall within the ptrrView of 
the mandatory trebling statute"). The question of when a commission becomes "earned" such 
that it is a .. wage" under the Wage Act is determined by contract. See Bakker v. Thunder Spring-
Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185 (2005). 
Here, then, the question of whether Plaintiff earned the commission she claimed was due 
is governed by the CCP. See Complaint, Exh. A at§ IV. The CCP expressly provides that 
commissions are not "earned" until, among other requirements, there has been "actual receipt of 
payment from the customer/' Id. Although the CCP provides for pre-payIDent of unearned 
commissions upon satisfaction of certain requirements (including but not limited to "booking" of 
a sale), the CCP makes clear that any commissions "pre-paid" after an order has been booked are 
1 Scandit refers the Court to its Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim 
for a more complete recitation of the facts and relevant contract provisions. 
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not "earned" commissions. Id. at fl[ IV. V ( .. paid but unearned commissions must be returned 
to Scandit''; "in the event Scandit ... does not receive payment from the customer per the tenns 
of the Order, any prepaid commissions will be reversed") (emphasis added). 
Despite the plain terms of the CCP, Plaintiff alleged in the Initial Complaint that Scandit 
was in violation of the Wage Act for failing to have paid her commission on a September 27. 
2016 deal with Amazon (the "Amazon Agreement"), even though Amazon had not yet paid 
Scandit a single dollar. See Initial Complaint, ~[':I[ 16-19. Scandit moved to dismiss Count 1 of 
the Initial Complaint because, even if accepted as true, the facts set forth therein do not state a 
claim under the Wage Act. As detailed in the Motion to Dismiss (cuffently pending before this 
Court), even assuming that the Amazon Agreement was entered into and "booked" in September 
2016, as Plaintiff alleges, such facts do not render Plaintiff's commission "earned" under the 
express tenns of the CCP which, as a matter of law, governs when commissions are eamed such 
that they become wages. 
B. Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File First Amended Verified Complaint is Futile 
Plaintiff's Proposed Amended Complaint is futile because it does not fix the fatal flaw of 
the Initial Complaint that renders the wage claim subject to dismissal, because there is 110 
assertion that Scandit had received payment from Amazon for the Amazon Agreement. Without 
such payment, there is no commission earned under the terms of the CCP, and therefore no 
cognizable claim for unpaid wages under the Wage Act. Recognizing this infirmity, Plaintiff has 
inappropriately attempted to use the Proposed Amended Complaint as a vehicle to argue that 
Scandit waived "any and all conditions precedent" to the commission becoming due and payable 
(or, alternatively, is equitably estopped from asserting otherwise), rather than to add any factual 
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allegations in support of such a theory. Indeed, and notably, the Proposed Amended Complaint 
does not add any new factual allegations to support such a theory (and the only facts that are 
alleged undermine it). 
Plaintiffs waiver theory is based solely on the same email that she already attached as 
Exhibit B to the Initial Complaint. which she now apparently wants to claim waives the CCP's 
requirement that Scandit receive payment from Amazon before any commission is "earned." To 
the contrary, however, the email evidences no such waiver, instead expressly recognizing that 
Plaintiff's commission remains unearned unless and until Scandit receives payment from 
Amazon (explaining that pre-payment of unearned commissions could result in a situation where 
Scandit "would have to reverse any previous commission payment and claw back previously 
paid commission" and explicitly "maintaining the claw back option of course" for prepaid but 
unearned commissions). See Complaint, Exh. B. In light of the absence of any additional factual 
allegations that would enable Plaintiff to maintain a claim under the Wage Act, the Proposed 
Amended Complaint should be disallowed as futile. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should deny Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File 
First Amended Verified Complaint. In the alternative, Plaintiffs Motion should be granted only 
if the Proposed Amended Complaint deletes the Count 1 Wage Claim in its entirety. 
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DATED THIS 30th day of January, 2017. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
B~~ . Jolfil Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 
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Defendant Scandit Inc. ("Scandit"), by and through its counsel of record, submits this 
reply memorandum in support of its Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss (the "Opposition 
Memorandum") cannot save Plaintiffs wage claim from dismissal because nothing therein 
changes the undisputed fact that Scandit had not received any payment from Amazon - an 
express condition of any commission becoming earned and, therefore, a wage under the Idaho 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS WAGE 
CLAIM -1 
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Claims for Wages Act. Under binding Idaho Supreme Court authority, a claim for unpaid wages 
in the form of a commission arises only after the commission has become "earned" as defined in 
an employee's commission agreement. Here, Plaintiff's 2016 Commission Compensation Plan 
("CCP") expressly provides that commission is "earned" on a customer sale only upon actual 
receipt of payment from the customer. Plaintiff cannot state a wage claim under the Idaho 
Claims for Wages Act because there is no allegation that Amazon had paid even a single dollar 
to Scandit at the time Plaintiff filed her Complaint. 
Faced with the fact that Plaintiff had not - by the express terms of the CCP - earned any 
commission at the time she filed her Complaint, and in a desperate effort to defeat the Motion to 
Dismiss, Plaintiff has attempted to muddy the waters by asserting a theory inconsistent with 
Idaho law. Specifically, by citing selective case quotes (including in a number of out-of-state 
cases), Plaintiff attempts to advance a theory that her alleged commission became wages due as 
soon as it was "mathematically ascertainable." No Idaho Cou1t has adopted such a theory. To 
the contrary, the law in Idaho (and in fact the law in the other states referenced by Plaintiff) is 
that commissions become "wages" only after they are "earned" as defined by the agreement 
between the parties. 
The other two theories asserted in Plaintiff's Opposition Memorandum should similarly 
be rejected. First, Plaintiff makes passing reference to a waiver theory. However, she offers no 
evidence of an intentional waiver by Scandit of the conditions placed on commissions becoming 
"earned," nor has she even hinted at any detrimental reliance by Plaintiff on any alleged 
"waiver," both of which are required to establish waiver. Second, Plaintiff's argument that she 
was entitled to an annual bonus several months before the end of the year contradicts the terms 
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of the CCP, rules of contract interpretation, and the very nature of an annual bonus. 
Accordingly, the wage claim asserted in Plaintiff's Complaint must be dismissed with prejudice. 
II.ARGUMENT 
A. Plaintiff Fails to State a Wage Claim Based on Earned Commission 
1. Plaintiff's "Mathematically Ascertainable" Theory is Not Supported by 
Idaho Law 
Idaho law does not support Plaintifrs contention that commissions become "wages" due 
under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act as soon as they become .. mathematically asce1tainable." 
The cases cited by Plaintiff in support of this proposition reference the question of whether an 
alleged commission is "ascertainable" as only a preliminary issue in the detennination of 
whether a commission has become earned, not as the deciding factor. 
Plaintiff's reliance on Polk v. Larrabee, 135 Idaho 303 (2000), is misplaced. Polk 
involved an employment contract that promised an employee a "5% commission on every home 
sold by the company" and "a 20% share of the profits of the company." Id. at 307. Unlike the 
CCP, the contract in Polk did not contain any conditions that had to occur before the employee 
would be deemed to have eamed commission on the sold houses. When the employer in Polk 
fired the employee and refused to pay commissions at the time of termination despite the houses 
having been sold, the jury determined that $18,698 in commissions was due and owing to the 
employee upon tennination. Id. After trial, when the employer argued against trebling of the 
unpaid commissions on the ground that the commission amount was disputed and not 
"ascertainable" until the jury had detennined it, the Court disagreed. reasoning that the jury's 
verdict was a determination that the commission "was due at the time the Polks terminated their 
employment." Id. at 309. Critically, however, the conclusion in Polk that the eamed but unpaid 
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commissions were wages did not hinge on the fact that they were ascertainable, nor did the 
Comt hold that any commission is due and payable as soon as it becomes ascertainable. Instead, 
the question of whether the commissions were ascertainable was merely a preliminary inquiry 
to the ultimate question of whether the commissions were due and owing at the time of 
tennination of employment (which question would be answered by the terms of the employee's 
commission plan). Id) 
2. Compensation Must be "Earned" Under the Terms of an Employee 
Agreement Before it is a "Wage" for Purposes of the Idaho Claims for Wages 
Act 
Tellingly. Plaintifrs Opposition Memorandum completely ignores the controlling Idaho 
Supreme Court case at the heart of Scandit's Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim. In Bakker v. 
Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185 (2005), the Court held that it is the agreement 
1 Plaintiff also cites Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho 809, 819 (2005), which states in 
passing, citing Polk v. Larrabee, 135 Idaho 303 (2000), that the definition of "wage" 
includes "any ascertainable unpaid commissions and bargained-for compensation." As stated 
above, however, Polk only held that ascertainable unpaid commissions were wages because 
the employer had not, in that case, imposed any conditions on commissions becoming 
earned. Equally important, Moore in no way stands for the proposition that commissions 
become due and owing as soon as they are mathematically ascertainable. In fact, Moore had 
nothing to do with commissions or determining whether amounts were ascertainable. Moore 
instead addressed a liquidated damages provision in an employee's employment agreement, 
finding that it was akin to a claim for "future wages," -- in other words, wages that had not 
yet been earned -- that "do not fall within the purview of mandatory trebling." Id. In short, 
no Idaho case has held that commissions become due and owing as soon as they are 
mathematically ascertainable. To the contrary, as detailed below, the Idaho Supreme Court, 
in Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185 (2005), has held that 
commissions do not become wages due and owing unless and until they have become 
"earned," as determined by the tenns of an employee's commission agreement. 
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between an employer and employee that dictates when a commission becomes "earned" such 
that it is a "wage" under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. Id. at 190-91. The employee in 
Bakker signed a commission agreement providing that sales commissions would be eamed only 
upon "successful closing[] of escrow" (as opposed to upon contract signing) on properties sold 
while the employee remained employed by the employer. Id. at 188. After termination of 
employment, the employee asserted a wage claim based on commissions allegedly due for the 
sale of units on which customers had signed purchase and sale agreements. but that had not 
closed escrow. Id. 
Under the theory posited by Plaintiff, the employee's commission in Bakker would have 
been "ascertainable" (and thus a wage) as soon as customers had signed purchase and sale 
agreements. This was not, however, the result of Bakker. Instead, the Idaho Supreme Court 
found that the commissions had not become earned wages, analyzing the employee's wage claim 
not in terms of whether the alleged commissions were ascertainable, but rather whether the 
commissions had become "earned" by the terms of the commission agreement. Id. at 190-91. 
Because the commission agreement provided that commissions would not become earned unless 
and until escrow had successfully closed, the employee had no claim for unpaid wages under the 
Idaho Claims for Wages Act. Id. That the commission amount was "ascertainable" was 
inconsequential. 
While Plaintiff may dislike the rule that employers dete11nine when commissions become 
earned (and therefore wages), as it defeats her attempt to obtain an $800,000 windfall, the Idaho 
Supreme Court has clearly held as a matter of law that employers and employees are free to 
"contract for the terms of compensation regarding when wages are earned and/or due." Id. 
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"Beyond [paying minimum wage and paying employees at least monthly], the Wage Claim Act 
does not place any limitations on the ability of the employer and employee to contract for the 
terms of the employee's compensation." Id. 
Even the cases cited by Plaintiff are consistent with this rule. For example, Plaintiff 
relies heavily on Meschino v. Frazier Indus. Co., 2016 WL 4083342 at *4 (D. Mass. Aug. 1, 
2016), for the proposition that commissions are ''earned" under the Massachusetts Wage Act 
when the commission becomes "''arithmetically determinable' under the terms of the employee's 
compensation plan." But this is not what Meschino holds. To the contrary, Meschino makes 
clear that commissions must not only be arithmetically determinable but also due and owing, a 
condition that P]aintiff's Opposition Memorandum conveniently omits. As the Meschino Court 
states: "Commission payments vest when the amount of such commissions ... has been definitely 
determined and has become due and payable to such employee." Id. (emphasis added). Also 
conveniently omitted from Plaintiff's Opposition Memorandum is the very next line of the 
Meschino decision: "When a compensation plan specifically sets out the contingencies an 
employee must meet to earn a commission, courts apply the te1ms of the plan." Id. Thus, to 
determine whether a wage has been "earned," the Court must look to "the plain meaning of the 
definition of earned commissions set out in the Employment Agreement" Id. at *5. The 
Massachusetts standard is consistent with Idaho law as explained in Polk and Bakker. While 
courts may address whether commissions are ascertainable as a preliminary inquiry, the 
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ultimate question is always whether commissions have been "earned" under the terms of the 
applicable agreement between the parties.2 
3. Plaintiff Cannot State a Claim for Unpaid Wages Absent Payment from 
Amazon 
The analysis applied in Bakker and Meschino applies here and requires dismissal of 
Plaintiff's wage claim. Just like the employee agreements at issue in Bakker and Meschino, the 
CCP defines precisely when Plaintiff's commissions become ''earned." Specifically, the very 
first line in the "commissions" section of the CCP provides that "Commissions shall become 
earned (i.e., uot subject to recoupment or "claw-back" by [Scandit] only upon ... actual receipt 
of payment from the customer." Id. at§ IV (second emphasis added). Because Scandit had not 
been paid by Amazon at the time Plaintiff filed her Complaint, Plaintiff had not eamed any 
commission under the plain language of the CCP and therefore cannot state a claim for unpaid 
wages under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. 
Plaintiff's argument to the contrary is based on selective quotations and violates rules of 
contract interpretation. Plaintiff asks the Court to look only to one line in the third paragraph of 
the commissions section of the CCP, which provides that "l 00% of the respective commission 
will be paid as soon as reasonably practicable following the booking of the order." See 
Complaint, Exh. A at § IV. Not only does this quote not reference ea.med commissions, but 
Plaintiff takes the quote out of context and in violation of the rule that a contract must be 
2 Eerily reminiscent of the assertions made by Plaintiff in this case, the employee in Meschino tried to assert !hat 
he was entitled under Massachusetts' wage law to commissions within a certain amount of time after a sale had 
been "booked." Id. The court rejected that argument on the ground that the employment agreement did not 
provide that commissions were earned upon booking of a sale. Instead, the employment agreement provided 
that commissions became earned only upon client payment. Id. The court therefore held that the employee had 
not established a claim for unpaid wages because he had "not offered any evidence of client payments." Id. 
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interpreted as a whole. See Execulines Ltd. v. Tel-Am. of Salt Lake City, Inc., 121 Idaho 621, 623 
(Ct. App. 1991) ("Under Idaho law, in interpreting any provision in a contract, the entire 
agreement must be viewed as a whole."). 
As set forth unambiguously in the CCP, the earning of commissions and the pre-payment 
of unearned commissions {i.e., an advance) are governed by two different standards. First, the 
CCP expressly and unambiguously provides that no commission becomes "earned" until, among 
other requirements, "actual receipt of payment from the customer." See Complaint, Exh. A at§ 
IV. 
Second, although commissions do not become "earned" until Scandit actually receives 
payment from a customer, the CCP provides that anticipated commission amounts will be 
"prepaid" as "soon as reasonably practicable following the booking of the order, and ideally no 
later than within 30 days of the end of the month during which the transaction has been booked." 
Id. As the CCP repeatedly emphasizes, any such payment is considered a "prepaid but 
unearned commission" until the commission has been "earned" upon receipt of payment from 
the customer. Id. (emphasis added); see also id. at§ V. 
As explained in Scandit's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim. 
the CCP's distinction between "earned" commissions and "prepaid but unearned commissions," 
mirrors Idaho Code§ 45-608·s distinction between "wages due" and "an advance of wages to be 
earned," and courts around the country recognize that advances are not "wages" under similar 
state wage acts. Plaintiff attempts to distinguish these authorities by arguing that the CCP does 
not expressly use the term "advance;' but in doing so puts form over substance anq ignores the 
clear terms of the CCP, which uses the unambiguous phrase "prepaid but unearned commission," 
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which is synonymous with an advance. See, e.g., WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL 
DICTIONARY (defining "prepay" as "to pay in advance"); Dictionary.com Unabridged, Random 
House, Inc. 1 Feb. 2017 (defining "prepay" as "to pay for in advance") (available at 
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/prepay)~ BURTON'S LEGAL THESAURUS (2nd Ed. 1992) 
(listing, as synonyms for "prepay", the following: .. give compensation for in advance, make 
payment in advance, ... [and] pay in advance"). Notably, Plaintiff cites no authority to support 
her argument that the difference in terminology is in any way legally meaningful. 
In summary, Plaintiff cannot state a claim for unpaid wages under the Idaho Claims for 
Wages Act because Plaintiff does not allege (nor could she) that Scandit had received payment 
from Amazon at the time she filed her Complaint Thus, Plaintiff had not .. earned" any 
commission under the unambiguous terms of the CCP and no "wages" were due to Plaintiff at 
the time she filed her Complaint. 
4. Plaintiff Cannot Establish a Waiver 
Plaintiff has separately filed a Motion for Leave to File First Amended Verified 
Complaint (the "Motion for Leave"), which includes a Proposed Amended Complaint that hints 
at a waiver theory, and the Opposition Memorandum similarly hints at such a theory. However, 
Plaintiff provides no analysis or authority for a waiver argument other than a one-sentence 
reference in a footnote. In any event, Plaintiff has not alleged and cannot allege facts that would 
supp01t a colorable claim that Scandit waived the CCP's requirement that it receive payments 
from Amazon before commissions are earned. 
To establish a waiver, two elements must be met: (1) an intentional relinquishment of a 
k11own right or advantage, and (2) detrimental reliance. See Washington Fed. Sav. v. Van 
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Engelen, 153 Idaho 648. 655 (2012). Under the first element, the party asserting waiver has the 
burden to show a clear intent to waive. Pocatello Hosp., LLC v. Quail Ridge Medical Investor, 
UC, 156 Idaho 709, 719 (2014). Waiver will not be inferred absent "a clear and unequivocal act 
manifesting an intent to waive, or from conduct amounting to estoppel.'' Id. Under the second 
element, "the party asserting waiver must also show that he acted in reasonable reliance upon 
[the waiver] and that he thereby has altered his position to his detriment.', Id. 
Here, Plaintiff has not alleged facts that would support either element of a waiver theory. 
First, Plaintiff can point to no act by Scandit demonstrating an unequivocal intent to waive the 
CCP's requirement that Scandit receive payment from Amazon before any commission is 
"earned." Plaintiff's apparent reliance on the email attached to her Complaint as Exhibit B is 
unavailing. That email evidences no waiver, but, to the contrary, expressly recognizes that 
Plaintiff's commission remains unearned unless and until Scandit receives payment from 
Amazon (explaining that pre-payment of unearned commissions could result in a situation where 
Scandit "would have to reverse any previous commission payment and claw back previously 
paid commission" and explicitly "maintaining the claw back option of course" for prepaid but 
unearned commissions). Id. 
Moreover, Plaintiff has not alleged that she relied to her detriment on the email. Scandit 
sent the email on October 28, 2016 -- after Amazon had entered into the Amazon Agreement, but 
before Amazon had paid Scandit any amount under the Agreement. Plaintiff filed her Complaint 
just two business days later, thereby making impossible any argument that she relied to her 
detriment on the email. 
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B. Plaintiff Fails to State a Wage Claim Based on the Annual Quota Achievement 
Bonus 
Finally, Plaintiff's continued attempt to assert a wage claim on a theory that Scandit was 
required to pay Plaintiff an "annual" bonus of $36,000 three months before the annual term of 
the CCP had been completed must fail. While Plaintiff tries to relabel the bonus an 
"Achievement Bonus," the CCP in fact calls it an "Annual Quota Achievement Bonus" that is 
earned "if the combined ACV of renewals and Order equals CHF 641,001 or more." See 
Complaint, Exh. A at IV.E (emphasis added). The Annual Quota Achievement Bonus is 
included as part of Plaintiff's "2016 Commission Compensation Plan," which is expressly 
defined to encompass the term from "January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016." Id. at page 
1 (emphasis added). 
Plaintiff asks the Court to ignore the multiple references to this bonus as an .. annual" 
bonus by citing to State v. Murphy, 94 Idaho 849 (1972), a case holding that headings are not to 
be considered when interpreting statutes. But the CCP is not a statute, rendering that case 
inapposite. Where, like here, the terms of a contract are at issue, it is a well-recognized rule of 
contract construction that "in interpreting any provision in a contract, the entire agreement must 
be viewed as a whole." See Execulines Ltd v. Tel-Am. of Salt Lake City, Inc., 121 Idaho at 623. 
This means that the annual bonus heading of the annual bonus provision in the CCP cannot be 
disregarded. Because it is axiomatic that an annual bonus, by its very nature, is earned on an 
annual basis and paid at the end of the year, Plaintiff cannot be held to have earned an annual 
bonus three months prior to year's end. See, e.g., EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND COMPENSATION 
GUIDE (CCH 2016) f 4332 ("As the name suggests, [annual bonuses] are paid out on a yearly 
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basis .... Even when annual bonuses are based on employee performance. they are long-delayed 
rewards for what may have been excellent work at the beginning of the year.").3 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Scandit respectfully requests that this Court dismiss with 
prejudice Plaintiff's cause of action under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act for failure to state a 
claim. 
3 
DATED THIS 2th day of February, 2017. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By~? 
~by, !SB No. 7228 
Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 
Plaintiffs citation to Paolini v. Albertson's Inc., 143 Idaho 547 (2006) does not support her position. That case 
addressed whether stock options are wages under the Idaho Claims for Wages Act. The Court noted in dicta 
that certain types of wages, including annual bonuses, are not normally paid every calendar month. Instead, the 
court noted that such compensation "will come due during a specific calendar month," which presumably means 
the month after the annual term. Paolini certainly does not hold that annual bonuses become due before the end 
of a year. 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
DISMISS AND DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO AMEND 
Plaintiff Karen L. Savage claims her employer, Defendant Scandit Inc., failed to make 
timely payment of her wages, entitling her to treble damages under Idaho's wage claims act 
(''the Wage Claims Act"), LC. §§ 45-601 to -621. Scandit moves to dismiss Savage's wage 
claim, contending that some of what Savage claims to be owed isn't ''wages" and that payment 
of the rest hadn't yet come due when she filed suit, leaving her without a viable wage claim. In 
response, Savage moves to amend her complaint to bolster her wage claim with equitable 
theories on which Scandit purportedly is foreclosed from asserting some of its otherwise-existing 
contractual rights in defending against her wage claim. These motions were argued and taken 
under advisement on February 6, 2017. For the reasons that follow, Scandit's motion to dismiss 
is granted and Savage's motion to amend is denied. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
Scandit is an enterprise mobility and data capture company that specializes in barcode 
scanning applications. (Compl., 6.) Savage began working for Scandit as a senior sales 
executive about two years ago. (Id., 7.) Her compensation for the year 2016 was governed by a 
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contract entitled "2016 COMMISSION COMPENSATION PLAN (January 1, 2016 through 
December 31, 2016)." (Id.,, 8-9 & Ex A.) The Court will call that contract "the CCP." Under 
the CCP, Savage was entitled to be paid a six-figures annual salary, plus commissions on new 
business, commissions on renewal business, and the potential for both quarterly bonuses of 
$4,000 each and an annual bonus of $36,000. (Id. Ex. A § I.) 
Through Savage's efforts, Scandit inked a lucrative Master Software License Agreement 
("the Amazon Agreement") with Amazon Services, LLC on September 27, 2016. (Id. , 16.) 
Savage's total commission on the Amazon Agreement is $390,234. (Id., 22.) She claims that, 
under the terms of the CCP, her commission on the Amazon Agreement became due and 
owing-but wasn't paid-in late September or October of 2016. (Id. 1,i 18, 25-26.) Scandit 
agrees that the commission wasn't paid during that timeframe and, for present purposes, is 
willing to indulge Savage in the assumption that prepayment was due during that timeframe. 
Still, Scandit says, the commission hadn't yet been "earned" during that timeframe and what is 
significant is whether it had been "earned," not whether its prepayment was required. 
Indeed, in its section IV, the CCP differentiates between when a commission must be 
paid to Savage and when she has "earned" it, the former commonly predating the latter: 
Commissions shall become earned (i.e., not subject to recoupment or 
"claw-back" by Employer) only upon (a) recognition ofrevenue by Scandit 
according to its then current revenue recognition policies, and (b) actual receipt of 
payment from the customer. 
Therefore, should one or both of these conditions fail to occur, the paid 
but unearned commissions must be returned to Scandit by Employee per Section 
V below .... 
100% of the respective commission will be paid as soon as reasonably 
practicable following the booking of the Order, and ideally no later than within 30 
days of the end of the month during which the transaction has been booked .... 
(Id. Ex. A§ IV (bold type in original) (underscoring added).) 
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The CCP then provides, in its section V, a protocol for reversal--or "claw-back"-by 
Scandit of any "prepaid commissions" Savage receives, but ultimately fails to "earn," under the 
CCP's section IV. (Id. Ex. A§ 5.) Section V also says that when a customer with whose 
business Savage is credited falls more than sixty days behind in making payment, Scandit not 
on1y has this "claw-back" right with respect to prepaid commissions, but also has "the right to 
reverse all Quota credit" pertaining to the unpaid portion of the transaction, so that it no longer 
would contribute to her meeting the CCP's various performance quotas. (Id.) 
The Amazon Agreement's signing had a second compensation consequence, giving rise 
to a second dispute between Savage and Scandit. Because of its signing, Savage crossed a quota 
threshold she needed to cross to earn a $36,000 annual bonus. (Id. -,r 27.) That quota is set forth 
in the CCP's section IV(E), which is entitled "Annual Quota Achievement Bonus" and which 
says Savage "will earn a bonus of USD 36,000 if the combined ACV [annual contract value] of 
renewals and Orders equals CHF 641,001 or more." (Id. Ex. A§ IV(E) (bold type in original) 
(underscoring added).) Savage claims she was entitled to receive the $36,000 annual bonus in 
September 2016 but hadn't received it by the end of the following month. (Id. ,i 27.) Scandit 
seemingly doesn't disagree that Savage crossed the quota threshold necessary to earn the 
$36,000 annual bonus in connection with the Amazon Agreement's signing, but Scandit says the 
bonus, being an annual one pertaining to the calendar year 2016, didn't come due until after that 
calendar year had ended. The CCP doesn't specify when the $36,000 annual bonus is payable, 
but it does repeatedly refer to the $36,000 annual bonus as exactly that-an "annual" bonus. It 
does so in its section 1 (F), in its section IV (E), and in sections I and 5 of its Appendix A. 
Additionally, the CCP recites at its outset that it is Savage's "2016" compensation plan, spanning 
the period from "January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016." (Id. Ex. A.) 
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On October 28, 2016, Scandit's CEO, Samuel Mueller, e-mailed Savage a proposed 
multi-year payment schedule for her commission on the Amazon Agreement. (Id. Ex. B.) As 
justification for a multi-year payout, Mueller said as follows: 
Given the size and long duration of the deal, from [an] accounting and 
liquidity management perspective we have to expect considerable risk that 
Amazon might find a way to not pay one of the (annual) fees and back out of the 
contract at a later time, in which case we would have to reverse any previous 
commission payment and claw back previously paid commission. 
(Id. Ex. B.) In the e-mail, Mueller repeatedly mentioned that Scandit retained its "claw-back" 
right in case Amazon failed to make payment under the Amazon Agreement. (Id.) A few days 
later-specifically, on the regular October 31 payday-Scandit made a $5,000 payment to 
Savage, labeled "AMAZON (Symbolic 1st payment)." (Id. ,i 25.) 
Savage sued Scandit the next day, claiming that the $385,234 remaining balance of her 
$390,234 commission on the Amazon Agreement and her $36,000 annual bonus should already 
have been paid. Three claims are asserted in her complaint: (i) Count 1, a claim under the Wage 
Claims Act for treble the $385,234 remaining balance of the commission and for treble the 
$36,000 annual bonus; (ii) Count 2, a claim for declaratory relief designed to establish her 
entitlement to the treble those amounts; and (iii) Count 3, a claim that Scandit breached the CCP 
by failing to pay her the full commission and the annual bonus. (Id. ,i,i 28-45.) 
On December 3, 2016, Scandit moved to dismiss Count I-Savage's wage claim-under 
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). Scandit's theory is that Count 1 fails to state a claim for relief because, under 
the terms of the CCP, Savage's commission on the Amazon Agreement had not been "earned," 
and her annual bonus had not come due, when she filed suit on November 1, 2016. 
As part of her opposition strategy, Savage moved on January 24, 2017, for leave to 
amend her complaint. Savage seeks permission to bolster Count 1 with equitable theories on 
which Scandit purportedly is foreclosed from asserting some of its otherwise-existing contractual 
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rights in defending against Count 1, as well as to make some technical corrections designed to 
ensure that her allegations correctly calculate, in United States dollars, the amounts at issue, 
taking into account the exchange rate between the dollar and the Swiss Franc. 
As already noted, Scandit's motion to dismiss and Savage's motion to amend were 
argued and taken under advisement on February 6, 2017. They are ready for decision. It is 
worth noting that, during the hearing, Scandit's counsel informed the Court that the amounts in 
dispute-the potential for trebling them aside-were paid in full in late November 2016. 
Savage's counsel didn't disagree. 
II. 
LEGAL STANDARDS 
A. Scandit's motion to dismiss 
Under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), a claim is subject to dismissal if the complaint's factual 
allegations are insufficient to support it. The complaint's factual a1legations "will be accepted as 
true, unless they are purely conclusory." Orrock v. Appleton, 147 Idaho 613,618,213 P.3d 398, 
403 (2009). Consequently, when dismissal is sought under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the Court's task is 
to determine whether the complaint's well-pleaded (i.e., not conclusory) factual allegations, 
taken as true, state a claim that is viable under the law. Id. ("[O]n a motion to dismiss for failure 
to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, the question is whether the non-movant has 
alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim, which if true, would entitle him to relief."). If so, 
the motion to dismiss must be denied. If not, dismissal is appropriate, but the plaintiff should be 
granted leave to amend the complaint to cure the shortcomings that warrant dismissal unless it is 
clear the plaintiff cannot cure them. E.g., Angelotti Chiropractic, Inc. v. Baker, 791 F.3d 1075, 
1088 (9th Cir. 2015). In other words, dismissal without leave to amend-outright dismissal-is 
appropriate only if, from a review of the complaint, "'it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff 
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can prove no set of facts in support of [her] claim that would entitle [her] to relief."' 
Colafranceschi v. Briley, 159 Idaho 31, 34,355 P.3d 1261, 1264 (2015) (quoting Taylor v. 
Maile, 142 Idaho 253,257, 127 P.3d 156, 160 (2005)). 
B. Savage's motion to amend 
LR.C.P. 15(a)(2) governs motions made before trial for leave to amend pleadings. Under 
that rule, trial courts "should freely give leave whenjustice so requires." LR.C.P. 15(a)(2). 
Whether that standard is met in a given instance is a matter of discretion. E.g., Maroun v. 
Wyreless Sys., Inc., 141 Idaho 604,612, 114 P.3d 974,982 (2005), abrogated on other grounds, 
Wandering Trails, LLC v. Big Bite Excavation, Inc., 156 Idaho 586,591,329 P.3d 368,373 
(2014). Leave to amend should be granted, however, unless (i) there is undue delay, bad faith, or 
a dilatory motive on the movant's part, (ii) the movant has repeatedly failed to cure deficiencies 
in its pleadings by amending them, (iii) the amendment would unduly prejudice the nonmovant, 
or (iv) the amendment would be futile. E.g., id. A proposed new claim is futile if the supporting 
factual allegations are insufficient to state a claim for relief. E.g., id. 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
A. Scandit's motion to dismiss 
Count 1 of Savage's complaint is what is commonly called a "wage claim"-a claim for 
unpaid wages under the Wage Claims Act. Her wage claim has two parts. First, Savage 
contends Scandit violated the Wage Claims Act by not paying the $385,234 balance of her 
commission on the Amazon Agreement during late September or October of 2016. Second, she 
contends Scandit violated the Wage Claims Act by not paying her a $36,000 annual bonus for 
the calendar year 2016 within that same timeframe (in other words, long before 2016 had ended). 
Under the Wage Claims Act, "[a]ny person shall have the right to collect wages ... provided ... 
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pursuant to a contract of employment." LC.§ 45-614 (emphasis added). That right is 
enforceable in court, LC. § 45-615(1 ), and upon prevailing "the plaintiff shall be entitled to 
recover from the defendant ... damages in the amount of three (3) times the unpaid wages found 
due and owing." LC.§ 45-615(2). Thus, if Savage is correct, she will recover three times these 
amounts. The Court first addresses her claim concerning the commission on the Amazon 
Agreement and then turns to her claim concerning the $36,000 annual bonus. 
Amazon commission 
The Wage Claims Act defines "wages" as "compensation for labor or services rendered 
by an employee, whether the amount is determined on a time, task, piece or commission basis." 
LC.§ 45-601(7). This definition is "broad[]." Huber v. Lightforce USA, Inc., 159 Idaho 833, 
842,367 P.3d 228,237 (2016). And it expressly includes commissions. The question presented 
here isn't so simple, though, as whether commissions are "wages"; they assuredly are. Instead, 
the question is whether advances on unearned commissions, or prepaid commissions, are 
"wages" too. That question arises here because, at the time Savage filed this action, she 
indisputably hadn't yet "earned" any commission on the Amazon Agreement, even assuming 
arguendo that by then she had become entitled to prepayment of the commission's $385,234 
balance. This is made abundantly clear by the CCP's sections IV and V, which under certain 
circumstances provide for prepayment to Savage of "unearned" commissions, describe the 
conditions that must be satisfied before she "earns" those unearned-but-prepaid commissions 
(including the undisputedly unsatisfied condition that Amazon make payment to Scandit under 
the Amazon Agreement), and require her to pay Scandit back if those conditions don't eventually 
become satisfied. (Compl. Ex. A§§ IV-V.) 
The problem Savage faces is that, in applying the Wage Claims Act, Idaho's appellate 
courts have repeatedly read the term "wages" to mean compensation employees "earn" by 
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working for employers. E.g., Huber, 159 Idaho at 842,367 P.3d at 237 ("[T]he statute is not 
limited to wages earned during a calendar month or to wages normally paid every calendar 
month but also applies to wages earned over a longer period of time, such as an annual bonus 
based on net profits which will become due during a specific calendar month.") (emphasis 
added) (quotation marks and brackets omitted); Gray v. Tri-Way Constr. Servs., Inc., 147 Idaho 
378,385,210 P.3d 63, 70 (2009) (to the same effect); Paolini v. Albertson's Inc., 143 Idaho 547, 
549, 149 P.3d 822, 824 (2006) (to the same effect). In fact, both the fdaho Supreme Court and 
the Idaho Court of Appeals have held that "[w]ages ... constitute 'compensation earned in 
increments as services are performed."' Bilow v. Preco, Inc., 132 Idaho 23, 29,966 P.2d 23, 29 
(1998) (emphasis added) (quoting Whitlock v. Haney Seed Co., 114 Idaho 628,634, 759 P.2d 
919,925 (Ct. App. 1988)); see also Latham v. Haney Seed Co., 119 Idaho 412,415,807 P.2d 
630, 633 (1991) (to the same effect). Their longstanding view that "wages" must be "earned" 
doesn't jibe with Savage's position that unearned commissions are "wages" so long as the 
employer is obligated to prepay them. 
Consider, in that regard, the possibility that Savage's commission on the Amazon 
Agreement might never become entirely "earned." Without gazing into a crystal ball, one can't 
know whether Amazon will make all of the payments contemplated by the Amazon Agreement. 
To any extent payment isn't made, Savage's commission is unearned and subject to claw-back 
under the CCP's plain terms. (Compl. Ex. A§§ IV-V.) If Savage has her way, she'd have not 
only the unearned portion of the commission to disgorge, but she'd have another two times that 
amount as a penalty under the Wage Claims Act, whose status-must it be disgorged too?-is 
uncertain. It makes little sense to expand the Wage Claims Act beyond its familiar territory of 
earned wages and into the realm of advances that employees might be required to repay. Though 
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it admittedly was applying statutory language not identical to Idaho's, the California Court of 
Appeal reached this same conclusion that advances aren't "wages" for purposes of wage claims 
acts. See, e.g., Steinhebel v. Los Angeles Times Commc 'ns, 126 Cal. App. 4th 696, 705 (2005) 
("The essence of an advance is that at the time of payment the employer cannot determine 
whether the commission will eventually be earned because a condition to the employee's right to 
the commission has yet to occur or its occurrence as yet is otherwise unascertainable. An 
advance, therefore, by definition is not a wage because all conditions for performance have not 
been satisfied.") (emphasis in original). 
Furthermore, the Wage Claims Act doesn't invalidate, or let the Court second-guess, the 
compensation scheme to which Scandit and Savage agreed. The Idaho Supreme Court has held 
that the Wage Claims Act's requirement to pay employees at least monthly is its only limitation 
on employment contracts: "Beyond that, the Wage Claim Act does not place any limitations on 
the ability of the employer and employee to contract for the terms of the employee's 
compensation." Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 190, 108 P.3d 332, 
33 7 (2005). In fact, the Bakker court upheld a provision of an employment contract that 
disentitled the employee to commissions on transactions that failed to close until after the 
employment relationship terminated. Id at 189-90, 108 P.3d at 336-37. Under the Bakker rule, 
there is no doubt that it is legally permissible for Scandit and Savage to agree that Savage 
doesn't "earn" a commission until the customer makes payment to Scandit. 
Under the plain terms of the CCP, to which Savage voluntarily bound herself 
contractually, Savage hadn't "earned" the commission at issue before she sued Scandit to recover 
it. Unearned commissions aren't "wages" for purposes of the Wage Claims Act. Consequently, 
Scandit's alleged breach of Savage's contractual right to prepayment of an unearned commission 
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doesn't bring her within the Wage Claims Act's protective umbrella. Her wage claim therefore 
is subject to dismissal to the extent it is based on non-payment of the unearned commission. The 
dismissal is with prejudice, rather than without prejudice, because the wage claim cannot be 
repleaded so as to avoid this fatal defect; as already noted, there is no dispute that Amazon 
hadn't made any payment to Scandit under the Amazon Agreement before this action was filed, 
making the commission unearned. 
In that regard, the Court has considered whether the defect would be cured by the 
proposed amendments Savage is pursuing through her pending motion for leave to amend her 
complaint. She seeks permission to assert various equitable theories on which Scandit 
purportedly is foreclosed from asserting some of its otherwise-existing contractual rights in 
defending against her wage claim. None of these theories is made out in a non-conclusory way 
in the proposed amended complaint. More importantly, none is addressed to or undermines this 
decision's ratio decidendi. Even if the proposal made by Scandit's CEO to pay Savage's 
commission over time amounted to a waiver of the CCP's conditions to Savage's right to 
prepayment of the commission, it wasn't a waiver of the CCP's conditions to Savage's "earning" 
the commission. Those conditions were effectively reiterated in the proposal itself, in that the 
proposal more than once mentioned the possibility for claw-back if Amazon didn't make 
payment as the Amazon Agreement contemplated. (Compl. Ex. B.) 
2. Annual bonus 
Savage also claims the right, under the Wage Claims Act, to treble the amount of the 
$36,000 annual bonus she earned under the terms of the CCP for the calendar year 2016. An 
annual bonus is, of course, a "wage" for purposes of the Wage Claims Act. E.g., Paolini, 143 
Idaho at 549, 149 P.3d at 824 ("Wages earned over a longer period of time, such as an annual 
bonus based upon net profits, ... are covered by the statute."). An equally obvious proposition 
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is that the Wage Claims Act doesn't permit preemptive lawsuits in which treble damages are 
sought based on the non-payment of wages that haven't yet come due. See id. at 549-50, 149 
P.3d at 824-25 (noting that LC. § 45-608(1) requires the employer to "pay all wages due"). The 
issue presented is whether Savage's allegations make out a claim that Scandit failed to pay the 
$36,000 annual bonus when it came due. 
Savage has just one thing going for her: the CCP says she "will earn a bonus of USD 
36,000 if the combined ACV [ annual contract value] of renewals and Orders equals CHF 
641,001 or more." (Compl. Ex. A§ IV(E) (bold type in original) (underscoring added).) This 
makes the $36,000 annual bonus unlike the commission on the Amazon Agreement, in that 
Savage at least has some basis for arguing that the annual bonus had been "earned" before she 
filed this action, whereas she has no basis at all for arguing that the commission had been 
"earned" before she filed this action. 
But that's not the same as saying she has a sound argument that the annual bonus had 
been "earned" before she filed this action. To the contrary, her argument has a noticeable 
weakness: the absence of any contractual basis for using some date partway through 2016 as a 
permissible date by which to measure whether she met the quota she must meet to earn the 
annual bonus. The provision on which she relies, section IV(E), doesn't provide for using some 
mid-year measurement date. Moreover, section V strongly suggests no mid-year measurement 
date should be used. The CCP contemplates that Savage would generate new business and get 
credit toward the quota as the year 2016 proceeded. But section V gave Scandit "the right to 
reverse all Quota credit" if it turned out that the customer fell more than sixty days behind in 
making payment. That didn't happen with the Amazon Agreement, but the point is that it was 
possible under section V for quota credit awarded to Savage at some point in 2016 to be reversed 
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later in 2016, meaning that it was possible for her to cross the quota threshold at some point in 
2016 but have some of her quota credit reversed, causing her not to meet the quota at year's end. 
This explains why Savage didn't actually even "earn" the annual bonus before the year ended; 
whether she "earned" it depends on whether she met the quota as of some measurement date, and 
the only logical measurement date is the close of business on December 31, 2016.
1 
This logic is consistent with the CCP's unfailing tendency to refer to the $36,000 annual 
bonus as an "annual" bonus. Section IV (E), on which Savage relies, is entitled "Annual Quota 
Achievement Bonus." (Compl. Ex. A§ IV(E) (bold type in original).) Section I(F) labels the 
annual bonus slightly differently, as the "Annual ACV & Renewals Achievement Bonus." 
(Id. Ex. A. § I(F) (bold type in original).) These two labels are each repeated in its Appendix A, 
section 1 of which calls it the "Annual Quota Achievement Bonus" and section 5 of which calls 
it the "Annual ACV & Renewals Quota Achievement Bonus." (Id. Ex. A, App. A§§ 1, 5.). 
And, importantly, the CCP recites at its outset that it is Savage's "2016" compensation plan, 
spanning the period from "January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016." (Id. Ex. A.) Thus, the 
parties' intent to provide for an annual bonus is perfectly clear. Nothing in the CCP justifies an 
expectation on Savage's part that the annual bonus would be paid before year's end. 
Consequently, even if there is some flaw in the Court's logic that the annual bonus wasn't 
even "earned" before year's end, it nevertheless is true that payment of the annual bonus didn't 
come due before year's end. As already noted, Savage cannot make out a wage claim by filing 
suit before the wage at issue comes due. See Paolini, 143 Idaho at 549-50, 149 P.3d at 824-25; 
LC.§ 45-608(1) (requiring employers to "pay all wages due"). Because there is no contractual 
1 
Scandit's decision to pay the annual bonus before year's end, having been made in response to 
this litigation and likely in hopes of resolving it, doesn't undermine this logic. 
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or other legal basis for Savage's assertion that her $36,000 annual bonus for the calendar year 
2016 came due about two months before the end of that calendar year, her wage claim is 
dismissed to the extent it is based on non-payment of the annual bonus. The dismissal is with 
prejudice because Savage has given the Court no reason to think she could replead her wage 
claim in a way that would cure this fatal defect. 
B. Savage's motion to amend 
As already noted, part of Savage's approach to opposing Scandit's motion to dismiss was 
moving to amend her complaint to assert various equitable theories on which Scandit purportedly 
is foreclosed from asserting some of its otherwise-existing contractual rights in defending against 
her wage claim. The Court has addressed those theories above, in determining whether the wage 
claim should be dismissed with, or instead without, prejudice. Because they do not potentially 
salvage the wage claim, the Court determined that the dismissal should be with prejudice. For 
the same reason, Savage's motion to amend is futile. It is therefore denied. 
That said, the Court notes a secondary purpose for Savage's motion to amend: making 
sure her allegations correctly calculate, in United States dollars, the amounts at issue, taking into 
account the exchange rate between the dollar and the Swiss Franc. Counsel informed the Court 
during the hearing, however, that Scandit paid the amounts at issue, without trebling under the 
Wage Claims Act, after this action was filed. Because of that development, and because the 
Court has now dismissed the wage claim, it is unclear to the Court whether Savage has any 
continuing need to amend her complaint to serve this secondary purpose. If so, she is welcome 
to renew her motion to amend. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 




IT IS ORDERED that Scandit's motion to dismiss Count 1 of Savage's complaint is 
granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Savage's motion to amend her complaint is denied. 
tlh 
Dated this~ day of February, 2017. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on February llcf', 2017, I served a copy of this document as follows: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
i)<S lJ Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
DOUGLAS A. MJLLER 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:~ U ~ ~--
Deputy Court Clerk 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 





Case No. CV-2016-290wC 
STIPULATION RE FINAL 
JUDGMENT 
COMB NOW, Plaintiff, Karen L. Savage (hereinafter "Savage'j by and tllrough her 
attorneys of record, Givens Purs]ey LLP, and SC11Ddit, h1c. (hereinafter '"Scandifj, by and through 
its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Enni!; & Hawley LLP and hereby stipulate as follows: 
1. Wllereas, the Court recently issued a decision on Soandit's Motion to Dismiss~ 
dismissing Count 1 of the Plaintiff's Complaint and also denying Savage's Motion fur Leave to 
Amend. 
2. Whereas, Savage wishes to put the case in a posture to appeal as soon as possible 
a.,,; she respectfully, but fundamentally. disagrees with the Court's interpretation of the applicable 
law. 
3. Whereas, Scandit and Savage agree to treat as moot and; therefore, dismiss with 
STlPUUTION U FINAL JUl)GMEN'l' ~ 1 
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83/15/17 17:13:23 28B-30B-~ -> 288382718.-uens Pursely LLP Page 003 
prejudice Count 3 of Savage•s Complaint because Scandit. has paid to Savage the commission 
and bonus that Savage alleges to be owed to her in Count 3. 
4. Whereas, Count 2 essentially overlapped with some of the relief sought in both 
Count 1 and Count 3 as well as sought some additional relief, but Savage is willing to dismiss 
this count with prejudice t.o focus efforts and energy on an appeal of Count l. 1 
5. Wl1ereas, both Scandit a11d Savage believe that the efficient administration and 
disposition of this case w.iH be served by the dismissal of Counts 2 and 3 so that the case can be 
immediately appealed, allowing for a definitive answer as soon as possible as to the 
interpretation of applicable law. 
6. Accordingly, it is hereby stipulated and agreed by tbe parties that (I) Counts 2 
and 3 may be dismiS$ed with prejudice; (2) a final judgment may be entered on the remainin.g 
count, Count l ~ in accordance with the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order of Peb:ruacy 16; 
2017 (with Savage reserving all rights and grounds to appeal the dismissal of Count I upon the 
entry of the same, the fa.ct of this stipulation to entry of such a judgment notwithstm1ding); and 
(3) the issue of costs and attorneys• fees and entitlement and amount of same, shaJl be reserved 
until after the resolution of the appeal by Savage and that the deadlines for filin.g of a 
memorandum of costs and fees shall be tolled and only begin to run upon the final dispm~ition of 
such appeal (i.e., upon the issuance of and filing of the n--mitter with tbe district court after 
disposition of appeal under I.A.R. 38(c)). 
1 Savage acknowledges u does Defendant Scandit that there is some overlap between aspects of the declaratory 
judgment of Count 2 4nd the relief $t)ugnt hi both Cmml l 1md Count 3, Savage does not hereby 111:ipulllte to drop 
any argwnent that iit actually s.et forth in Count 1 by virtue of the fact that it is .repeated In some fcu~b.ion in Count 2. 
S'fi'PULA1'10N RE FINAL JUDGMENT~ 2 
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rr 
DATEDtbis /!' dayofMIU'Ch,2017. 
GIVENS PURSLEY w 
Thom.at B. Dvorak 
Attomeys for KAlren L. Savage 
HAWLSY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
Attomeys for Scandit, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
M 
I hereby certify that on this J >·day of March, 2017, f caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
D. John Ashby 
Haw1ey Tro:;c:ell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite l 000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701..,.1617 
8TU11Jth-.TION RR li'INAl, ,JUDGMENT· 4 
_ Hand Delivery 
~acsiinile 
-·-· Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
PRELIMINARY ORDER ON 
STIPULATION RE FINAL JUDGMENT 
On March 15, 2017, the parties filed a stipulation for entry of judgment, in which 
Plaintiff Karen L. Savage agrees to dismiss with prejudice the second and third counts of her 
complaint against Defendant Scandit Inc. to facilitate an immediate appeal of the Court's order 
dismissing the first count with prejudice under LR.C.P. 12(b)(6). One provision of the 
stipulation calls for tolling the deadline for Scandit to seek an award of costs and attorney fees 
until after the appeal is decided. Absent some compelling explanation for why this unusual 
provision is needed, the Court rejects it. The parties are directed to tell the Court, in a filing to 
be made within fourteen days from the date of this order, whether they still wish to be bound by 
the balance of the stipulation. If so, the Court will enter judgment as the stipulate contemplates, 
and Scandit then will have fourteen days to seek costs and attorney fees as the prevailing party, 
should it wish to do so. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
~~ 
Dated this "Z.\ day of March, 2017. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on March Z.9~2017, I served a copy of this document as follows: 
Thomas Dvorak 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & llaw1ey LLP 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise. 1D 83701-1617 
N U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
l ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
QQU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
DOUGLAS A MILLER 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: Q .Dul !lill1.0 LU ~ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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I LER, CLERK 
By_--l'~~----Deput;1 
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite l 000 
P.O. Box 1617 




Attorneys for Defendant Scandit Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 










Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
SUPPLEMENTAL STIPULATION RE 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
The above~named parties, by and through their respective counsel of record; and in 
response to the Court's March 28, 2017, PRELIMINARY ORDER ON STIPULATION RE 
FINAL JUDGMENT, hereby stipulate and state that they wish to be bound by their March 15, 
2017 STIPULATION RE FINAL JUDGMENT, less the provision ca11ing for tolling of the 
deadline for Defendant to seek and award of costs and attorney fees until after an appeal is 
decided. Accordingly, the parties ask the Court to enter judgment dismissing all counts in 
Plaintiff's Complaint in accordance with said March 15, 2017 Stipulation1 except as modified by 
SUPPLEMENTAL STIPULATION RE FINAL JUDGMENT - 1 
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Preliminary Order. In the event that Defendant does· file a memorandum of costs and attorn.eys 
fees>- by executing this Stipulation, Plaintiff does not waive any arguments against such an award 
and J)laintiff spe<...ifically re&erves the same, including the argument that Defendant is not a 
prevailing party entitled to foes. 
ti~ 
DATEDTHIS H dayofApril,2017. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
.,.,.,,..,. .. ,. .... -----.............. c·· ""', 
' ~ By. ~ --:·~-· ~~1tn°Ashby '*. . 
Attorneys for Defenda11t Scall(lit Inc • 
. ,.tl 
DATED THIS if·. . day of 
April, 2017. . 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERV,ICI; 
J HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J\~ day of April; 2017, I caused to be served a tme 
copy ofthe foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL STIPULATION RE FINAL JUDGMENT by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the followi11g: 
111omas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
POBox2720 
Boise~ ID 83701-2720 
· [Attorneys for Pla.intifj} 
0 U.S. Mail, Pnstage Prepaid 
[] Hand Delivered 
0 Overnight Mail 
0 E-mail: ted@givenspursley.com 
!.f'Telecopy: 208.388.1300 




- - DOU~r~tlU .. 61, CLERK By . i.~Deputy 
APR 1 7 2017 
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Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
JUDGMENT 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Plaintiff Karen L. Savage's complaint is dismissed with prejudice. No relief is awarded 
to her. 
\-~ 
Dated this J_J_ day of April, 2017. 
JUDGMENT- I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on April \()~2017, I served a copy of this document as follows: 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
JUDGMENT-2 
~S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
¥u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
DOUGLAS A. MILLER 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: Q~ l_~_A=>&/~ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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Thomas E. Dvorak (ISB ID# 5043) 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 




Attorneys for Karen Savage 
DOUG~~ER, CLERK 
By: ___ -=IQIU""---Deputy 
MAY 2 6 2::, 
Case No. C\: Inst. No. __ 
FIIAcl \ \ 3 A.M __ _,P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
KAREN L. SAVAGE, Case No. CV-2016-290-C 
Plaintiff, 
V. NOTICE OF APPEAL 
SCANDIT INC., 
Defendant(s). 
TO: DEFENDANT SCANDIT INC. AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 17, the above named Plaintiff Karen L. Savage 
(hereinafter "Savage") appeals to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final Judgment entered in 
the above-entitled action on April 17, 201 7. This Notice of Appeal, pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rule 17 ( e )( 1 ), shall be deemed to include and present on appeal all interlocutory judgments, 
orders and decrees entered prior to the foregoing named Judgment (including without limitation 
that certain Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and 
Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Amend entered on February 16, 2017); all judgments, orders and 
decrees entered prior to the judgment, order or decree appealed from for which the time for 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - ] 
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-
appeal has not expired and all interlocutory or final judgments, orders and decrees entered after 
the foregoing named Judgment. 
2. Savage has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the judgments and 
orders described or incorporated herein pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11 (a)(l ). 
3. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL: 
The following includes a non-exhaustive list of preliminarily identified issues on appeal, 
and Savage reserves the right to present additional issues on appeal: 
A. Whether the District Court erred in determining under a motion to dismiss 
standard that the amount Savage claimed due and owing as a Commission 
was not wages pursuant to Idaho Wage Claim Act§ 45-601, et seq. 
("WCA"); 
B. Whether the District Court erred in determining under a motion to dismiss 
standard that the amount Savage claimed due and owing as an annual 
bonus was not wages pursuant to WCA; 
C. Whether the District Court erred in concluding under a motion to dismiss 
standard that an amount due and owing under a contract was not due and 
owing as a wage under the WCA simply because it could be clawed back 
based on conditions subsequent. 
D. Whether the District Court erred in determining under a motion to dismiss 
standard that an annual bonus was only "due" under the WCA after the 
calendar end of the year, even if the requisite amount of orders to make 
the bonus due and owing had been booked. 
E. Whether the District Court erred in not granting leave to amend. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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4. REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT. Savage request transcripts of the entirety of the 
following proceedings: 
A. Transcript of hearing on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim and 
other pending matters in case held on 2/6/2017; and 
B. Transcripts of all other hearings not specifically listed above held by the 
District Court in this matter. 
5. CLERK'S RECORD: Savage requests that in addition to all documents 
automatically included in the record pursuant to Rule 28, I.A.R., that the Court include the 
















NOTICE OF APPEAL- 3 
Document 
Verified Complaint for Collection of a Wage Claim Under Idaho Code 
§ 45-601, et seq.; Demand for Jury Trial 
Summons 
Notice of Appearance 
Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Wage Claim 
Declaration of Samuel Mueller 
Notice of Hearing 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File First Amended 
Verified Complaint 
Motion for Leave to File First Amended Verified Complaint 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to File First 
Amended Verified Complaint 








Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss and Denying Plaintiffs Motion to Amend 
Stipulation re Final Judgment 
Preliminary Order on Stipulation re Final Judgment 
Supplemental Stipulation re Final Judgment 
Judgment 
6. I CERTIFY: 
( a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid $160.00, the estimated fee 
for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the estimated fee of$100.00, for preparation of the clerk's record has 
been paid. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee of$129.00 has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to I.A.R. 20. 
DATED this 7.J"' ~ay of May, 2017. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Attorneys for Karen L. Savage 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2/nday of May, 2017, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
D. John Ashby 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Dianne Cromwell 
605 Fort Street 
Boise, ID 83 702 
NOTICE OF APPEAL- 5 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
_ Overnight Courier 
V'U.S. Mail 
_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
_ Overnight Courier 
VU.s. Mail 
Tlfomas E. Dvorak 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 















SUPREME COURT NO. 45143 
Dist. Court No. CV-2016-290-C 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF EXHIBITS 
L DOUGLAS A. MILLER, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
. :11 ::nd for the County of Valley, do hereby certify that the follo\Ving is a list of the exhibits, 
offered or admitted and which have been lodged with the Supreme Court or retained as indicated: 
DESCRIPTION OFFER/ ADMIT SENT/RETAINED 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 27th day of July, 2017. 
DOUGLAS A. MILLER, 
Clerk of the District Court 
By~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR VALLEY COUNTY (IN THE (PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION) 
(INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION) OF THE STATE OF IDAHO) 
KARENL. SAVAGE, 
Plaintifil Respondent, 
·· '•'.:;"ff INC, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
TO: Thomas Dvorak 
PO Box2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
TO: John D Ashby 
PO Box 1617 
·)ise, !D 83701 
RNEY FOR RESPONDENT 












SUPREME COURT NO. 45143 
Dist. Court No. CV-2016-290-C 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF SERVICE 
That the Clerk's Record, Exhibits and Transcripts in the above entitled cause has been 
lodged with the District Court and copies sent to counsel; that objections to the Clerk's Record and 
Reporter's Transcript, including any requests for corrections, deletions, or additions, must be filed 
with the District Court together with a Notice of Hearing within twenty-eight (28) days from the 
i,, of this Notice. 
DATED this 27th day of July, 2017. 
DOUGLAS A MILLER, 
Clerk of the District Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR VALLEY COUNTY (IN THE (PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION) 
(INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION) OF THE STATE OF IDAHO) 
KAREN L SAVAGE, ) 
) SUPREME COURT NO. 45143 
Plaintiff, ) 
) Dist. Court No. CV-2016-290-C 
-vs- ) 
SCANDIT INC, ) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 




, DOUGLAS A. MILLER, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause was compiled and 
bound under my direction and contains true and correct copies of all 
pleadings, documents and papers designated to be included under Rule 28, 
IAR, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of Cross-Appeal, and any 
·~-'-lonal documents requested to be included. 
I do further certify that all documents, x-rays, charts and 
pictures offered or admitted as exhibits in the above entitled cause, if 
any, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with 
the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record as required by Rule 
31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the 
seal of the said Court this 27th day of July, 2017. 
DOUGLAS A. MILLER 
Clerk of the District Court 
~
